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Page 2.

saximnm flcws of viscous fluid with Statolary separation zoaes with

G. 1. Taganov.

Are examined the qaximu flows of the visocus incompressible

fluid for which strive with an infinite ioczease in Reynolds number

thq flows with stationary separaticn zoues after flat/plane

symetuical bodies. Are cktained quantitative results in the case of

cjrculatiom flow within separatioa zcse.

the qualitative study of the field ot the Fossible flows of

viscous fluid with stationery sepazaticn tcnes with large Reynolds

members Re, when flow it the thin layers of sizing and friction can

be described by the equaticns of Prandtl1 carried out in work [1]. it

is supFlemented below acee Suantitative asynutotic results with ie4-

fpz *te case of the nondeqemerate flcv uithin separation zone with

circulation nucleun. Is ccqducted the analysis cf the global picture

cf flqw about flat/plane body (trantvoxco sizodimonaton of body d)
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with *he unlmitedly grevnm Vith a 3. eatect of separation zone I*

and is more precisely fcrmulated the local Flcture of flow near beft.

descr4bed in E1 ]. the analysis of the lccal picture of flow near body

mod in in the rtgion of ccatectiom ake& it possible to obtain

asymptotic fcamula for the drag coefficient of symmetrical flat/plane

tcdy 9f e-- and 6he prqseqce of dinsspatopz

?be quaitative investigation 9f Aepavdasce c,---(Re) for the

lat/jplana plate, establ£h../installed perjazdioelary to flow and by

that stroaa~lied with stationery v~paratipe zcne, it leads to the

inter~stiqg parEadox: beginning 0 th certati, sufficiently large

oumbes = -___. reaisteqce of tiv plate. establish/insballed in a

direction Ferpendicular tc flow, bqcoaes isae than resistaace of

the same plate, establish/itstalled o zeo aq~le of attack and

streamlined without flou kreakavay with tie 3484 Reynolds number.

thi, paradox is the consequence of the obtaived in work asymptotic

law og resistance of the cyliadrical bcdies, which have tke

aymewtrical form of sectioq, streamlined uitb stationary separation

ZOVOe Ube% 46-#o: e,--Re;'.

Fage 2.

Arc given the rosalts of calculatica rcgatding tho for of tho

duct/ccntour of the coparatica zone, which ccrtesponda to the
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limit~ng conditioq of fIeo with te4- about the symmetrical flat/plane

bcdy qf final extent (gaximalij weak dissiFatoz - point Ds when

'1 - [1 it turned out that the duct/contosr of the

s41partioq zone im this case was close to ellifse, but it does not

coinctde with ito its major axis is directed alcag flow, while minor

Axis comprises approziately 60o/o of ajpz axis.

the for:n of the duct/ccntour of separaticn zone duriqg maximsu

flow ISe- A-0) is comEazed with tbe .fcrn cf the duct/cotour of the

seFaration zone, obtained as a result of tte nuserical solution of

the eguations of nav'ye - Stokes fcr the cse of the flow around

round cylinder with Be5=00 [2]. It Frov*4 to be that the unexpected

tar the authors of work (2] increase in the thickness ratio of the

duct/contour of saparatic4 zone with ie-500 ccemletely regularly

t6sti4ies to the approacb/ajproximation of the Ficture of flow Jth

1e-500 to the maximum picture of flow with ie4- and aO.

4n conclusion are analyzed the reasons fo inapplicability

jr.vwiusly proposed modcls cf flow [3] - E71 for describiqg the

maximum flow Qf viscous f~mid with stationary separation zone with

fet4. tuqas attention to te resomblamce pf sque properties of

maximum flow (Re * - and A - 0) and of Zhukovskiy circulation flow:
they both pertain to the class of plane flows with theoretically
infinite kinetic energy of tne disturbed motion, but with the zero

value of the drag coefficient during steady motion.
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1. Gl9bal picture of maximum viscous bloqs aith stationary separation

zP#e with 20-4-.

Since. as shown in work [1], the extent of separation zone 4

uslinttedly grow/rises with te- - and the values of the parameter 4>O,

wick characterizes the effectiveness -of dissitator

(1, - ia :- =""-; a-, e =', Oh" qitt resfect to the vebocity in

Ecints on the external and internal borders of the viscous layer of

the sxings which separate/ liberates eaterval pctential aqd iLterzal

vcrte;/eddy inviscid ficus. while s - s the velocity of the

undigturbed flow), becoses unsuitakle the use cf a size/dimension of

body d as reference lenctb. It is vote conmenient in this case during

the study of the global picture of flv bp take as refereqce length

the e;tent of separatica zone 4 ad tc pass tc dimensionless

coerdinatqs x--Y-,y--. It is easy tc see that the case of the

degenerate flow within separation zone (ur=0, 4=1), occurring with

Be-v- and th.' ;'esence of saxially ;cwerf . disgipator A within the

eoearation zone enn exterial flow cam te dascxibed with the aid of

the mpdel Gilb4arg-zfros it will be depicted in ;lane x j as axis

istercept i. arra4ge/located betveen t.e pciat 30 (body) and the

Ecint 1=1 (region of connection) (fig. t)A
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PCONOTE I. La accordance Vith work I 1 tc azIslly powerful

dissactor corresponds the degenerate flow within separation zone

Vithout circulation of core. NIDPOOTIO2!.

Eage 3.

During a fall in the effectiveness of dissipator (case O<A<I)

withia separation vne, appears the circulatics flow with constant

Eddy/vortex. Static pressure in seFaratiom zo;e is direct after body

and directly before the retgion of ccanecticr it is raised to the

value egual to to stagnatien pressure far line of dearcation of the

current of internal vortex/eddy inuiscid flog P-- F_ _ _=1 "

qcesequently, in the vicinity of pciats 4O, 0) and (1, 0) to plane

y external irrotational flow must Frovid. Frecisely this static

pzqssmre, i.e., velocity in these 1cints most te egual to

.. |/f. this nequirement caa be caxried out only in such a case,
ia

when te duct/contour of the separaticp zope has at points (0, 0) and

41J OX the zero angle of aharpenaig, mand also different from zero

[wenvanisking] thickness ratios Y., (VA. 2), I.e.* the transverse

site/diesion of separatict zone meast be tie value of the order of

the eqtent of separatico zCo alctg flou.

Zn the case when 6=0 ltaximally wqak dissilatort, with the

uatinted incroca in the oxtont of aopcraticn sono I& with t~o
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tumbex the regair .eat of the zeco agle of shazposiv! at points (0.

0) and 1,. 0). an is evident from Erecedn/pmhvious. drops off flow

Ie thi vicinity of body and tegion of iccamectic* it approaches rest

I1 1. Ue duct/coatour ot the aeparatioi aple ith final aqgle of

thmoat at points (0. 0) aqd (1. 0) takes *. this case (A=41 the form,

Fresemted in Pig. 3.
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pig.1 .2.

Page 4.

2, Lqcal picture of flcw 4ear body and In tie region Of o'onnectiOn

the presence of the zero angle of shazioqing of the duct/contouar

cf separation zone at pcints 10,, 0) and (lj 0) leads to the fact that

iatcrual flIow vith, coristairt oddy/vcrtax is close to stagaant, in

saffidiont extondod in tho directic* of i-axis tho noctioz , which
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adjci points (0 0) and (I, 0). Tbe OxM:4a4tic of internal flow

with ecastant eddy/vortex in the vicinity ct the point of inflection

ct utige with apwtw* eagle p leads be tpllouicg relat.ioaship/ratio

fez alIN at poist €f inflectic t.
a *, . lgp -1 1Q (2.1)

IeCTUSTE #. iis escape/ensves frc. the jualitative analysis of the

fzov it jeint of iaflecticn. carried out by V. S. Sadovskiy

(desctiption of flow is given into in § 4). INDROOROTE.

Conseqveqtly7 at -0 and finite value 0 with irO and

1-I, and fro, the equatJcn cf Bernculli fpllos that and U=O at

thase Fciots. Thus, after body and before tte region of connection

cccur sections with the alncst constant static Fressure: =i-A.

Zf we now return to the use as reference length of a

site/aigensioq of body d, tken easily ,is detected the local agreement

cf. the picture of flow Dear body in the cast im question with the

local pict-ure of flow alout the body, streaglined when disengaged

rics kines are present,, vich descend from body surface (flow of

Rirchlof f).

fte important property of floss witk tree toundarios is the fact

that the local pictureo cf external izrotatienal flow near body veakly

dFonds on flow conditions far fron body, including on tho velocity
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ct the undisturbed flow, and it is deterilued ky the form of body, by

"e pqsition of tkje poirts cf the descent cf jets on body and by

veloctty on disengaged flow lines, which adjoim the body. This

Froperty is constast/invariably cctfitmd ky precise numerical

can cuations of flqus with tree boedaries acccrdiag to tke patterns

cl sybushiaskiy and Gilbarq-I2trs ever a qIde tango of a change in

the nuber of cauitatiot 1. ucing a considerable
2

chege is the configuratieo of gloaka flow, in .art~c la_, dzuriz a

cps14trable change is tte thickness ratip of cavern), and also with

the sufficiently close location of the rigU bcxders of ckanael to

the streaslined body. Hence escapelensuas tke luFortant consequence:

the drag ccetfcient of body. in raference to velocity on the free

bound6zies. whIch adjoin tbe body, dces qpt depend oa velocity of

incident flow and it is equal to the drag ccefficient of body Cx,.

streamlined according tc Kirchhoff's Fattetc. When velocity on free

boundaries is equal to the relocity of the undisturbed flow and

caabe Qua:
C, - 2X d -- C, C" ft. 0 (2 -.2

page S.

lov it is easy to pass to the Nunal drag ccefficient of the

tpdy, in reference to tke velocity of thm urdisturbed low:

it is final, with uco (2.2). uv obtains
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CS csKal- c(0) (1 + Q). (2.4)
3.01

formula (2.4) have long UtilUmed delrag calculatioss of cavity

11ovws and it is copstaat/invariably coafir44 .ky the experiment (for

le~ample. see [8]. (9]). For flat/Flan AUte or a

circuker cyliader dependipg op the cnitipq oft separation point

accepted valuq c, In chaged from 0.5 to 0.59. the first numeral is

bettex coatirmed bg experiment [9).

the coincidece of the local picture cf external irrotational

blooe dbout body witb seFaraticn zoce in the presence of a dissipator

• 44in zoqe, which ensures the assigned aagnitude of the paramter A.

and ot the local picture of flow itb diskigaged flow lines makes it

Fossible tc obtaig the value cf the Fressure drag coeffictent ¢.,. of

the acting on body in the general case circulation flow eithin

separation zoqe.

Since --'= A, mke ", - welocity in roiat (0, G) of plane

z, then of 12.4) we kawe:

CSI =C, A. (2.5)

lowever, this is onll part of the drag coefficient of system

beat dissipator. It is 44cesary to deteraise another the force*

,hich acts on dissiPator E11.
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Net as turn to the determleatica of the cceditions, necessary

fpc the existence of flov as a whole, i..j. the conditions. by whicb

is possible t~o coupling of the internal jlcv with coastAqt

eddy/sortex, described ty tke equatica dS Ecisscm, with the externai

ittotAtional glove described by the egmat 4cr of Laplace, uhen body and

region of connection is present.. Bar* again prcves to be essential

coimc~dence of the local Eictures cf ficv.;ear body and in the region

cf connection after soeaetio: zoaa wlih ticcal Fictures im the

approgriate zoes of flow sith free boundaries.

for symmetrical relative to X-axis o# the flow of ayabushinskiy,

* formed by two r'lateS. parperdicular to the direction of tke incident

* flew. Demechko [IQ] it demcnstrated the thecres. acaordinq to which

the flow of Ryabshinstly existsl ctly in the case of the platas of

idont~cal size/dimensiom.

Under the as4ampticn abou~t the indepoagce of the .&ocal picture

of flqw about plate from flow conditions tar trcm platbo, i.e., under

the stne assumption, under ubich was obta~aed tcrmwla (2.4). theorem

cf Demechkc can bet dentrated by follo.4rI path. Resistance of

systes of two plates of different lengtho ritly connected and

streamlined according to the patteia of Rjabusinasky (=~ro flow line

ceinc~des vit4 duct/contour ASCD in fig. 0) * according to oylera - d

Alombrt's paradox sort bq egual to acrc.

X13 + eDM(2 6)
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tage 6.

Jlouswe, to plate Be is applied ,tbe resisting forca,t equal,

acrdlng to formnla (2.4):

1)ant. (2.7)

and t# plate the Icrce

- -n -1 +.(2.8)

Since values Q and tax ate ideaticai tcr kcth pkates# then for

exqcution (2.6) it is mecausesw in order tc

a-, .. M e.9)

the generalization of theorem Dmt"cbLk to th& case of invixcid

flev with constant 4ddy/vortex within du4:co*tcur ICID and the final

jamF 9f Dsrnoullies constant on border DC lcase 0<6<1) is conducted

amalo4ously, but %ith the use additiomally cf agreement of the local

Fjctxses of flow, i.e.. is the same assuapticami by which is obtaine

fots*a (2.5):

X,~.
~2

je
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Sitaq csx and A are identical fcr totb platm. of (2.6) it

fellows:

Tkusq internal flo vith constanto .14 k tie wind in tite

gemeraix(d pattern of Sjabushiasktl can be corjugata/coabined with

etermal ixrotatiosal flow in the jEesepce cf the fimal jump of

fesoullios constant on tbh line of coGFUNS aod, strictly spaking.

Khoo ----- 0 Olyt at the identical length 'Of those linit the flow

Cf Fi4At5s.

It is cettain, the pattera of iyahuhaunkiy is inapplicable to

the 64scription of flow in the region -f ccnaection after e*paration

zoqe. sor describing the flow in t)is reg€&c. sfproacbes the model*

preposed ia work [1], w1kic uaes a pattora Giltacg-afros Pit'

rurent jet. Two Diosasiopal jarnsete*r deteraine the local picture

of flow i tio region of tke cclectiop: *e thickness of recurrent

Jett egeal to 2 &;. here Z7 - tkickess of the cguiasitio* of

speent/impnulso/pulse is the viscous .vesat7 layer of circulation

ULv cberacteriabic liceat di4saticv) # aed cliccity on divngagod
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t)eS lines.

pase 1.

It is possible to :pxect t"at the thick*a*s cf recurrent jet in the

fl"e &ilbarg-Ifros it uwat compzise the cpmjietely defined portica of

t0o lengt of plate. just as the size/ddise4saz of closing plate in

the flow of Rjabusbisky it is connected mith the size/dimension of

tremtlleading flat* for the pssibility oa the realizatioq of flow as

a bole. In fact the force X02, from which closing plate iq the flow

cf Byabuskinski acts o tlc., it Is Ftovtded ig the flo

Gilbarg-Stros by the reacticn of the recsmrnt jet, which appears

doring a change 14 the direction of the motion of liquid, which torus

jet* Va 1800. Acteally tbs thickness c! r ctregt jet uheq Pk -P. ise

0.22 4 [9]; the reactioi of lets equal to a change in the soneatan of

141iud during the rotatom cf jet in opposite direction, comprises

2P u.O2.d.amOAS7d-. i.O. a acctzacl/psecisics it is eual to the

fprce from which cloig plate in the flow of pabushinsky wheg P P-

atts on flow.

consegueatly. for the realization of flow in the whole thickness

cf retcrremt jet in the reglol of ccnuectic; it must be completely

6atersincd, that onsorea the reaction of let* equal in magnitudo to

the p ze€ro drag, uLick sets ce bcdy.
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Since are now known the parameters o xecerreat jet, can be

determino the thrust, applied to the diusiatcr which is in an

idqal-liqgid nodal, exabixed in wczk [13]. b tke flow of the

amentun/iapulse/pulse cf recurreat jet. 1t dissipator is

arzane/locatad on the sectiop where jx1-6, them for satisfaction of

jeriodicity oondibion it the viscous boundazy layer of the

cArculation flow of dissipator it must Frovide the absorption of

e&t*re nozentunnpulsefpelse cf rEcurrent ;et. io.e, the amount of

thrust* applied to dissipater must conFrise half from the value of

the reaction of Jet in regicn of cconnection or& on the basis that

Freseated it is higher, the half of the ascent cf the resisting force

cf the pressuree applied te the body:

2~ ame (2.10)

where et-ed - thrust coefficient, appliEd to dissipator. Then

takthi into accouwt (2.5) we obtain the drag coefficient of system

boat * dissipator in the case cf tke ncudegeseata flow with

cixculation nucles in the separaticv *;qe:
2 2Cz -CiaC-Tr 7 C-1¢Ie= ¢KA (2.11)

ext accordingly (2.10),

C, of. (2.12)

In the case of the degenerate floy ia sepatation zone a-l if

2
body An the Pleto in which Cew-t * tcrmula (2.11) givez the
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result. which colcide: 2it that cbtaled In crk [1] for a systen

plate + ideal dispatozz ,-

Page 3.

auing the derivatiop of asymptotic toaula (2.11) 'as not

cosidered the effect ot displacement, caqected with the deviation

Cf the flow lIneS extermal irzoattoae ' f met ... oCA&

coqianetion of the thickmess, egual to the displaceneat thLckmess of

the eterio: of tke viscous layer cf mixing, although a precise

ideal- liguid model of stalld flou, doscriked In work (1)* is

included tkis effect in exasipatiop. Rithpot being stopped here on

the paccedure which can te proFosed fox the account of the effect of

dimplacemqat in the case of maximum floew sitb 1*-* let us ezplaiq

the mechanism of transmlselca to the bcdy ct piessure drag, hich

apfeazs do* to displacement and added to valuq 12.11) in flo with

sepeatias zose.

In the case of the flow azound rigid airboll/profile, as is

known, this occurs due to the decrease cf Itessere on the rear

Igztign of the airfoil/Ftofile. if we vismalie the nomseFarated flo

if thd rigid ductAcontour HECD (see Pig. S)0 then due to the effect

cS displacement, the force of pressure* acting co closing plate*

dcreazo. Aplparently. analogous vith tiW zegutred valn of tbo
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teact4on of jet iA the xegica of the jJag &l jet is the flow of

6ibaxg-frosn *lso decwages, and this causes, cther conditions being

equali the decrease of the thrust/zod, vbict acts on dissipator, and

threoore an increase ir resistance of qstu itk body # dissipator.

€ 3. fa:adox of viscous flows ith the large Ie numbers.

Ret es c:plain &No aw. Vill changq of an 1';ease in 2e SNebOe

the dzag ccefficiqmt at tke symmetrical flkat/ae body at

s$ze/dinegsioq d with the dividing platep araaSe/located along t'e

axis pf symmetry within separatioA zone.

let the dividing plate hae tbe assiged/Fpzescribed length 4p

of thd order of tke size/d~Aeasin of bcdy 0 and the

ssigaed/ptescribad distascea betvee4 the d4iidlsg plate aqd th. body

also 9f order d. 2hus# the disbipator is the eatire raubbis surface

cf the dividing plate and tke ;art of rebbJng surface of body, which

adjoins the sqparation zoi. Lot us ezamaie first the artLficial

case: let friction as the back side of bol be equal to zero (all

ncvia# surface), apd tbi dizzipatic* of e.ax9g cf recurreqt jeot is

aeelile/accomplished on tbe dividing Flatie %ose position relative to

body As c4anged with a chang in ae number so that it is always

locatdd in tke region where the velocity of circulation flow in

sazimem. Sinco tba taziuma spoed of ciccmiatic* flow in of tho order
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c9 the jolocity of tko unlfturbed flow, the coefficient qf friction
S

4rg of the dividiag plate c? will change .Re-r C= guatly.

nd tie part of tJe drag coefficient of systen tody + the dividing

plate (witbout the account of the trictioaal resistance a end

comsectioas of the body) will change according to the las ~Re-1

l4oce accordi;WIj (2.11) this Fart of the drag coefficient of the

system cf order CT.

nowever. in the real case the positiog of the dividiqg plate

relat4ve to kody as this is stipulated abce, fix/recorded comprises

the value of order d. tterofore with a* increase in the extent of

separftioR zone with e-- both velccity ot circulation flow and

zecursent jet velocity in the lccatic ct the dividing plate they

emll ganishk since flow will approach *aimus, appropriate A-O (see

Pkg. 3). It means coefficient cT it iUll vanish faster than

ecording to the law ~Re-F" (pecedIig/pse.iou case) and,

cpaseuently, also the total ccefficient pf friction drag of end

crc€nectioqs of the body. which vanishes faster tha Ri-. dee to the

tendency of the local cbhascteriatic volocltj vG' toward zwo) will

vajosh faster thao He

fage S.

At very rapid incideac/drop and tbo 1oe valces of ftag
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ccefficiente connected vith frictic1 ib ie viscous boudary layer of

cArculation flow, it is act posxible tc aizady disregard the value

c9 viscous dissipation in as entire raqSe at circulation blou with

cpstaut *ddylvortaz and ii an entire range cf external irrotatioqal

flew. it is easy to shot that the vorki qecessarj for aiqtaining the

steadl potential flcv around separation zpE apd flat/plale

calcalatioa flo with ccastant eddl/vortax as te mmixaus flow (see

Pig. J3), it is jeo ided, if the lam ef resistance takes t~e form

C. -A Re;'.(.1

where A - the number, which depends only P4 the configuration of

separation zone. ?qr the copfiguraticn tie flow, preseated in riS.

5, 1=65 w.

Sa fact, the visccus dlsslpatica s ia azternal zone of flow and

a the range of cizculatie flew vith ccastant Eddy/ortexz not

depending on size/disemsicp Is, picpcrtioi.a1 Pj )4--p. mus t be

Frovided by the work of the resisting fe ¢e of tody, proportional

re,.c d, i, . p..-..luctd, wence It fc;lloqs 43.1).

If Qo drag coefficie$t of bodl with sauation zone whem Red.

falls faster than accctding to the lav c,.Reg1 , valid during

the ngpseparated flo of fine/thin &irfoiAp/zofi1e and, in

Farti4ular, during contineces flow atoond tie plato

ehtablish/installod at sate apglo ci attack, than it ozccrn the
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ieterstiig paradox: begiming wit& ceZtau sufficient large 2e

suubes with further inczease is to number resistance of the plater

establisk/installed perendicularly tc tlow, it becomes lesser than

resistance of the sea slate, establish/installed at zero angle of

attacl and streamlined ithout flow ktqakausy weth the same ft

1 4. Determinatio of the form of the duct/coatcur of separation zone

in salisu plane low with Be- and AhO.

mathematicallyj moe Idle time is the task ef deteraiqing the

fate 9f tJe duct/contouz of the separation acne of maximnu flow with

in prisence of the jump of Bermcullits constant on the border of

dact/acmtour, ee., the case LAs (set NPiqL 3). If one coaiders that

this case answers the limiting ccnditicp of the flow of viscous fluid

aeut the real symeetrical tody of final extent (with the dividing

plate of finite lemjth gr vithot it) ukosQ €oefficient vamnishes with

fe-a. them the examination cf this case roEFesents the greatest

interest.

Vas at first made the attempt to toughly evaluate the farm of

duct/dontour, findng flow with constant e*dt €ertex from the

splutton of tke equation cf Poinczs witbia tho ao iguod/proccribod

doct/dontour and oxtornal itrotaticual flaoq abcot tbo aaco
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dect/dcatout, attaimiag by the variation pIf the geometric parameters

ef duct/contour dating ;tacise satisfaction of toundary conditions

only to zone points of the duct/ceatcas of a sivii... root-mea-square

d~ffesenc., in the velocities of external and internal flow along the

losgth the duct/contout, leasssing toc age& of aseetry.

fage 20.

the cAlculations, N. P. Sin itsynoy 's carried out, showed that if we

sbarch for the so~lution of problem in the class of elliptical

duct/domtours, then the rcot-meat--quare ditfqz~nce in the velocities

along the length duct/ccntour (characterillng itte value of error

derinj satiotactiom to koojdary ccaditici) darjiug the variation of

the rolatics of tke semi-axes of ellipse .b/a in the range from 0.1 to

10 hMs the acute/sharlp mialmum with bis-.(4,U The value of

Loot-mean-square diffecesce In the vol,ccitiesi ccaprises iiA this case

aboeut 7o/o of velocity ef the andisturted flow. from this, as is

evident* sufficient rough estisate it fo~e med t~kt the duct/contour

ef t04 separation zone was closao tint it Ices act coincide with the

el21ip~e whose major axis is directed alcqg flows while ninor axis

ccnpr4ses approximately 0.64 from sajor axis.

The ootbod, of the Ioiqt clution of $qternal and extorior

;rvobldo, propqod by 1. 5, Sadcvskly, nehos it ;oooiblo to dotoraino
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duct/costour with bigh accuzacy/precisio f ig. 5 in coocdinates X---*£

and y= lepicts the duct/cc~tcur. calculated by V. S.

Sadcvskiy on lilS- digital ccmstex) 3are plotted/applied

also to the flow line of istermal flo whims +--0.01; -0.02.-0.03; + it

is regerred to the value ct eddy/vcrtex .ag and tke square of the half

ct the le0gth of zone).

table gives tke reduced coordinates of ductcoatomg.

0 0 0.025 I0.0610 0.150 0.192 0.350 0.282
0.0005 0.0030 0 035 O.O77 0.166 0.202 0.375 0.287
0.001 0.0053 0.045 0.0913 0.180 0.212 0.400 0.292
o.02 0.0092 0.055 0.104 0.195 0.221 0.425 0.20.00M 0.0142 0.065 0.116 0.210 0.229 0.450 0.296

0.005 0.0187 0.075 0.127 0.225 0.237 0.475 0.299
0.0075 0.024 0.0M0 0.143 0.25; 0.248 0.500 0.2m,,
0.00 0.0315 0.305 0.157 0.275 0.258
0.015 0.0424 o.120 0. 173 0.300 0.*7
0.02 01 0.135 0.111 0.33 0.275

As is evidente the thickness ratic of the duct/contour of

sefaraticn zoe 2y..- 0.599. i.e., is close to estimatioa; the fors

cf duot/cootoar is closi to elliptical ia tic tange of the maximum of

thickness, but it differs fic. the ellijtical vith approach to the

edges cf duct/contour to the side of t4e Isatger sharpening of

duct/contour.
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1

fig. S.

fage 11.

Is of interest the covF.rison ot the tcra cf the ducWcontour c

azimnl flow with a*-*- and &=O with the duct/ccgtouor of tie

seFartion zoqe obtaied from the sumqridai solution of the task of

the flow around the flat/Flame symyetricai body. described by the

%quattcns of qavsye - Stokese with tie moderate it suobecso Until

reaeatly with the aid of tte nuerical sqbcds cf the solution of the

eqsatcns of 4avye - Stokes. it was pessi le with sufficient

accuracy/psecision to oktain tho flow avowed flat/plaae symmetrical

kodies to Ve mumber on the crdez of 100. Recently zones axd Ihantatti

[2) was obtained the numerical solutice of tbe equatinata of savoye -

Stekes for a circular cyliader with a0=SO0 viti the applicatiom/use

of a sufficieqtly small aesh (14000 pointz ct stsh) and with the

expenditure of long time (19 hr to on 8 36O nodal 75). They

cbtaiuod ith ReO500 the usexpectodly thick separatioz zone bove
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Lts .harply diffqrs frcm tte elongated alcg flow separat iom zones*

obtaimed with the smaller Is numbers bcth It their isherest

calculations ama other autbcrs's ucrks# and alc in knovn experiments

(113. In Fig. 6 in coogdaiates m-- e di-- the dect/contour

cf the separation zcae. oktaiaed in vor E21 with Me=500. is compared

with the duct/coatcur of the seFaraticp zo~e ef mauiesu ftow with

lI"- And A=0. (Daring the ase of data of Abe vcrk (2] for the

dact/ecatoo of tke separation zone, was icceptid the flow lmia *-O

uhile distance between centers of circular cjlinder and bf the

Fpsiton of the aximan ot the thicknss of searation zone was taken

as egual to Ik). e coarison of dact/ootcurs testifies to the

apfroaicb/apprealation ct the picture of stalled floy already with

IetSOQ to the picture of aezium flow u.itk Ar- and A-0.
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ig. 6.

Page 12.

On .@3previously proFcs4A models t:,r description of maximum flow

F VUb 2*-*..

The, importance ot obtaining maximum mteadl flow with separation

xcqe tor tke study of flow vitip the ecderate It numbersv Ijn

pertitular, withi the aid of the methcd of asystptic expansions, was

actedi repeatedly (for example. see 1 12)). task was cosplicated by

iupignsibility to utilize during the coqatractiov of the theoretical

Podel of maximum flow experimental given pr data of the numerical

splattcu qf tije equatiots of nav~ye - Stole&, since they per.a limited

tp numbor 31000 (in ox~orisents - doe to tic lestability of tho
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statiqsary form of sotic).

the first attempts at the constmactipq of the theoretical model

cf sagiua flow are related to the 304s. I the works of squire [3].

rmaya [4]0 [51 as the maximum form of visncts flow with lo-, it was

elomimed the flow of Kircbbcff with free boundaries and the quiescent

lquid in separation zone. according to this mcdel of Re-o-, the drag

coefftcient oS flat/plane pmt# ap roac.ed !;a _l-la- it 2 vj.orww the

e*tent of separation zone unlimitedly grow/zcsc, the thickness of

setaratioq zone increased aith distance fxcg plate according to the

law y.--'. Oi the basis of the fititeqess cf resistance in maximum

flou Imaya [S) was obtained the linear deFendence of the length of

the separation zone op Seycclds number, which is confirmed by data of

e;per4mest and numerical calculati;ns tc at nuaker on the order of

100. lowever. the vulneratle place of this acdel, not removed and

detint a last/latt.er on tine atteort at tho theoetical

substantiation of the correctness of this madel & is the fact that

the pstulsted flod within separation tzcae does not satisfy equations

cf motion under real boundary conditioos i q searation zone after

Flateso

1CO'19TB A. V. V. Siche,. On the steady laminar flow of liquid after

dull body with the large Be number. lepet cn V111 symposium in the

ccntomeoraty problo. of tho mechanics of fluids and gascz. Tarda,
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Rcland, 18-23 Septembet of 1967.

2be aort preseataticn of soae resuLs work gives in [13].

UDPOG5OIT.

in skqun in uork 11]. for the execatio4 of egutions of motion within

separation sose with the Ecstulated pictace of flow (case of the

dagendrate flow vibout circulation mucleus A,'11 are nSCOssarS

sfecial boundary conditions (azisally powerful dissipator) are

absent from the coal task of the flow aroumd body, and consenantly.

this model is inapplicakle for describlag t e limiting coadition of

viscous flov about the kody of final extest itb Re+-.

In 1956 by bachelor (6] was Fxccsed tke teoretical model of

szaxima flow. in which vas considered fo tke first time the

dependence of flop as a w ele cn the bcumdary ¢cnditions within

seaarttiop zoqe, governing the intensity of circulation flow in

separktioo zome. (Relatiosskip/ratis betisme the extent of the

actionless and *oTable sections of the de¢tccatoar of separation

apo 4s cue of the pacasetoru. deteraimii the magnitude of

eddy/vortex at the arbittary fcr3 cf the dact/ocntoar of sepatation

xoke), Accordiug to bachelox s theoretical sodal, in azmina flon

wjAh f-4a the oxteot of separation zone umanai final. C .-0 the

lmp 9f CocoulUn constaqt on the torC. Cf separation sone in
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final, the duct/coatous of the separatioq scat In region of

cc~medtio4 has the zero angle of kazfrociag. Ucuevor, the attempts to

cbtaia quantitative results within the fasevork of this model ram

into nonrcemovabie compataticnal difficulties. Gs the basis of data

owews in § E 2 present articles. it iq ppsstble to conclude that

thqse difficulties are fundamental. Ircs ttese data it follows that

with the finite quantity ci the JuNE of or©ulli's constant on the

kczdex of separation soe (A)01 with the eseoe o f :o ;th coastant

eddy/wortoz vithiq zone uitt azternal irptaticnal flow is necessary

the f4nal (comparable with size/dimensicq cf d d body) tkickness of

rcurzeat jet in the range cf cconcticn, which is incompatible with

requie"Ot c,-O.

fags 33

Iodel, proposition in work [I'] (see [13])., It is in esssnce

aptrapolation to the large to aunbcr 9f autbors's known experimental

resuls, for which it vas po"sible t tighten stationary flow

€pditions with the aid of the divid.ug plate after circular cylinder

to Psber tes170 (without the dividiag E.Mte stationary flow

cc4dtions was disrupted with le4O). According to this model in

sauicun flow aboub the kody of final *:,at xbtb ae-k, the flow in

safaratioq zone reqains viscous, the wm of zone Unlimitedly

iacrass, the thickness of soparaticsam e grice tho value of
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the order of the btansverse six./dmemsioa cf kcdl, the coefficient

of static ;reaure on the tack side of body is tetaimed constant,

S-O.45. in order to observe the segeece dcria the extrapolation of

the egperimental data, obtained with the small to numbers, to the

large Be 4umbers, should extratclate vseziesestai conditions. The

fact 4s that the length of the dividing plate i experin.qts with

mall e alwals constituted a value of t o crder of the extent of

separAtion zone and sevaral tines *xceede4 the ta--.©mz.

sise/dimeqsion of body. if ve visualize that with an increase in Re

number and an increase in the extent of sefarg ion zone the length of

the vidimg plat. also ircreases, r*eaiqAnS always the value of

crder 1,. then vitb Re- we come tc the picture of maximum flowe

shich crnes;qnds to the case 0((1 presented in Fig. 2. 'the

divid~ng plate by the length of order 4 is sutficiently powerful

dissigator which ensures the finite quaat*ty of the drag coefficient

cf system body + the dividing Flate. aqd coseently, according to

the data § d 2 present articles, a~d the finite quantity of the

.ositve coefficient of static pressure on the lack side of body.

thu, some proyerties, described by the scdel, proposed in work

[I71 they retain its value uith 0*.o- true, as we see for other

conditions, for a body with the infinitely exteqded dividing plate.

SeIever, as a whole this model is ILAslldablo for description of

maximum flcw even undor tbero changed cwmditiccs: 4ata § t attest to
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tk fict that the thickness of separatics scme vith O<A< comprises

the value of order I&, esd aot -der do am this follows foam model

[7 J, ed flow vitkin the rauge of circulatica flow must be coasidered

with Be - under these ccalitiops as isvistid.

Sn conclusion let us focus attemtioq or the resemblance of some

.ropexties of oazium floe to staticnsrj sejazation zone about

flat/plane synnetrtcal and final body with e"- coanstrucbed

according to the model of arh j i], and of c~icr .on flow abou t 0e

flat/plane duct/comtour, streaslined with the.urestricted flow (flow

cf Joukouski). is is kmcwm. the flow cf Jpukeski from final

circulation around flat/plass duct/ccutcur icssesses theoretically

infinite kinetic energy of the disturbed action of liquid with drag

coeff£cient equal to zero in the steady sotog ffor example, see

[14])4 The obtained maximum fl1c vith staticnazy separation zone, as

te se that it possesses analogous properties. Oherwise the

fpsaation of steady flow occurs for iafiajtU ties after th start of

body. During entire this time the notien of liquid is unsteady attl

thq duiving/moving body (with different fcmc zezo resistance in

unsteady motion) spends the necessary te tie creation of flow work.

It senms that the reseeklance of tke ps4porties indicated of these

flvvs not random, since bozh they keloqg to one class - class of the

separating flat/plane steady flows whose Oxcpcties considerably

diffas from t.e propertios ¢f the flows of sncseparablo.
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II

UypOrscnic self-siqilas flo arunad coag. .oing along pover

law.

Not the sloaLl accelerated body or fpr tb oscillatory vith

small frequency hypersovic fl-u is Palid the piston analogy if Hays.

Ie wok based on toe example of L jerseqn axisjametric low past

round coae (a4d of wedge), driving/mcviag vith variable speed, is

eesismd the substantially unsteady flow at*& tie gas velocity*

isduced with the accelezaticn of bcdy, o0asidezable, and piston

aealoet In inappicablo. it is cbaracteristlc -that the hyporsonic

flge 49 question contaiss between hypo.solic r~eges the elliptical

saps qpf te isotropic ptopagaticn cf uqak 4dst.ebanc/parturbatio s

uth entropy special feature/peculiarity.

*1!
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troblen I.s solved 11 the natbcd of elteaal and intecual

asympkotic expasions. Imincical regulta witkia the framework of the

byperacnic: theory of the alight distmckaqdss are obtaiaed by method

cf chractoristics.

Developed theory of the self-sivilar ectitj of aetho& of

- - tip of the depeadoqce of the cQfSicIqmt of wae, inpedance

CS so tine for tI%. come cf the tiit. 4inqska it is shows* that

&WAG# the exponetial acceleration of emq er can increase the

maximum tvo tines.

3 . Ecronlation of the pivekles.

the quiescent with t<O (t - tine) come or wedge at the moent of

tim 1PO bisgim to mova iq Ideal perfect gas according to the law

,xm -bin, whecle h - positive dimessioval icp;5tat, xG - lasgitudinal

qwer&3ato of the apex,'..rtex of body. Fijou v141 be self-ximilarg. if

me disaregasd pressure the vedisarked gas A.

PCOINI A. laking into tcccust pressure t4.a iadiuturbe gaze the

flow will be self-similar cily Vitb tfe it b~dy accelaratez, and
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with -tg, if the matiot of body 8Gcluex*1 4- ~

cbaraeteristic tins* as - sfeed of soua &v th mSoittk o gas. lith

awl is feasible th*e account of pressure the @4disturbed gas.

Tbis glow occurs In the vicinity of the sha&p aex/vertex of the

azbitzary flat/plae or axtally xysuatricl body, which accelerates

ever pewer law depeadin, cp tine.

Set us relato the devsJty of gas to tbc deasity of the

undisturbed gas. bhe ccaprzsing speeds a 1pg thb aes z and I**

cp.o00ted with the apevfvertex of the hodly 4azle/azis II aoincides

with the directioit of the incident flow. axle/axti y 0 Is

F6zaeadic:ular to it), tc the rate 9f tke acticn pf boly Ijul=-nbg'.

&ad pressure - to the dcusity cf tke uodistarhed gas. mft:ipled by

fogs 16.

jhq: the equations of notice. continuity ano inilow of heat can be

written in the for-m
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(u -s)v.+ (v- P)p+mv-h = (1.1)

p

A"Pe Pe Gp v 41OSICi ONS IFS pNo Yuze* density and the

€omp:1:smp ces along the &as le and yo.; v.-0 for plaRO flow,

(U±V for + p +YotPQc;

,. pd,, *a atac index) .

t - dimensior4less velocity of Eropagaticn Cf shock wave, p:j (a)

- hr fcrn of shock wave, 6 - semiapex aqgle al cone or edge.

Dpeadfty coaditions will ke coaditicas oq the stock wave:

2c sn a 2c cos a

2c' (-)-+I. 1(1.2)

sad cqndition pot tb. badj:

t , ea , Mu - ag (a N

valu c s eualtc dstace rcmp~s (1.) o tagan, t
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shock wave at poirt (a 0)-

gith &o is fgazible the account ,f yresure the andisturbod

gas; in linear setting this task sx easivid, for ezauple, ia works

[13, [2].

lefore transfer/cotvarting to the study of hypersonic flow. let

us easine soe propevtles ci flow in the general case. La flow there

is an elliptical roanev hekrE2

on the boundary of this cmage. LA .1eagaelocated characteristic

fpx self-similar flows Emtzcp special teatcrep4aculiaritr. Since the

selre tangent of trajectcry I in plane so tc aile/axis a is equal to

v-p/c-'.. first singular Fcipt is arrange/Accat4d on body and has

ccordtaps &*-u. po-v. then singular Fest is arraage/looated o

pdy Azd has coordinates *-=u, Po=Iv whiah correspond to the position

ct the Osarked* particle of gas of the particle. arramqe/Locted witk

t.%O in the beginsiag of cootditates.

PCIF2 '. ?riactaries iq plane so let in call the characteristics

accordiag to vlict e iFread *tzcFj d tLksace/perturbctions.
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EAgo 17.

The effect of the apex/vortex of body co tke flow of gas is

l ocal4ed. Tbe domain ot effect is seFazated fzc3 the i-amge. 13u8Au

to to the effect of apes/vertex, by rescvatle disco'ncinuity. In the

flat/plane case in the ranq vbere does not saai, est itself the

effect of the apen/vertexes, unknown functicn will depend on one

coedonate yaPcos#-asin4 flow w!l he t-16. :- as aftea Use flat

Fistol, which are expanded according bo the law y-const [3], [4]. In

the aisy.e.tric case tto scltion of jproblee i the rang*, immune to

to tbe effect of the apex sf tbe ccqe, u*4 ile ez*licit fors is

uaknows, by its it is anceasary to find amy numerical ettod (for

tizanple, by method of characteristics) cr with the aid of expansion

is sezies in the vicimity of point 4=-. ubere tie difference with the

flat/lane case disappears.

Just as An the statioary case, if as9aI q of we critical,

shck wave is disconnected from the ape3vete of body iq vicinity

cf which is arrange/located elliptical za9e4.

for the solution of Frcbles by as till to required another

equatAcns in the coordinates one of ubIc ccIscides with body
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smgfaceo aakd anaotkr is Fegmsadicnlam to &t. zwquiS6Iecosi.

ym~co6-asiu6.

SjIBU of .iuations 41.0) Jto C4o4kAwto ZP ' tawm tinfw

P I
(n -x)v + (v-y)v,±m(v+slng) 4- pl=-

P~ (1.3)

(a -x)p, 4-(7YJ +p+PV.5+ P ,la+u4;s 0.

(uX)SS + (V - Y)S, + US- 0.

904&ttialp 0K the abaci av [V@ jL~(zj ] asd on body (1-0) accept

thq followig fczra:

2c I 2c

y,+s.In&1x-cos6).Y*

If ule Is ualer bam ritcaUtteip shock rAve i

Movalldicusicles 9acttie deeedCS zatlo 6/0. Lf Duo*, thbo3
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d~pademce is Taut up to the saxsa ckoxacteristic: aftw which are

4CaZag/locatwd tratsamic atd fattier o*ltical of Zone. Ibe

S"liPtica zose. f-'-c3l44QU between blFtrtalt c aages, has various

Jtms for the acclerated 12s),) cetarded 190Q) and uniform to (g-O)

mtica (Fig. Ug. be c).

page 28.

gitOll -10PeCiaa isature/pecaliarity at PO*4t I'm is ahow an Fmig. I by

.ater4sk. saximus characteristics - ky dotted lines. For accelerated

bbow the speed at sound ot body after potat z@ is equal, to zero;

there~ore infatuation akout flow fcr it does act penetrate. The lime

cf removable discontinvityj which iz wai... characteristic, passes

thzoafh the sagar p01it We. Fig. Ue)., IL, the case of increasiag

notion of wed"e z~wco& Far getarded actigm the speed of sound of

tcdy after ".arkm4lt particle in infiniteLy Sr~at.

distusbance/pqrturbations are spread isedlatelf but entire surface,

the 14s* of resovablo diccttimuity and the lise of parabolicity

asymptotically approacb a bcdy with a*- (see Fig. 1bo).

Ito whimsical for., of the domain of the effect of apeh/vortex

and tks proseilce of entlofy special featuse/ptcoliarity l1ead to the

specitic mathesatical. dIfficulties dairing tiaomweeical iimtogration

CA the equations of S~lf-sililar mctio4. thdat the conditions of
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teeko entern t~c.. Fazasetozswo Aq azi a am& I. After using the aethods

at external 44d isteram aqlaptctic *zFaswIcas 15], let u zns

tb* UNT5. Of SUbht 41SIat~SRO 064: 0). tie tbeWy of thin Shock

~J~ (aand.m tevs m theq& (~z*

j2. theory of the Sligbt distvttatcesj.

lot as pass to the eaination at hygmisceic flow. Let the apgle

6 he satfici.~tiy small,, shock wave consmwtid tc body. After assuming

6WIsl 9)0. in accordance vit& tko tbeery of slIght disturbances [6]

lot us present the solutiog of system (l.3) in the form

uam-1+0( ' v~Ve~+001 )

p 1) +0 (9)
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(I jLV+V )V +v4 LIO
I 'S .5.

(1-) .+(V-)wV2n+IPV±P o.
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Bondary coeditioms (1.2) and comdif4ca cm body are converted to

thq f1ri

C- 1(a)+(I-a)4(ey+I. (a) -.

the domain of the effect of tiq afozuvertes of bdy stretches to

ulse #-1. On this lime the unknoua sclutipa correspoads to the

sclut4ca of the problem of the self-similar aotia of flat/pU.n. or

C-r.,11aft rcal pistol).

I. System of eguaticas (2.2) is everjy krq hyperbolical. This

fact makes it possible to utilize for ibe sclotion of problem or for

finding of the initial 4ata, necessary for the numerical Integration

of system, a method ezpeasicn it series. get on examLne first

si8pogimate solution of tuo-dimeasosaal ,p~ctlem in range a(1. Lot us

Exeseot function in the f1;r of a series according to degrees of m.

after being restricted tc two terms cf te* ession:

V-I +AtV,+0(101. P -- +NP, +0 W.

2 1(2.4)
- -+ A+ ,o(A. a +Mal W= ,+ oM .

the unknown uqluticn is roeFressated is the form of the

€ eveging seriz:
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I k
+ () ' I)P(_k, -- j-!_k k(1'-(1_+ ,2k

22*1-1

' (TI 2+ ' -2

Page 20.

In the case o=2. series b:eak themselvas:

P,-1n~~e-iJ;2-a 2-!a I-ao

At log MIm .. o epaioa (2.) soves alapotically exact

solutjn. Therefoce an *rzer in the expamsics should be estimated

sith *u1. so hav:

Vale" P, (I. % and ag (1) coincide utitb the appropriate solution

lieaisel by pavaetax a tot the ome-dimose oal task of the
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exfansion of flat pistom th* accuracy/pzeclaiom of solution of Which

is satisfactory for sufficiently loc vales of'4 So with

9)mask- 1/2a,(14j (mO.4353j 0.441; 0.46); 1.9E respectively for 7=4/3,

71/5 6/3 and 4) ql(I)< 1, ad scluticp loses physical seam; with

m<-O.Se as is koqipe tbe soletion cf problem qct at all hbs physical

se6s, [7].

2. Let us examine solutio.n of axisyasetric problem in raga Ml.

At a #e*at distance from apex/vertex (**-j the flow of gas Will be

the same as after flat Fiwtcn. Approximate sclatiea can be obtained,

after expandiqg the unkzoqn functicns in tke vi t ty of the infinite

FQint in a series accordi4g to negative degres A- WJe will be

restr*cted to the simplest case of the uq*lcra notiom "' aoue.

V -s rV, ( -s. pL=±-!+ 4-, (q..);

R + J +(2.i +'r' R (, - .): -- - T + -ia,.

The sign of sounatiop clor index i4s1, 2, 3, ... ) is lowered.

After substituting expaasiq: (2.6) into egaticps (2.2) aqd iuder

byfa"cA ceaditl4s 42.3) and after selecting terms with identical

6ga. * v wlle cbtaiu the system of rdlesty iffa -eonial

esquats got de qainisg functione V, Re aed P, uth the

alFpopriate boundazy conditions. PMCe tIs sytes of uationss and

boundary conditions which fcr brovity are gct here extracted,
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Sstf~e V. Il. Pt. a&4 .qtuts is, )o *hpdetemise

4qs~t~ipdy. If Wo Mat thaw fter of exad~e CIA) we have:

+7

as 7L 4 i _j; t 8 
4-)2 

)

the accuracy/precisioql of .. ttqd ca be rate/t4ms144t la terms

of th4 values of fancticas vith eal. See when v~11 ,() is egual to

liZO2S in the first approximation, 1.121 -in tie second aad 1.091 -

is the third; value P1,I.) Is reepectivLy tqual to 1.2oSn 0.825 and

1.038 [precise valse i(I) in equal t9 1.S the precise value P(1.1)

-1.045].

The same aet)tod of a~lproxinate solstis~c of axisjaaetric task La

the range, immun, to to the effect of sp.elWvrtez. cam be used, also,

sita-0in; however, calculaticas isa this cast pzcie to be more

U..bor*oux. xi~ce the task of the itregular uctica of flat piston*

gortlly speaking, does not have guactaterue solutim. For estimating

paqssere distribution in range 0~1 in eogivaerli~v calcuiatioa it is

Fosuible to acaum.

P(4'a):::'Pjj +P" -pot(2.7)
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note to& preinur. .en flat piate; ,v - cz cylietical.

iAalojoinly it is possiti. to deteoraine deftaimm N. (*I,, etc.

J. Pot fsth taxs~vimrPoses ef Coawtflistly utilimiag Risexss

coaztAxatos a and *0( - imection of current).* Pros agnations (2.2) w

f POuV

doom. f(9 - cataia vemyq fav4. cf .Its arlemto I?= W(e) -

azsitsary ling la plame 9,~On kqdy sari ace *-=O. and on shock

wve fe-M,4 them boviedait cqadlticgs 42.3) acep~t the ball"

ie**(a ta)-(1 4 -1 (1 - e"p set, C
V ~ s . d i * 

1. 0 -10)
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Gosditieq &W INs Q) AS 46 cCWaWquGmc* of the last/latter

eqgatton of BOO 1221w of C40$itiple cp shock Vale.

ZA t~a vicibity o~f the apez/IeiteD *I tQ410 let as Fe@Sent

scust~cm Is thm form Of a sGries accardisg to degzreo a:

a' xz sub.titutimg *zpasiQ 12-11) totc *qtations (2.0) and

after gathering texas with identical degree so It in poss~ble to

chtaia system of equations 1-;6. the conact Ive daterainatiou of thG

taras of serlo~s (2.11). It ;tots s to be .tkat Uq zVaso equations

Let the first tkuras of ex~aasion Vo 48, 1W and '. dscnib (ia the

variables of Lagraag.) 11o after the Ilws lat Clutical

Fistac, dri?149/aoviZ9 with coast~tt veloCitY*

Fage .22.

a in knowip fxon ttho jh~rcnic loaory of tie slight distu~races,

the same f~ov in realisGd dcring tko staticzary hyersouic 0--v

S014Cp or vedge.

Co a wadge it is easy to fia4 saqboag t tob of oxpansion
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2arfro tbap.,1~r~e ofi~4o~ ~Xatc;(2.12) can lead to

largs 0=4or than~ solutlca 12-,. 5),

gx:paaaio# ;2. 11) describes a2!atItft khavior Of fG~ctioaa 18

t icinity of apox/Uextele it was vs~d SCI determininig the initial

datz, z~zaasmry fo the calculaton of Uamo by vothod Qf

cbaractarlstics.

4. Slates (2.8C) has tvc fanil..s of real chaatristics:

along nbab fa flu MMU1 'atan ~t~et

dV+ 1 =- =V±a(m_+,Y~ V) e
g- I T A I -a'

&in* m-1 is prtson *!as characteristids; viIb e thao tanget of

aegle ef th. alope/incllimatiop of charabtr.2s5t.1c to asI~faxis

ealiuttedly1 groo/rises. an the line -w ot the cbaracteriatlr. of both~

tami34cxse tbay pour.

in ango a(1, the Evablon was molved by E2910 (digital c~a-utrz)

ty Lw*bCd of Cbatactorlstics. A8 initial data octo awcoptcd tbo firrt
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tgas of expasica (2.11). Ia the exislteaetlif case the sypstem of

ORG&Utcag for deferaining tbese metaers oim solved by Runge-Kttaes

tabho uit the coastant space* egal to kg43. Line ecuov which

carries data, it was selected tro the coaditics so that tbe solution

ce line 2gae obtaiae by aitbod ot characteristics, would differ

frem the solotim* corresfaoding to the fRist teias of series (2.11),

it is less tha ta lok . 2k.e sumbe5 cf points is Loar was retained

cpStant ad it was egal to 33. The calculaticq flow chart for four

jIgats in layer is shows oi Pig. 2. AJ 6 ttcd ine i shoew the

characteristic, passing threugh the pcirzt arxa;ge/located to halfway

d4zect/straight, that ccnqects foist o4 sh ck wave from adjacent the

Daer
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L

rig. 2.

rage 23.

itb gaumerical count it was necessary tc a6ve the eleoentary

Izblons of the calcalatio* of field friigt. Fcimt on body and points

ca ehqck qave [81. The calculation of field Fcl;t was performed with

cae recalculation, remaiaig eolematary psctleas were solved with two

recalculations. Vith o - I to- ". thq EZtore tte Etobles was solved to

values a0.95-0.98.

Fig. 3. gim$ dnpocrM4ce VxG = cq utdqe and density on a, and

alsc tbe fors of shock assv mp(ai- a for the different values of

Farazator a; Fig. 4, rhccm tbo ocze d 2c demces for an axisymmtric

task. Calculatioas sore Fortcrsed tor a valca lful.4OS. Tlo solotia,

cttaicad by naothao of characteristics. was mated with oxct colutica
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with #1. It is assumed that the error is tke 6qtsLastLq2 of

gxessere does not exceed 2O/. but is detdrsiatls ,i(a)- 10/o. The

ccsazisoa of the numerical sclutic* of task with 8O Uit& gmadrature

shewed that for that selected in Fig. 3 and 4 scales an error in the

nus*rcal count was negligitle up to line -0.99.

As can be seen from thcse give* to a$g. 3 and 4 curve/graphs.

shcck wave in the flat/Flame case conves with l)1 and conoave with

-1. iitM &&.7 tip cunvss |(e, a) amd qi,-a s~arply grow/rise sear

line owI N(i) - 27A P(I-I) 3.02 Por the hiq values of parametet i.

dependence P(q. a$ has a soninue near weak disoctinuity/Laterruption

(Wrl), while for sufficiently low values of n - ainimua. Gas density

with Ancrease a approaches iafinity tot accelerated flop (>1) amd

for zero - for that retarded (n<1). Case a -- (s:1) corresponds to the

task qf tke otion of ccne or wedge exrc:4ectially dependiqg on time.

Qualitatively the Ease nature have deFtndetces in the

azisymmetric case. Vitb c42/3 sclstice cf tsc-diaeunsional problem,

tbere are. therefore, tkerce ij no clotics of axisyasetric problem,

sice with a-- the flow cf gas the saxe as after flat ptftom.
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epeve*r. with 1/2Cn<2/3 there is solutica ct the proble of the

self-siailar ponetratiof qf slender co;e j.pto tke half-space of the

harassed gas. since In this case it ueWtb41 to obtain solution is

range 41, after accepting 11*.. '.-=bI" ("t) beyond solid boundary.

that cc~rre ~qId to soltit zt e.1 ~-'-v ", on Fig. 5.

aet uas note that the task cn the accalirat.d penetration of

wadge the half-space, filled by quiescent gas, is equivalent to the

task qn tke hypersonic flow around the delta-like wing of rhoubifor

czosm section with lt rnating/variable (ezicpastial) sweepback.

?be socond terms of external expalsiEs fcr speed u lave a gap

ca sptcial liae. in actuality this ga; sust not occur. Conasequently,

in the vicinity of special line the extereal tifansion. which

coqgiles entie@ elliptical field intc straight line, incorrectly

deacrbos the picture of ftcu. in this rage it is necessary to

atili!; internal asymptctic e*zans/ic. sith this width of elliptical

zoo qr z ck wave az (see Fig. Ic) in t:o cc= of to ucifors motic

ci the t wdso of order 6 with small 6 ooC ei qith C l t
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Satestal expasion esFresents by itself the 1inear addition to

the "lotion of tee protle. of the es[aao at oe-dimeiioaal

Fistcap uhicb satisfies tbe conditions of Izics with external

eUpasnion with the valiaited ipcrease of lcogistUdisal internal

variable to both sides ircm special lime or co the lines of removable

discostinuity.

lowever, for detersiqation in the first a-Froximatim , of total

actiom characteristic - the coefficient of the save impedance (sM

sectipn 4) - it suffices tc find pressure cc body sarface within the

frameeork of external expamsion, since gap cn tke special line of

higher order, thaq the jrincipal term af extension.

3. theory of thin shock layer.

According to the tbeory of this zacck layer the solution of

Isobld let us present in tte fcrm

a - Col +O00); 9 -. V(X, ':) +01.);

pow P(.. Id - 1( (31)
+x 0) 0(1); 6-- W * - I ,; I!

s IT

Substituting thoco valcon cidar syc'-os (1.3) ac4 cor~1itiots
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EI) andi dissegardiag smalls cc thq second ozder, we will obtain the,

t~cllouiag ajetem of eleatloxs sad kcadpr ccitditions for deteriing

the haecuse v. w* vs

Pl--=m k c*&aaa &VJ,+qv , COOL,

V(X, s.

frabien is s1ved in tte quadgaturs
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f a (C o s & - - x Vd

(Cs - x (3.4)

,,
( I +)

St + (I +,w)gJ - ap x ->cos 4:

'G- a x < C° "  s

i ]~~~~Cos a o -x p,=,c

Cosa 1). 3tSC.

In the tkeory of thAe layer the special line, which demarcates

two dtfferent soltionse is lite x-ccs6. Xr the range, 1au00 to to

the e4fect of apox/vertez, the deasity waft tody 3(1. 0) in equal to -

ijtb 3)0; 0 with .40 and I sith 9-O. Irj tbG case czO. the pressuo in

ccostant: P-ia.& ?kis fact segonts to ozaahae anothc ortornal

ezxapwon thich lot c call/nano Ueotonso tkcozy. Lot thero bo
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1 5 (3-5)P=--+R(x. V,+(); Ymev, 6I O.(m.1; '-

Us aptiL of p3chlem takes the Am*

xtg&

A C029 (+ I.L!! P xcost-, (3.6)

Pa'zsjan + d + v cosa~~

P-Rsln - sn' - ____________'

MIj: 11). with.

Page 27.

Saocial 1in~a is also l11W vzccc3 singular point for flowi 1ito

vawd POO io zodUnit. Itcm W-0b - 8411le codo/emit4. *boa

v a~ll ttb c urcz. eaccp.2 Lim zx=r4 s tLboy cator An siqula
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Fqint in the diret4p q'm-O.

table gives the orders of basic values In the theoies of slight

diatuztances (1), ot this sheck layez ILU and Ct Newton (1T).

fig. 6. gives for a ceoparison the d~stritstion of pressure p(z,

z) ca cone vith 6=0.30 1. O50 n- and Q,85# designed by the method

ot external asymptotic exFansions ig texas ct theories 1. II and 111.

&Acording .to the theorj of the slight distuzkancas i the range,

isnunE to to the effect af apx/vextez&, te pressur* was calculated

f. joruula (2.7) . ith q=C.85 curved IZ is designed formally am

formulas 13.5). (3.6). Ey dctted line is sbcun the asymptotic value

ct Fjrssare vith ,-o.
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1 'a.b I
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Page 2&

It is ovident that even at such bigb values 6 aad the lisitieg valaOZ

cf Faxacator a in the case ct iocrt i. aug actice the curve* I and 11

give satiofactory coincidence, ubile iq tb. cane of retarded notion

the d&tffcrmco in the dtterzicatioa cf FrosseI* fro* tbo theory of
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this lay~ar and tboory of t~a slight dttanc~s axe Sac* than ina tbo

ca;. 9f i4creasiag actics. In tha case owl, kewtess theory gives

call qualitative vesult, racs at tk-a Igb valsts of a it is bacall

ssitakle.

4 . Notion Of th, COSe Of tl&. finite di260SI1C8.

slow past coeqe of the finite dimeqsioua will mat be

self-sluilar. However, doritg the byl.csoac action of caq& ia

parfect gas, the effect of ead effect cc fresauze distribetion

according to its lateral sarface will maniteat Itself only into that

tin* 4ztrval when elliFtical xcae passa tke aectioa/shear of cane.

!hexe$ore during the am* cf external asyaptctic cipaasion, whicb

cogfilses the range Of ellipticitl iutc stralgbt lime, ad effect can

ht disregarded. Tken thi ccefficiest of wait iafedance. iii reference

to tbo area of the tasis (without the accpvtt cf base preecure) of

cce qr mdge of 1qngth 1W

Dt' Cosa l

Lot an calculate integral 44. 1)o attar uniag. for ozacplo.

cpadraturo, colatiol from tbt tboory of thin abcck layer. bcccrditg to

forsulaso (3.41, tho dimtriUctice of digicmicaless pzooro accordieg
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to lateral body surface F (a. Q)is d4.texulwd kj tke foUleving

Ie+ KN XiCM A

Rol: Ill. *ith.

IMe speck" Lim qSeca sill bit to aecticif/shear at the $oast

cf tieesitt e #tize.~li lateral surface will be

*ctasWleatqd In the Lemais of tle effect of the apex/vert~z of

bpdy. Eampariag solutict 14-2) istc fcrmis (4.11 and by Lategratinge

*4 will obtai%:

apat 11,

gal. (4.3)

who" Sbf cost

As tollcv* froo CuIze.-3zL 141) :O-,zxCO e. ti=zo

WtoQotic. VUith I -o. * .2 sm' 6 tb i -0ie, -- 2 (1 + a)

alsican M~100 fcz rc ~ ~ C: A cCx=,OQ - f= tt.,t &CaC =,tC3z .



ap BSOfte mes~ws aitire lattral Suiac Ct b04d addition to

valvw r kwagm of us~ready Coad~itIa q,*ct decreases in absolute

jg~jj and t gv time too tis emcosds zekroFxiate conservative

goalitatke~ly, U9 ase results are obtailal during the

a9flieationass of Ievtcass theory to the calCMlation of the

fcWIsat o~f wave iapeaace c: cf Uia .coe or wedge. Dependences

k, '(z) L s)i tie case - (ya.405) &z4 kicapaw4 in fig. 7. in

tec"Q of tto ezpcnestial acceleratict pt c~wi c, at xqro time*

exceeds corresponding censervative valiue Z.C8 tiwvs (is tke cags of

the o;povential acceleratiev of %~edge - UE6tie)

The autbor is gratefn to A. 1.. Gclubirsakly for ursaftl

avezzations on thae those cf this i~ork 0

1. A. 5akuai. Tho floe duzo to inF1isive mztiori of a vedg an
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its t ilarity to the diffraction cf akock uawe. J of the Physical

.c. 9f Japan, 1955, V. 10, Mc 3.

2. .Sakarai. The flwc due to infulsivye action of a ledge, II. J

of the Physical Soc. of aeFan, 1956, V 114 c 9.

3. I. L. trasenfinrikeva. On unsteady noticn of the gas,

disFlaced by piston. 1zv. of the IS USS, all, 1955, to 8.

4. 1. 3. Kockin, N... . ael6nikova. On unsteady sotio4 of the

gas, displaced by pistor, vithcut the accpunt cf counterpressure.

F88f, Vcl. fXil, iss. 4I, 195.€

$. IL faq Dyke. Perturkaticn sethods Ir fluid mechanics. H.,

(reace/uorld", 1967.

0. U. D. Kheyz, R. 1. frobstia, Theory cf bypersonic flows, a.,

rail. foreign lit., 196;.

7. L. Lees, T. Rubota. inviscid hyperspnic flow over blant--losed

slender bodies JAS, 1957, 23, No 3.

8. 0. 1. Katszova et al. Jxperineqt t# the calculation of the

Floce and azisynatric supersovic flcus of gas by method of
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cbaratristics. a.,~ tbd cc ct the &S g3S3 1561.

the amomsript eaqdt 23.1 1969.

I- - - --

ICj ___________low
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Tae 30.

223 SAMS OF TUML23? ECUIC5.

1. it. thig slow.

Za work is voiced the si... accotdiag t4 uwk the chaim/astmcork

ct thd ogmatioss at Prieduac &ad Keller does Oct actmany Costaim the

inacbasiss of th*esere6t5*ce ct turbeleaco.

is proposed t~o ezaniqaticp ef stab~lity ccadition *as tht

avezalem as necary ccaditiot for oiaiaq tie mechaafisa of tke

Semeritics of crrelaticas.

the chaia/mtwork cf tbe *gnaticas af Itie dsam and Keller for

the imccupressiblo fluid takes the fez&:
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-- ,+ V, -, + Joe,,

,3a4( 7+ W,), +

' , ,('"""p"__,., . . ,,;a.(.I

I -a 3, 48....),

where V. - averaged velocit.y vector co--ponentL IP
- eiS l Oi IpZ rme.x , reeoed in the value cf dessity p.

ifairs V,.,,,,., Vw* , are t._ averaged product of the

galsaUtoa of the uslocatp vector and Fulsatic2I of pressure (referred

to deasity). Product cotsists Of s cf the tactctzs ftom umich a is

tie pulsations of pressere (cocameo5dig iadex aj,-2) ad (w-s) - by

the pulsations of q locity (adles a,= i tie I factor it is calculatod

0t space-tIme point ti, I< I,

fag* al.

Aggz."ate inx .1 jL the came a,- IrM4ates the coapozost of

jalsatig speed. apd La tie case n,-2 .iaplj it is related to tho
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FsIla*iC% Of PrCSsa. t tt4i~t *f %S"s ?Y Z

9lldrcCrd~d s, A a" ,~Is twscr Wal o rwW valum p8*s

tkq filloviag proporty of eswtyp:

1-4. the valzs iij qlB..ti04 C~l&Cid*, It AsjiV~ Ume *XtAg* *f

ccalldi idicas to ;xo4.ce is &isultaa~ms tte crcdVAAq* of tho

posrr"Foaiag ra-4,tozx Icts &rqvze~tz.

ose~atsted loot 'p to aul term is asuswd ad4itiox f too I to 3.

Vke c&aim/**twczk cf oquaticut JI6 I&. as ttained fro&

lawlex-Staks tqiatioso 1.

IMME *. to o"idor the systax of the sclmstlons cd savier-Stoks

e~vat4s~ the specific statistical eWSseabi at jroseat as lot is

isrosallbLe. I3DOQIO.

it is assumed that it dtscrikss tuttslt~ actitz *f "o.

loccmrxaible fluid.

It is zecesmary to sal tb t ottinlag tte 6ktbs4 of ai~a u
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9012ez the ChAismAetvork cf quagticas (1.4J fZCs the Nvier-Stokes

*99tloas is Contradictorj since, as can essily bei sees that the

chaiV~attwcrk of .qsaticas~ (1.1) fcvgally 1c4aos all the solutions

ct Maier-Stckas 41guaticas Ica kaxs of shicb it it is coqatructed)

"s sPecia case when all the ccrgeliktica tUzcticas are *Paal to zero.

Oa the other haS4 is &&staid tie existeess alec of seeh Solutionso

she* Correilatious are differeat trca zero, 1hysically this

cogtradiction mcc rs because is a Iricti aclear, which aqxtead7

sclut4cas of Navier-Stoles equations ccaprise tte random part of the

turbulent hydtodynaasic field and is which acamnei correlation

taqct~oss cam be coaxidszed arbitrarily assigeed witha the formation

* cf initial and boundary-wales 1jzoblea for e~uaticas (1.1). To as it

&,**as that this is the tasic questica wick nest be placed before the

setkod of Priedman and Killtr I(13.

together wit4 this in real tiuie, tbert is amother, free from the

ceutradictiom indicated [csing cf the grestica ccacemng the

* statistical t~oor$ of turhulesce.

to vatka [2) - 14) om the tasis cf the egaatioax of Dogolyuhov,

in initiated the inviestigation of tbo *ew statistical emsemblee *hich

dAffess iq that tIke protability of its sta It is siaultameos at

di~ffer~ent sacroncopic pciqts are act, geaerally speaking, in the fors

cf the products of the fttbabilities of states in each of the points
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In guastiom. Ia other ucrds, the studied tsentle is5 characterized by

the absence of the property of statistical lnde~endence.

!agp J2.

Very iportaxt reader;/showed the facA that the studied ensemble

in tht case of the hydrcdyasnic ncticns of Ferfact gas, besides the

ipdeptndent characteristlcs avcrage densitj, the averaged-mass speeds

a inwium energies (tepersature), ccJ nsJUS the basis af usual

a"rodynamic description, is deternined additic~ally, generally

speak~ng* by the 14finite set cf the indepqndent correlation

funct~cns, for which are sujerisposed cly general integral

conditions about coordisaticn. Thus, carrelatic; - these are new

teadamental aqd independent notion characteristics.

The iaveastigation cf different special cases led to the fact

that the hydrodynamic equations for the tatalitj of the detormining

values formally coincided with the aFpzopriate equations of Friedman

and Koller.

thues it turned out thet for cqrrelaAic* fuctions ine should

lock As at indepeqdent z given by ipitial at€ lisit data.

In accordance with this is prcposed tie following nodel of
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turbulence 2: trbulent notion of t~e iaesW .sil fluid ars

ftsaia# by the totality iniefead.3ta valves V, P,
?.ae=234..; ==O. 1.,2,..-.4) IhlCb seUafy Noe

Chaimpastuek of egSISaSU 41j; Velew W ~ POSSee the

jmo;*zty of syurstry 41.2) and satisfy c~eaq zal istegral conditions of

U4q type

I W'~dq A -O0 (1-3)

(uhere the integration coacn for uhole fper-4ineasioaa~l space -

U2014)

1 2. Theores on breaking of chain/netverk (1.1) in the case of

bpsogeneomu turbulence.

Iket us approchk touand the analysis of thze introOt~cod above

acdel 2.

Ucmogeneous turbultnce usually is caLled tbis fore of taio

turbulent notion mben aotxa~e values V. bad p ace constaat in flow*

sKil, corrlaitiom W'"_ aered on tbe em~4aate of Pl47sical
space only by am" of dIiseroO

Sa tko case of honegacous tutbulence, the chaiz/astpork of

eijuat4ons (1. 1) takes tit f cm:
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- f - 1
+

ed- 3 0I (an .5I

Zt is interesting to note that is the cwe of koaoguqeous

turbulence of eguatia tot ulsatcau V, asA g" they will be is

aocorAcy/precisioV Wavier-.Stokes egaticas, if *e .awuim tazabowe

is the coozdinates, concocted witb averaged-sass oeoti (V.O)

Eage 33.

3guations (2,1) they allow/assese the fcllcviag class of ezact

splut4ons, which is reduced to the finite; vmbor of indicial

equat4coas (theores about breaking).

get at initial easeat (,-t . 1.-I 2,.., s) all the correlation

functions, beginning uirl f)3e the7 t m intc zero; then occurs

e~act solatio, aken thise correlaticas are always equal to zero and

chainvaetvork (1.1) is calvarte4 Into th slstes of the finite member

cf eguations for unct s.. (s,).

let as note that tt case, exasined by Karman and Hovarth



A~ieW.~ gu~foxt tecksu wa. so ctft:at thi?;A to be

uk"%ieced that that &0822~~ zJ z i~r frqszeO

volt tkhoe corlatims uJU e=eSpWW JPC 41. tkhi;P are

wzekto~s wth p~essiao); then cl@ehetezk takin the toma

U~t~mnSe mm wagleblin to t. is - t. +v (i=2 . we. an tbf

qpm (23) IS sivplilled:

In (2-3)

lateeweo It it is SUSS to eaSsl.SOO 810 Otj-* 069ins that

Js kOU Ust/'Utter class is located tto scistlia# ezaimi by pwokt

eel 5e'ath.

&Strat]y floe the theezes &aet kzeakimgs It toGleeS that

ksa$eeoea tezbinc. Is CUMAae accotdisg tc the chscacter of

EmmaI I Lot 04 Note Oat t"m asaIog tesit, about bcolee of

~eaLiatite ef bm*s ws tewbieei tn the jc.9ltic~in of the

li"tUcs ot rtfect Wa. lametU0l"
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Zot as es-amsea the set of boosdarl COPOItlcase which aust be

Islfilled, dotng; tbe solutica, of tbe chaiw/aetucrk of equotioas for

ttbaleat motion in the cam' of the tloe atcad body of stationary

tarbakent flow. For speed V. this

- speed in oncosinS flcv (is 4ssig]4'PZSWIWe I'J:

-the coqdition of adbesioD ca body Vie(, -the surfac, of

the, streaslized body).

Fage J4.

&et us foraudate, ncu ccaditions for We"- for tkis,, lot us

assond that tk. Wall of body sufficlettly ascetba so that the

Felsations of velocity vactcr an it &r4 alac egual to zero. The

cpaequeace of this will. be the ceaditica

if o f thed~ss~aeearqums L, tkat oorrespoads to

asy polsation of velocity (qj= Q. taken the auaes, vhick corrospoiqd

to body s;Ufo"S
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surtkers taking into account tiw e2eorisatal data about the

fact that in the developed turbulent Ilc1 uua117 pulsation level is

such higher than the level ci initial turbaletcE && me0s reasonable

tp requirq ceJitem about the ueaknaiig of the correlations whe one

cf arjueqta , accepted values that screstond to the incident

flow* i.e., to coupt for this zone

W:' A. 0.(3.2

Me .* Tar* thkee are it form cases p1 te emergenace of

turbulence unlike the tasks there turtuleace is assignei in the

incident flow or in initial data as, f4or example, this was into § 2.

ZIDPOTOTI.

But since coditiots (3-.1) and (3421 ae upife rm one of the
solutJcns of problem will be, cbvicusly, 9 _1 - =0 emerywbere it

flove i.e., laainar flo* It., ct ccuxze, this sclution exists.

Thezegare in the range cf values cf the parameters, which determine

fSe and for the classes of the bodies uhere si3Rltaneously there

epist and laminar and tmrbalent flcq, te sclution of the formulated

abcve Froblem for the cbaiaunetwork of equaticas (1.1) for turbulent

Aotion is not only. In the case of the flpv arcuad flat/plane plate

At zero angle of attack, tie sclutie, *kick cerresponds to laminar

flow, ezists always, while experiment it abcts that most frequently

is re&liztd (for sufficJeztly dong plates) the ;recisely turbulent

flow.
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this occers, so it seems to as that t14 system of epations

(1.1) does act coqtain Is actualit the aechaaism of the

1pzmtiooiedvcatioq of turblemce, hut Is cily -certain coqditions# by

uhich must satisfy turbulent ctict.

to the success of classical kivetic tbeczy of gases it

ctr: butod, tv tke wa~ye _first-*-.. tbat %W-Q ve

coqcrote/specific/actual setjects cf izvestigations (atoms.

8lecules), uhile if in flwc occurred .cheical zeactions, then ere

coqditions for formation of these cbjects and a mechanism of the

somentum diffusion and anergy cf beam .of paxticles. Using this

asaloy, it is possible to say that chaimpem'tucrk (1.1) indisputably

cofta ns the mechanisas of the destructios cf Lrrelatious; however,

does not contain the mechanism of their geneation.

On the basis of the afcresaid, fiqdkaS the mchanism of the

gener=tius of correlaticns Is the imac¢tant Ficklea of the

qostructiaL of the thecry cf turbulence.

to us it ens that the examinatien ot t b stability of

terulent notion on times atd cn tk length scales, shich correspond

tp turbulent otion as a uhcle, is necessary fer explaiaiqg the

unknown mechani s.



Stabilitl co~diticz is by itself triqials without it ifs asyt in

Fz&CtIjCe reali./aCCOsRi1iS4 0'a S~latice in Rquestion& hor~evere

ajrargatly in the tbeogy of trbulepce# it 1,2aYs the significant

ruelev zinc* the emergence ~of tarbolecge, kk this is well X"OVa, it is

cqg~a.ted with the instability of visoous zcticts.

Ivan the fugitiv, analysis of the sbakifltj condition of

tartalent flow or stability "ca the average* zbcws that iq it is

cta~tned something significaqt. It is real/actual, under conditions

share the laminar sclutice is unstablej statility condition is

cpal~'ory will be to lead to tha ap~earance of turbulent solutions,

siscap as we saw above, laminar SlI*ions satisfy the chain/network

of equations (11,and therefore the ismal stakility theory of

laxiatz flows is a special case of cuozali statility theory "on the

average*.

Sivilarly the coaditict of stability Ocn tie average* leads to

the doteraizatioi 9f turbulent stati 71. aediatoly gets up a

Smest4inca CGzug the 02iseenes.7 of state re to us it seems that

state 7, Is tot only azd vith sufficleatiy large Reynolds numbers
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there is a sFectrum of states 7,. If this ttea, then easily cam be

egplained the depeadeace cf the eaatgmce cl terbulent

cpsditioas/modes on valses cf initial terhuleae. with sufficiently

laige Reynolds numbers, act fat Lce atale eves laminar state is

ariaage/loctde turbulect state 7, ad *le greater the level of

iattial pulsatioa., the earlier the flow Ircu the *potential pit',

uhich corresoauds to latimar flow, it will jass into the Opotential

Fitu 4f close turbulent state. By this miebcd ca be, obviously,

esjlaAed experisental fact about hysteresis (if turbulent flow. It is

Fpssikle tkat dariLg the dovelcped tuarbulet action the mechanical

systes can occupy with the specific Erckability all states , sad

thqa 4Je theory of deveoFed turbulence - this statistics of staiae

,,.In t is case becomes clear that wide frequecy spectrau which ir

*Acitdd in the developed turbulent flow.
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7. a. MAroodove IL Qa. GCzdqa 0  ke &. 5.UPT-

it* led, tho rosmlts of tie ox~arlsestai iswaftigtiaq at jet

tlttc , Stich easuo at 8291a 4f, So" tc lajiel sivfMOO 040 vid!' an the

sexd yaaic ckaracteris tics of tkv oldivetivqis Ur f too

scums ad star from. i-t. ta -the basis .ct calculations mad razwlta -of

the egperimextal 4tv4y o* iptractics of the Jets of -tie vairiss

terna of~ initial soctiom vitb the wings aj diffqreiat -reiative

si2/dim~essioaa and Pla ftral is givea t~ auaI7six of tk* *xasoms,

*hick cause chsnge, in the elfectiv4 tkrmw*./cd .ci jets witl & a

Jrekst in tkte volwxity 61 incident flaw and a decrease of the

ditance at wing of nzreas. It Is ic.,tht far ftom screos th-

oxternal fla% aroumnd jet plays the dcvliaet xcl* ia a cika~ge in

maodynaahic wing characterist~ics with -an i;czee#ve in the velocit7 of

cmcc54Dg flovi u1tile, near from sC-reen 088,etiai fiacabla Offect

"erts the vort4x 44Cddy s~zot, :ich i2pas cm the suface of xcxv*m

The Lnt~eqnce at wing and Jto 4ch so-ses ut cartain angle

to its lower surface, l*ads# an Is kao~pv tc f nstloa/aftcation on

-4-



$4 siuulta-iequaI undero cost". mriblqe

t6e U tc"* hs cb *KIt~iitic~t ore ottais-06 kj, oxpi4ly esimatiasi

LA, a 60cw.*Mm of tbe alst.. of V44 vt Acton and aas inicreas In,

t"e vtlockty -& UnCitest, xIlw. %rest, Ulq~es- of Jt. vMic appear 1,R

-t"he~ =T -afnc A" ti* ct~ext flow, casd bj the viscos forcesz. Jet

' t)k4s case,, IIeV#lyiag istc, Actict surz@madi1m9 air, craes

-4istvtbed flzv about wing. W#Ca" Of~ this CA~ FxtsA'* Side of wiJIg.

aupe.av -tkw* 0pcmatIOsj.'tar~~ct ics C' Nh~ck dgCCSso the *ffctiv.

tkruint/rat of~ jet. Pat from- scre~ea these icsse* are ssalle A

ccp*Uera Ale ±acvrqase- ip tbe lassew, avriag t~w tecre"* ot t&haI dA'VtaMc Of Mig- Vitk ~It Of sCr~tos it coaz4Cctd With the

forbatio/Aduca iol of the fav Jet, ihbick Fcssesses counsiderably

largeS 0JWCtiU9 abilit, a~d tie A.FX0CAchajXCzImAtioU of wing to

this Ferturbatics- aource j1] - []

ts increase in the losses of lift 4qd ak change in other

a~zodynavic wing characteristics vith let with an increase in the

velcc4ty, of incide-st ticy is conmected, is the first place, with the

4&istuxanc/perturbatiops, which afjeaz dating the flow around jet,

and, As the second place, it is possibler vith certain change of its

socking properties in eztraionent flow.

I ' - -- - - ~ r - - - --Z* -1
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fm ig. I abaa OXFziua~tal *inAte ef thes PCMser which

Qpggeas os flat soztacg dvting the, flew agcud the rigid cylinder and

&*&I jot4. normal to this surface. sad Caieulated distzibutio of

Fzqssats. Obtaid deinig tio replace~mt C-tjet by this system of the

arzaa*/Iocate& on its azis/axis ficus *a the assamption that the

Setertereac. of wing and jet is Caused WAY by Socking action of j;Ot

fage J7.

Ccsaaisoq shows t4st Ftessir* distribatipq is the vicinity of real

jet aicording to t~o character of the loctics cf the oms of the

isctebsed mat redsced pressure is qualitative a;alogos with pressure

distr*Lution acoaqd rigid cylinder aid it I& of;*site to bhe

calculated distributios cf Fressure.

Nowever, the amounts of the suppl~ueetery lift which appear from

real lot and rigid cylinder, substattially 4iffer from each other.

these differences are oktaiaed by eapecia111 ccfsidorable in the

rage of comparatively low values cf t~a gives telatios to velocity

of incident flow to jet volccity Ile ~ De~'~) al jet, being

bb~t And being expanded, aelamipe Jq*4 tattlesing flow the complex

tire."Adinessional/space form, very distaqt Itcs cylinder ( 5]. It is

cheradteriatic that 803t considerable chasg* of the siz./&imansions



ct jot in the carrying flC junlike jet U tj-*, ijlooE & p&C) Or;;

cm its lnitial section and cam caus eSSetMI

disturbace/ertutbaticts on the Cig sm.ace,

Big. 2# gives some results of the apfzczieget cospmatti-as which

%are tarried out for tha case cf ideal 1lald fcr pjurpos of

IalitasT ovalmtioP cf lift increomOt Alt ts poxtbv of the

tbn/st/€od of jot),, induced o flat surface by cyl.3d4r and the

ezpanded solid body. imitating size/diseasicns zmd Ut for* of let.

Calculations show that the espanded body, which has the elliptic form

c4 crns; section with the relaticn of sm$.anes 1:4 aa& tk.

transverse si.o/di~ensicp k uandertahe; a the expnrimental data (5]#

is cased in compesison with cylinder a many tines larger in value

tozcej especially in the range of ccaFeaatvell low valueo of the

g.va relation to velocity cf incident flpv to jet velocity.

-S ? "" , -;;,, '.., ' . ,, .,
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rage J o.

i.y: 51). Rid h cyloity of (eapeiet) flev Jeta imprant. (3).in

*rsace of tke interfereqcs of wing-arnd jet, Nereovor,, tke analysis

of th4"e data skows that at the snall valae*S- of the gives veILqctyT

zatic tim basic dixturbances on vipg. arc, frtad -by- tkv; S.ciau of
the J~t of lartge extentst Whih fossaffes lift 'QUE-t&isregess Aixijar

tP cestaia lov-ASPect'-ratio VI9 arzagopesi at~ iigh- o



&Oarak Vth z"Oect to tko anrtace at *a" ales. 91th an :uwgvs. in

tis ~~vaer*of Jet#~ the lift of toCtIV#qeua of -its 4iats~t sections

d4ceAe &S a rwslt of tko 4kcease 41 taoit a;glu. t attack, and

iscuaaig valse begin to jIlaJ the distu* sacs"rVrturbat les, causoM

hgr tb# tiouw Stomsc the IsItUl section at jet --ss bleff body. Clow is

fpse to cylinder directly et the uIg~sur4ect. therfoce, for

*P[)Feg the deCrease of tk* juitial 4a~ e d jet inclikation, to Win

plebe lea~ks to the essestial decrease 'Of thrust losses of all _range

ef a tkaag* 14 the givet velocity ratio, m# at its- very lkiq vawa,

048#, it Vculd SOON* jet Is lost distoft pa its ftw- fro Cylinder,

,irqssuze f bid, induced by circular Je.t* as she** Is Vork [6)It

m~rvady It differs littlo act 49;11 qalitativell* but -also it is

VSutttativo frem -pXsSurq field ia the v'40ciaity of rigid Cr Uu~er'

Jzperineijtal investigations were cacrifd cat on the nodels of

the cectaagular vipgs alth cloxgatics %X=2 at angle of attack a=Oo Was

investigated tke interftre;co of wisgs wAp-k tit Jetsg whioh had in

islitd section tk~. form of circle (cirallar jet) &nd of thbe ellipse

(elliptical jet)vboxe major axis cculd be atcauge/locatedI pqz'audicularly and in Farellel to tbt viccity vector of the

laciddat flow. Subsequestly for CCrw~eae lot us call elliptical

jot de.eding Oil the Position of its 5aJOC axis an Olliptical jet

&CVGS~A flo zad 011U1iptica1 jet alorg flcez



___ 44
64Vf

iI~~ lo~ icts ~.$~ c42b~ ia .loo

c~~coa~s&ra qqx asiCrvasa 1m& tb@ $1cking, aoaq o q
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4~2.

#41.* 1). Clider. (2). Iszaahd kody. (3). 'jet (experiment).

the Olliptical across flow jet (rqlatIcg bcf semi-axes is equal

to 1420) it is bluff in initial sectio~su, tgt kont, i.e., im in

!IAself bluff obstractiog. arrapge/jecatod ct the wing surface. Ziem

at CcBEAZtiv~ll sall velocities Cf Sqi4et flow basic

&istusbance/perturb~aticps on the wing are cxettd by its initial

vacti~a in the form of the vast ZOvos of the elevated peessae before

the jdt and of evacnatica,'raretactica aftbz jet. The specbra of silk

threads c4~ the wizg surface show tbat :beftze tk jet occurs braking

flew *nd characteristic boundary-layer segazaticpv although after Jet

In foamed vast breakaway ztone (Pig. 4) .
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2111$.ical, absqal flow jet is in0l stsealsed *a initial Section

40mqv~ trme the Absetc. Cf the visible SCO. ef the backmater

Wer the Jet). but this Jet Istepsely is CZESAm"e is tasvez..o

dizectics &IPA is least keat. AxperImts ia tbe flood*& SIPace show

that Uy the chetartistic featoze of .tM frcFagatiom of elliptical

Jut iits very soginif era *zpaoxicip oq 1axce sad to the miama axes

of ellipe.. Along minor axis is obtais &kijrcalmatoly six tines more

iolsea ezpassim4 thas eq large. during tis Ltv around Jet of the

carrytg flow ovcugs tbe su~ploeety strain of the forn of its

sectigas. Ox the fscatal surface of Jets af~ears the overpressmro

while ca lateral surfaces and from hbkbiud -euacuatioa/rarefaction.
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tbezetcre most sionificamt expansion occuss in the directiom,

ForZedicular to the direction of velocity cf i4cident flow, and

elliptical along flow jet at certai* removal/distance from the ving

surface acquires tke form vhich istoruces considerable

r4W' T ~ :
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diAtaZkaace/pertItbatiozs into flow. PGalo 4idst4CbaACe/9tubaticans

e tb6 wing surface are created precisqll k) thk e sections of Jet.

Tbey e exhbited PreicmlmAtly it the tprzaic/edecation of

rarefacti.m sies about jet sad bear sit %iicatly more umifoc

cbaractere tha disturbasce/pertuwtaties fics .elLptical across flow

jet.

uarning again to the rsAults cf the tests tectaigular wing with

tie jdts of various foxes, which etsue at aigle of 900 to its love

surface (see Fig. 3), it shculd be noted ittat tey corespond to 'the

rzproaentatio4 of the rcle ct differeat secticas of jet !q the

frseatiom/education of losses with an imczease In the velocitli of

ieciddnt flow. Xipartin to the initial sectica of the jet ag

streaalined shape does tot lead to the bottease of thrust 1o30es in

he "iaspected comparatiuely narrow range pt a change ia the gi'ea

velocity ratio. The jets ,eP circular and 62iLitical aloag flow form

are c useI close ip t#e magnitude of losksb of tkhust/od.

C(apseluntly. in tese ccditicas/nodes is impcttant not so much the

fps& 9f iitial jet cross-pecticnal artao at qcapleto

throeoAdisnnsional/sEace fore of the jet wkich Is foamed in the

carry~ng flow. while it is cbtained ty close ,of both jets, judging

fxca the fact, that at a distance cf five kcres from the wing surface

tbej #ive already approximately identical ttace on the aesh of silk

threads (Fig. 5).

'?/,>" " , " " " ' ... . .. "- 7' / . ' .- ,: : - " .. . "-
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tbe effect of- t for of InItial jit coss-seftiona *ar a (or

the .a'itval 1ocatlg several jets) c aeodjasic ang characteristics

6Jseads esektastially CI rqlatica ti tte alt Ce initial jet

gess'sectiomal area te slag ares.

I,
-I
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'hrust losses on the rectangular wing cf stall size/dimensions with

the jets of elliptical across flow and circular shape . --0,01)

fizst increase with an increase in the giuEr velocity ratio, and

then, after achieming tke greatest value," tkey decrease also finally

-t reverses the sign (fig. 6). In this case, the increment of

pitch4ng mcment reaches the significant ma nitudes. Elliptical jet

alcng flow on a small wing, as cn large, are caused thrust losses

which increase with the increase of the given velocity ratio.

IF .°
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I sharp qualitative change in the aer;djnaxic wing

characteristics with to t1ke jets of cirouia and elliptical across

tic1 form* that occurs duzirg the rqlatime size decrease of wingg is

coineoted with the fact that on a small xictaegular wing the part of

the z9ne of the essential disturbanceAPer/uzkticnsv caused by jets.

proves to be out of the limits of ving4 At certain value of the given

ratio of the velocities when a;Fear positive lift increments the

Freva~ling value acquires the zone of the elevated pressure before

the jdt, Vhile the rarefacticn zonei wkick appears beyond jet, is

lpcatod partially out of wing. the measuraments of the distribution

c$ Fressures -on the surface of the wing (fct exanpleo [6]) show that

with An increase in the vqlccity of incidet tlcu gradually is

develqped the zone of the kackuater before the jet during the

simultaneous decrease ot size/dixepsio;* ad the shift downstream of

rarefaction zone. Possibl. to the sane manifests itself jet effect

ca th# flow azoun& suctic side of wing.

during the size decrease of wing Vith elliptical along flow jet,

thqse phenomena do not Eave the vital iqpptta c, because of the

special feature/peculiarities of the disturla~cf/perturbations, which

appear during the flow arcund this jetj Which jt was discussed above.
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Illiptical across lov jet (ot #&a.49catiog of jets in a series

aiboss floew) has op a snal rectangulat Yj.g eseatial advantages as

c..paed ith elliptical alcng flow jet (o azteMapmeat of jets in a

66tie* alApg flow)*

i
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Ihq cqnsiderably larger iqcrement 9f pitching iscnentv obtineDd on

wjqg vith this jete it allows in cerain assigmed/prescribed

cbntex-e .- gravity location to displace ellitical, across flow jet

;wareL to trailingj wing edge and to obtala for this count

supp£imntary aLO-jptagos io ccaparisca %witb elliptical along flow jet

Vith Aufficiiiqtly ,large values of the giveq velccity ratio.

A change in the form of jet or the laycate of jets oq wing

allows on the rectangular vJngs. klick haia c1 se to real relation to

the asea of nozzle to wing area ( ,01), act only it is substantial

~to dedrease the thrust losses, but also .tp ccarletely considerably
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ijcredse the effective thrust/rod cf jqt. This *ill agree with the

r64ults of the investigation of the divers# vriants of the location

s f ine Jets on the recteqgular wing, givs# lu fork [7].

the possibilities of using the zoge af elqvated pressure for

decreising the thrust lcsses oV the wi gs cf the limited

size/dimnsios depend on wing planfor. and the position of Jets on

4~qg. Thus,, for instance, as a result of the s;ecial

6atue/peculiarities of the gecuetry Vf delta wing the positive

action of the backwater, I. ch apats befcze the Jett is not

utilidede and the effect cf diffluences prevailsp determiiing a

change in the total aercdyqaaic character~stics. Therefore on delta

%iqg with relatively the fcnt/leading positics of Jets elliptical

across flow jet causes co#siderably larger thrust losses, than the

jet og circular and elliptical alcag flcw fcra. For the same reasons

tie shift cf circular jet tc leading wing ed4e causes an essential

i crease in the thrust losses at the high values of the given

v6locity ratio.

Thus, far froap the earth/ground the external flow around jet is

the inportant factor whicb deteraines a ciange In the aerodynamic

wing characteristics with an increase in the velocity of incident

flew. a change in the fcras of jet or lccaticp cf jets on wing makes

it po*sible to decroase tke harmful interfeqzepce of wing and jet in

the carrying flow.
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The qearness of the earth/ground cqsiderakly complicates the

Sjcture of interaction cf the jet cf wing ard Is exerted a

substantial influe4ce ov aetodynaeic wipg characteristics with jet.

Pscm the diversity of the factcrs, yhicb leterhine the interference

of wing and jet near thE eartb/groed, it Is expedient to isolate

three kasic phenosena which consecutively cen cccur with an increase

in the velccity of incident flow.

Iilm llm mm

I(1 ln
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first# the fornaticn/education of the accurate [fan] jet, which

1pasesses considerably larger ejecting ability, than free jet, and

the apFroach/approximaticm cf wing tc this rerturbation source, the

camsing increase in the thrust losses. 1h4s effect is basic at

velocity of incident flcw, equal tc zez¢,: and it plays the

sirnificant role at couraratively low valves of the given velocity

raiiog

in the second place, the fornatioq/educaticn of the vortex/eddy

shaftJ which arises during traking cf fa4 jet b. the incident flow.

7be shift cf shaft with an increase in the velccity of incident flow

is brqught, beginning with certain value of the given velocity ratio,

to decrease in thrust lcsses, since befcre the shaft during its flow

aj~ears the zone af elevated pressure, vhile the sucking action of

fa4 j4t decreases as a tesult cf its size decr ase. If we compare the

ipsiticn of vortex/eddy shaft with cbaqge it Icases of thrust/rod

with An increase in the given velocity ratic, .tien it is not

difficult to establish that the decrease iq thitst losses begins when

rain qr less considerable pcrticn cf wing proves to be in the zone of

the bAckwater before the shaft (Fig. 7). 4t is logical that t.ith a

dscre~se of the relative Si~e/dimevsiccns 91 wi n or increase F the

positive effect of vortex/eddy shaft is exhibited less coqsiderably.

Ibis effect depends alsc c4 wing plarfcra, the [osition of jet on

wing and the angle cf deflection of jet.
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Ind finally thirdly, the usual FxclxuJty effect of tke

earth/ground, which beccues basic effect at sufficiently high

valocjty of iqcident flcw, whep the jet bonds sc, that the

votteg/eddy shaft does tot appear..Is an xeap le it is possible to

give the results of the tests cf the rectangular wing with elliptical

aczcst flow jet (RIg. 6).

1
.1 • m m m ml m m
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IU the raqge of the low values of the give; velccity ratio, are

observed the same special feature/jeculiaritlee of the course of

dependecsc --- (VV", as in the examinjed previously examples
PPOO

(losses first increase. t .y reach saxinuis and then they decrease).

With f'irther increase in the given ratio of the velocities reaches

the m;miaun of thrust losses, ccnnected vitk tk* liquidation of

vorte;/eddy shaft on the earth's sczface. lie value of the given

valoc~ty ratio, by which cccurs the liguidation of vortex/eddy shaft,

increAses during tue decrease of the rtlative distance of wing of the

cart h/g 9zound.
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Thus, the substantial change in the aerodycaaic wing

characteristics with jet i4.ar the sartb/gtcvmdv whic& occurs with an

i*Cre&Se im the velocity Of i~cident flovi is ccanected with

eaqngtnce# shift and finally by the liqui4aticz~ of vortex/eddy shaft.

The fAvorable effe~ct of shaft can be used for dtcreasing the harmful

ister~erence of wing and jet near the 4ar-tk/grcund.
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Page 45.,

DEERANA2ION OF TlE ARELI7DE OF 11a 03CILIA2MCNS OF AXISYMIETBIC

SPACE VEHICLE VITH UNGUIVED LANDING IN 2HJI JTAOSPHERS.

V. 1. Vikov, V. A, Yaxoshevskiy.

Are examined the special feature/pecaliarities unguided action

ct space vehicle about the center cf mass 41th descent in the

atmosphere. Primary attenticn is devoted tc the determination of the

possible amplitudes of cscillations aid tsaravetse overloads on

la4ding trajectoryat the low values of iiz4tial angular velocity, are

g§ven the formulas and th4 curve/gzaphs, abich sake it possible to

determine the paraneters iqdicated.

Is examied the task of the determination of the amplitude of

tte oscillations of the uqguided siace vehicle, entering in the

atmcsphere of planet. It is assumed that t|it vehicle is axially

4- symmetrical body, angle of attack a is defired as angle between

vectors of speed and the lctgitudiral axis cf vehicle.

uo.k [1] shois, that tke character o4 the notion of the unguided

space vehicle about the center cf aais is detersined by the
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doienSiozless parameter

21 N

where To - initial mosept of momentum jin atacsj&euelee8 space; X -

tle l9garithnic gradient of atmospheric d6osit (p~p0e-"); I - axial

apnent inertia; Vd and 6o  rate of entry ad ,the angle of entry into

the atmosphere.

it high values p, the motion of vebiele is quasi-periodic in an

entird trajectory, eliminating perhaps the section of small extent in

the vicinity of the bourdary of the atacsphere fin the case of plane

action - a section pf trarsiticn from rotary aotion to oscillatory).

therefore with >>1 the asplitude of the oscillations of vehicle on

angle of attack a, can be determiped vi'lh the aid of asymptotic

method or the method of averaging [2] - [5). Lt the moderate values

p commensurable with ore# asymptotic ,eticd is applicable only in

the sufficiently dense layers of the at~osriere. lith small p(l<<1)

lwc isitial rotational energy of vehicle dces act in practice affect

its mqtion in the dense layers of the atmosptere. The determining

Farameter becomes the angle of attack 4f weliclt on the boundary of

the atmosplere to, which, as a rule, is rardom variable. Therefore

task acquires probabilistic character.

Page 46.
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j in thd present work are given the results;4 biht make it possible to

determine a series of the parameters, whii¢ re~zesent practical

interdst, in the case of small p.

Tt is known that the axially symme.trcal tcdy in void completes

notice of the type of regular precession. let as determiae initial

boundiry conditions of the atmosphere thrpugh angles Oa, 02 and 03

(Fig. 1), the characteriziqg cone Irecessicns and moment of momentum

T.; 0, - angle between v~ctcrs of the sleed cf vehicle and the vector

of initial moment ef momentum (by axle~az s of cone) 02 - nutation

aegle (half-aigle of tb* sclution/c~ening ci cc;e); 03 - precession

angle of vehicle (positio4 of the axle~azjs of vehicle on the cone of

the pzicessioq).

in sufficiently dense layers qt tl.e atiosphere where the

oscillations in angle of attack arq seall, a change of the amplitude

o csdillatioqs is determiqed with the aid ct asymptotic method [2] -

[.j frqn the formula

-exp 21V 2mV /t

in; mqSI
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uhqro m'z - derivative of the coefficient ct Ake damping moment in

djoensionless angular velocity w,- ;ceJ nbstk* derivatives of the

lift Coefficient a~nd pitciog monest is eagleof at-ack a (all

derivatives are calculated for a=O); Sj -. a - characteristic area,

legti and the mass of iebicle; V- velocity; IupV2/2 - velocity

bead; C- constant,.

I .. ..
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fig. 1.

]P'ge 41.

In the case qf the large V, vbQn aals~totic method is applicable

in an entire trajectory ot descent [1] cpfstaqt can be expressed

direcbly through angles 0& and 02 aud 1%1:

2 2

uibere

(wo, an initial equatcrial angular velodity).
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4n particular, for the plane notion uben ,j=#2 =w/2,

C = 21/,. (3)

Zf pavaqter I is low, then pictuire significantly changes. Let

us exAmine for an example the Flane aotion bben in atmosphereless

space vehicle rotates in trajectorl Flare ith constant aqgular

velcc4ty 40. Asymptotic method Is inapEA4dakle cn the section of

tnansttion from rotary motion to oscillatpry - in the vicinity of the

b~nndAry of the atmosphere. In this interval of motion, it is

possible to consider that tie velocity and the flight path angle

virtuAlly coincide tith rate of entry 10 and the angle of entrance

Saj aid to disregard daspixS effect (terms, prcFortional m' and

C). 2hen equation of action

d a M ( ) q S( 4
t-- 

(

taking into accouqi dependence p=poe-XH via .aubstitutioq

2m' = / ps can be convested to the tollqving form:

d2  I dra-d2 + _I-d + h (,z)o, (5)
dX2 X dx()

Where h(2)- m,(a) - the staqdardized/nc nali2ed moment characteristic

db/d.1O)=1 (similar equation for the linear case was examined in work

Initial conditions oa be fixed fcr th. lc, value x0 (low

values p):



Z •(x) -=%; da 2w,, 1
,, (x =x kVol sln o X0 =x9"I '

1, ... * Lfq.

litth large x when the amplitude of tie oscillations becomes

saall* it is possible tc count that b(4 0% and to present the

solution qt equation (5) through Bessel fuvctics:

at .. C, 0 (X) + CV YO (), (6)

which have the follovipg aslaptctic represextation:

4/

$age 48.

Neade it follous that amplitude
of the angle of attack a with large x can be presented in the
following form: (7)

where x a constant which depends on the initial conditions (a

With a fixed i function j dqjeydiag oA *o tsufficimt

to examine razige -*<o<*) has with cortale a ouo, the infinite peak.

which correslqads to suspension of vehicl6 in e positio# of

unstable equilibrium during transitien fr~s retary notion to

cscillatory. Since the initial value aka is qcr* or less arbitrary, to

cvcveniently present function X depopdiu en C uo= o-- uo.

Results of cclculatioq accordinq tc eguaticn (5) for purpose of

the determination of fuctica X (i,, Au) ter the sinusoidal moment



catetic hq s'zi& 4shv ith ec;;;iicity)are gven to Fig.

2. Ui~h large y fu~ctips X (Aa) weakly deqd uAo(ihthe

exception/eliniaatioa of vicinity Aq~w m.;O the other haad, with

p<Q.5i the curves x (14, Ao' 'bezely depeuid c* value y, especially in

the m~st interasting reg of low values Agb.
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Consequently, vith stall p there is no Vied for carrying out

A calculation for each value p, and it suff4csz ,c be restricted to the

7 cze-patameter calculatica of function x (Ao) at limit value

(cuparing formulas (1) and (7) it the vicinity of the boundary

cf tho atmosphere, it is 4;t difficult to ke ccqvinced of their

eguivilency with an accuracy tc the exEcnettial term in (I)vhose

* mmm mmm• •mmm um mmI J l J I II ~ l~~
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effect still is no exhibited in the vi ,iaty of the boundary of the

atmosphere, if we assume ig (1)

-Y. (it, Aao) MO!- I WC 8

lrcm formulas (3) and 18) it fcllovs that with large u

x .2 Vy . (9)

jket us exaM14e in acre detail the cae jowa replacing function

Sx (g, Au,) on X (un), weree a(c=s-ha o * Ftbj¢ X (ao) d*eads on the

tgra 9f tko |Oriet characteristic cf functicn hh().

The results of calculations fcr sevesal t|fes of moment

characteristic are given to Fig. 3. As oue would expect that the

decretse of rightigg nomeo

in vicinity of a0=18O0 leads tc an inClease of the maximum

Frebable amplitude., pxcpqrtiocal te values X in vicinity ao-O. It

is reAl/actual, in these cases the conditicas/scde of hovering lasts

longer and vehicle is run vf/turned to lov angles of attack with

large velocity heads, which lqads tc acre irterse oscillations.
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Iq increase "lcompleteness" I/oh(,,) dal] qf acteet characteristic also

leads to the increase of the mazimue Ficba-kle as~litudes of

cscillatio~ms.

thus, with y<<I it suffic~s t4 find tte distribution of probable

va lues ao on the boundary of the atmosp here. Tils derivation is valid
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bot# or a plane ad for the spatial aotipq of vehicle about the

ceqter of mass. Since tke acticn of vehice in the extreme case with

uva= As plaaed the spatial motion c ve.icle mith ja*0 becomes close

to plane in the sense that the ratio of aclau solid angle of attack

to a ius, uqdertaken for cne oscillaoqj ericd, vanishes.

let us examine the diverse variants of the distribution of the

iaitiAl angles of attack axisyametrical vehicle on the boundary of

the atmosphere.

,ae oin-,W . in this case the values

ce aroe equiprobable to:

0 ) = - P (o < a - (

2. All directions cf initial mcnent 9f moentum in space are

equipsobable. in tois case rct cae ,cf tie I dirtctions of vehicle in

e ace it is preferred, if there is no corrilaticn betveen values 0&

ad Os. It is hence not difficult te ettai:

p(0) . in,,) -cosa

3. Let at torque/mcneiqt. which precedos iselation/evolution of

descent vehicle free spacecraft, s.ip be stabilized on velocity

vector and possesses very saall or zero it is stabilized on velocity

vector it possesses very small or zerc aqgular velocity. Nfter

.. .. ....
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fisola-tion/evolution the axis of the symnetry of vehicle completes

regulAr precessioq relative to axl6/axis 4# tke ;osition of this

agle/Axis can be descriled ky angles 4& and V Isee Fig. 1). Angle

cis be considered eguiprctable randcm vaziatle in the range 0-2r

(it suffices to be restricted to ipterval 0-*).. it is determined by
the angle between planes (i. V) and (r V, ubere r- a vector of

local vertical ling.

for determination cf angle #I at the txcbet of entry into the

atmosphere, it is possible to utilize the rilationship/ratio

cosp, -= co cosy I nsin sin .cos,, (12)

where - an angle betviej vectors of 4peed at the moment of

isclaticVn/evclutiop and at the honest of eptry jinto the atmosphere

(see fig. 1).

Angle of attack tb* descept vebiole o4 bouqdary of the

aitaosphere as is determin d by forula

COS a = cos p, cos ?, -- sin (f sin T. cos T3. (13)

ncving distributicnsp( 0) apd p(,)- it in possible to

f4qd distribution p(t). U 'if(u 1 o=-), then 1 =arccos(sinocosp)
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,--, I i jcosTsl-sol ;f(1/j-1- - -- 1s - 14)

0)i 1 IcosT,1>Isln[I. I
Key: JI). with.

i ]Page 5 1.

Bence, taking into acccunt that p ( 03) =1E2v, cOSaoSinl 1 cO*5 3 #

and cAlculatiq fnctic* distrbbuttci accn41vg to the distribution

ef arouse ats t.7]. we thllettaan:

I(J) -!-2 a t mmt I s )l () slutiq , so that

N, N ~ 2 t ir, valu o P cac plsecoeti
- -!' andj

sn s - i

Here K~k) - complete elliftical iqtegral of the first kind. It

is interesting con t hat with a- hand d6pr the densty of
d Latribution p (ad) goes to infinity. If , /0, it is necessary to

cpnsidet distribution p ( O).

set us assume that th~e i.nitial angUa&z velcty appears as a

result of the effect of perturlaticp sasntualispulse/pulse

/Nz (N, N,.N,) at tkq moment cf isolation/eycluticn# so that

W.T '-0 - 19YO=- NX NY7 -, and tie value of each pulse component is

distributed according tc ricival law with dispqrsions an J~, OY .
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Then

N
2

it I (163)p (N,) ,, 2 ' ,

vukr. N,* -N± - equatcrial scmestunnvisulse/pulse.

3 i n c I t % O P ( 'P ) -= p a r e tg N '

' rhe

(alculating foncticn distributicn accczditS to the distributions

cf aruments, ye will ottain:

P ?I) 
(d) 1
(17)

P(~I<+p)= IT

Since vith the aid of relationship/ratios 112) and (13) it is

pssible to express the value co ic terms ct the value of the angles

#z 9 and Ov whose distributicns are ki.o# It is possible to

calculate tke distributions of Frobaki1iiti* p 4*0) and the integral

probabilities P (e*<a) for the differet values of the angle P and of

faraafter Q----. The results of numerical calculations are given to
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Pig. 4-7. Let us zote that with an imoreas in the parameter 0,

beginniog from zero, the pqak cf fenctiop (qg) with o=q-p

diaappears, but aagther peak with 46=p grpV/rists.

Page 52.

With P>w/2 values p (co) in vicinity qo=xk g4cwmrise at first# which

indicates an increase in t~e probability 91 ap.taring the

coqditions/modes of hovtrinc, while with fztbet increase Q, all

values so are conf£ined to angle P, distriibutict p (so) degenerates

istc delta fu4ction 6 (*a-$) and values p dpo) with aop, including

ie vicinity 6=v,, they vanish. It is necessary to note that with that

fix/rcorded

P (a, I - P (, -c, )

there~cre are given the results only f4 09 */2.

let us determine the anFlitude cf the cacillations of angle of

attack a. and maximum traosverse cvealcad nn ,, with the aid of

fotmeas (1) and (8). Being livited to the case p#O. we will obtain:

j p 2

F~n qSt. (I8
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Fig. 4.

:14

:11

?jig.5.

Eage S3.

If we make an assuapticn fsiu4C n~, ties last/latter factor is

2( mS j2e
~ ( X VO7 r <
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Iavig a dependence of density on velccity, it is possible to

datermine the law qf aullitcde chapge alpeg t1e trajectory of

desceat.

1

Ii
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wence it follows that

ax(a.) exp L 4nsis~ 4J (21)

-21n; pS1 4 lln,

maximum transverse oveilqad fl-is determined by theMg3

f crula

2%_______ e% 4~I I (22),

ll93 (- g3  -C.4 +--- -!5- (- ,:"

Mere g3 - terrestrial acceleratiop of gravity in units of which

cier1qad is measured.

7he separate groups of factors charactiries the effect of the

aeucdymamic characteristics of vehicle.

In conclusion let us .cte that the bpoudar) of the atmosphere

H4, ficm which begins the ncticeable effect of eerodynamic moments on

motion about the center of mass, is arrang/©located above the

tounddry of the atqosphere B2, beginniog vith wbich the trajectory of

vehicle it differs from K*Vlerian. It is seal/actual, height/altitude
~!
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B, can be deterained with tie aid cf relaticzship/ratio (20) from the

cpadijion that the velocity decreases in ccuzaxison with the rate of

eatiy, for example, by O.4o/c:

p(H,) 4nIsinO(

WOCX S(2)

beight/altitude H, ca be determined vien the initial value of

angle cf attack de-reases, for exa*Flej .by lcxc. In accordance with

fproula (6) with u=O for small a is valid to tbi formula

4ence

p (H) 50m: sI ; (24)-

H .- In p, (, )  I I _ I__ (25),#,~~~ ~~ --!s, P'l [ In 0-1 }'i Ic

Difference H&-H 2 can reach several ten kilcmeters. Let us note

that the angle of entry iqtc the atucsFbhere 86 in formula (18) should

be calculated precisely for heightyaltitude E.

The authors express appreciatic tc A. I. Aurlyanov after aid in

the fqraulation of the froblem and valuabl* bstrvations according to

tie r4sults cf work.

FPag e 55.
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StUIDY Of TRAJECTORIES 01 TIP SPACECRAI? JACfICD FROM THE SUFACE OF

191 MCCI ID REENTERING THE TITOSP1E1 OF It& 118H.

. V. Denishkin9 V. A. IW'it.

I&age 56.

the study of .trajectories space aquiptent, that starts from the

surface of the soon and rettiring It the atmosphere of the Earth, is

cpdud.ted with the aid cf the approximatio4 method by which they

disretard the sizq/dineasicts cf tke sphere of influence of the soon

Is ccatarison with distance an Earth-nccn dxi q the calculation of

geocentric section., they re~lace tbe pioper notion of the soon by

motioa along circular Keplerian orbit, is Xct ccnsidered a change in

the vdctor of the orbital speed of the opp fot the time of the

selengspherical notion of vehicle aqd the eztemt of active section

vth start from th.e surface of the ncoq.

Is briefly examined the schematic ct jerfozmance calculation of

the geocentric and selerospherical octicn cf vehicle. Are

establish/installed the ptcerties of the invariance of the
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azandters of trajqctozl vith respect to Ake rellacesent of

n.cvapqgeaq geocentric fligt/passaSe of apca-larth, apogean and vice

versa also, to the representation of trajectory relative to the

plane lunar orbit. Are civet the results pf the calculations of the

required rates at the end of the active sectict and areas on the

surface of the moons, fics which is feasible the output to the

assigned/prescribed flight trajectcry tc tie Earth. Are given the

estimAtions of geographic latitudes cf landing *pot during approach

fics the side of the North Fole for trajectcxles vith single

4 inversion into the atmosphere.

§1. Fqrsulation of the Frcbles. Basic assuijtio;s. Set-up of the

splutAn of problem.

let us examine followirg task. Space vehicle (Fig. 1), vhich is

located in the given point cn the surface ct the moon (point 0),

starts and ccupletqs passive flight/ passate to the sphere of

influence of the moon (joiqt 1). After leaving the sphere of

infludace of the moon, velicle ccolletes passive flight/passage to

thq Earth so that the perigee of the orkit cf return (conditional

rerigde) is arrange/located in the dense lalers of the Earth's

aAmospbere on the assigned/prescrited distatce from the surface of

the EArth (point 2).
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The t:ajectory of flight/passage scoa-fartl must satisfy a

serie$ of the liitatious, lasic frqu vhidb ttel are: the

assigned/prescribed incliqatiop of the pla.ze of flight/passage to

eguatqrial Flane i; the selected latitude of coaditional perigee

T.; &ssigaed/prescribed power engineering cf bcoster stages of

1vekicel - rate V o at the end of the a tive section with: start from

the surface of the noon, liaitatioq free atcve the duration of

flight/passage moon-Barth t62 ; the realizatic cf time/temporary

eatin4, i.e., the selecticz of this tctgait/omest of start from the

surface of the noon and such duraticn of flight/passage moon-Earth,

With which the return tc the Earth would be rqalize/accomplished at

the aqment of time, convenient for larding/fitting of vehicle at the

g9ven 1ciqt of the surface cf the Earth.

page 57.

Stated Froblem represents by itself tie very complex two-point

tpendAry-value problem bhcsQ qumerical soittica by the procedure of

spberis of influenjce [1), [2) cr by more precis* methods is connected

with the overcoming of the consideratle diftic3Ities, caused in

es4qnce by the need fog kgowing certain spluticV of problem,

scufficiently close to urknown. For appioxinate solution of task, let

vs assumez
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' the effect of the mcca n vhicle it is limited to the limits

of it* sphere of influemcei

during the calculaticn of tiq geccentric trajectory phase it

is possible all tire geoce4tric and selenorplerical parameters on the

spbere of Influence of the soc to zeflace by the appropriate

Fazameters, calculated in tke center of attracting moon,

the moon moves op cizcular Repleriaq or kit; the vector of the

crbital speed of moon VA for the time of the notion of vehicle in

selengsphere is considezed coastant/invarIable;

- the extent of active section with the start of vehicle from

the surface of the moon can be disregarded.

Comparing given formulation of the problem with the formulation

of the problem in [3], we note that the problem under consideration

can be solved in accordance with the scheme presented in [3] and

with the use of the results obtained there:

- regardless of the seleno centric motion according to the

procedure [4], [5] are determined attitude sensing of the plane of

geocentric flight/passage moon-Earth and the parameters of this

flight/passage from the condition of tangential return in the

atmosphere of the Earth, as a result cf which is located the

vector of selenospherical speed of vehicle V in exit point

on selenosphere;

I
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,,- Is determined according ,.o) the, procedur of wo-r. .,3J the

selenospherical hyperbola of vehicle, passing through the given

point on the surface of the moon and which ensures on selenosphere
to vehicle rate Vc,.

r1
I
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fS Jemno

- N/

My: 11). Noon. (2), Orkit cf mcon. (3). Raitl.

Page $e.

Vith the synth~esis of t.rajectcries xsoca-Farth are con~sidered all

the. fqrmulated above linitat.ions with the qxce~tion/eliiqatton of

the requireseqt o f timeitf,;',orary r atiag., Let ,s .note that, as in

[5]. A question concerning time/tetipcraxy sating here is itot

egasiao d, since, in the first Flace, bor 4ts account is required the

vpr4 pt,:cse trajectory calculatiov avd, it the second place, this

satin4 does not in practice affect the characteristics of the

Im mm mm•m~mm i P.I m • I I •m
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trajectories of flight/qassage moop-Earth,

Taking into account the unifoim character cf stated problem and

task qf the synthesis Of the trajectcries ct the flight around of the

a©un 04]. and also the first three asseaptic , it is possible on the

kasis of the given in [], [5] results cf cceparative trajectory

calculations of the flight arourd cf the sccz employing the

apfro~imate procedure avd tle froctdure of spheres of influence

(radius of the sphere of influence of aco r 4 is final) to confirm

that 4n the task iv questien the Faraeters of approximate solution

nest be coordinatqd well with the perameterE of the corresponding

soluticn, obtained according to the frccedete cf spheres of

ieflutnce. As concerns lastilatter assuapticzi cn the basis of the

nuaergus calculations of the powered flight trajectories of rockets

jAk is possible to ccnfirs tkat the disregaid of their extent does not

lead tc any noticeable error.

§24 Gtocegtric and selenospherical the trajtctcry phases.

For determining the orlentaticn of tie plaqe of flig]Kt/passage,

Ipon-larth and the positicnE cf the radius-iectcr of vehicle in this

Flane are assigned the inclination of the Flanh of the orbit of the

oqn to equatorial plasn ij,, the argument ct the latitude of the moon

,1 s angular stage distaice moon-Earth of tht motion of vehicle
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durlna approach to the Zastb with resp~ct tc t t kesispheries of the

Eartho As a result are located the argaaeats of the latitude of

vehicle u, and ug at points 1 and 2; aplge a& between the plane of

the ozbit of the soon and the plane of filjgkt,';assage mooA-Barth

.Qa if the shortest rotation frcs the tse#svqtsal compoqent of the

vector of the geocqntric sl ed cf vebicle V,, is point I to V.,,

is visible in direction fxqs the BEarth to tke icon that occur

coount4rclockvise, and also ?.
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(0Y
- 1Noch cele-

Key: 11). Plaqe selenosphexical hy er-axes, (2), noon. (3} . Sphere of

iaflu~nce of soon.

Page S9.

Ike dtrection of the cttoq of vehicle wi~th. r.osect to the

hemispheres of the Rartt Is characterized k) Fatameter sgrqcos ul:

bith sgncoE uj+l flight/pasage amcno Sarjtt ;ccurs through the

Ntorthern Htemisphere, and with egncce us-,,,I - through the Southern

Hemisphere. During the calculation of t~e dynamic parameters, the

trajetory of flight/parsage mccn-Ear~th is cc~sidered as arc of coniLc

sectiqn in the specific abcve plaae with pfrigee radiusvecto r,

vckSCq$'CM
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Fassiag througk the radius-vector cf m9oq r 1 (r, r.) - A-. kssigning

valued r., r,, and Aq., w e determine all Faraveters of this

flight/passage. The results of the calculatics of the parameters of

the geocentric section cf flight/passage accn-larth are given in 15].

let us iqtroduce tbe rfectangular right system of selenocentric

:1 coord4sates x, yc z, (Fig. 2): axis +x is the continuation of

waeto r, +)P it coiacides vt vocA4; V,. Let us Aintroduce

also the spherical selenocentric s~stem of ccordinates

rC, 1, Tc (re. s.eaeocentzic radial distance. 1;ngitude -I is

cpuutdd off in plase xcy, from lise an ZMrth-oon counterclockwise

if e look from azle/axis + z,; latitude +Tc- from pla4* x~yc to

the side z,>O). Wen k, iP i detetmled tt* Fqsition of point oq

the serface of the meant me designate tbeu through ,, p.j,

the pcsition of vehicle on the surfadq of the soon (point 0) is

assigmed by vector r 0== ( -R, cos y cos),, - / cosT sin ,,/R,, sin ?}, here

RI - the mean radius cf tke maoo.

On selenosphere I rcI= --- is assIgq4Fxescribed freely moved on

it vector V,=.,-V, wh.re VV- the vector of the geocentric

speed of vehicle ip point 1. In projections on axle/axis

X" 1, zC V, it has the cofcnelets

I1 {V.,, V11 COS"I V11; VI ISill,,. (I
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Iere alvays V,,>0, But radial coulcnemt of geoceqtric rate

VI1 0 fto the geocenttic rcute A. WkIct dces not contain apoqee

(At 2 <I80T); VI,>O for the geccentric route C. which coatains apggee

(Aii12>1800); V,=O for g4ocartric Hclhsavu flight/passago (A'q12-1 8OO)'

the task of the calcalation of selengsiberical notion is reduced

tc the construction of selemosherical motica it is reduced to the

oqstsuction of the selenos;herical byperbcla, passing through vector

rC0  and by that ensuring to vehicle an selenczphere the achievement

ct vottor Let as lmtzcduce the *uit xactcs

Jr, 0, Vj1

ecrnal to the plaso of by~qxbola. Pton tkd side of unit vector ?,

the rqtation from r10 nd Ve to the shcrtest angle p is visible

that qccur counterclocksise:

Cos Cr 0 0. VC ,

Page 60.

in [31v it is shown, that if we oonsider VI directed along

the asymptote of hyperbcla. then with an aCcuracy to small r3

where R, ,- selenoceptric distarce of the Fericenter of

hyFcrbclae we have:
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the focal parameter of the bylerbcla

PC Ra V SIOP2 + j CO3P + j'sn 4)

4cceqtricity of the bl;erbcla

e, f~~ (5)

I

ere a,- V, 2 the assigned/lpq*crited real semi-axis of

hyjLrhCla# KA- the gzavitational cosbaut of the soon. the

oxientation of hyperbola is assigned by unit vector (2) aid by the

i directed to pericenter mit vector

s W P
wbr cosl o + -L cosP -- +COcos o0

sin:
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Here T0- the true anomaly of pFirnt of start on the surface of

the xqon in the plane ot byperbcla. Angle p vazies within the limits

04p< 4., where

COO = (6)I + 4,- (8

1ith p= the launctig Foint frco the isrface of the moon is

Fricdnter of hyperbola, uith P=O te have v~ttical climb in

selengsphaze.

Sn c-nnectioq with flight/passages map;-lmath with start from

thq surface of the moon let us Establish/Iqstall the properties of

the invarianco of the ckaracteristics ,of selencspherical notion,

aalo4ous to the properties of the trajectcries of the flightaround

of the moon [5] and of the start witb)crbit of ISL [3].

During the replacement of the ncna~agqan rcute A by apogean C or

vjce versa in Vc, [see (1) 1 reverses th4 agn 1st compoent V,,.

Let us change the coordinates of launcbiqg 19ist 4, so that

relative to the new launching pcints aqd vector ':1 notion along

kyherbcla would remain constant/invariaN*b. Jo this is safficient

invarjability cos A. But tken from 13) it fcllows that in r.0  must

changd sign the 1st component. Vectors 1, and *, are replaced on
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4H+4, ~(~-) here, also,, subsegueatAJ ty fign * are

diselgat*4 the co~stant/invariatle cell/eie;e~ts of vectors, and by

xjqup 1-0 the 4ell/eleaeatsi which cbange sign. 1hus, of vectors

rand 4 loagitiudos KA, ). arq rqPMAC4d 'C4 w-fi X-X, of

f*tto 9R longitabd* ), Is replaced c4 and ltitude

Tnc- On-?C

Page 41.

11th the representatiopi of geocent-ri trajectory relative to the

plape of tbo orbit of tit accp, which in etivalent to changje xgucos

vujie y V, ICse (1) ], reveries the si9q .3rd ccalonent V21sinal.

Aealolously it is possikle to show that tic action of vehicle in the

pian* of kyperbola will r~sain constant, 4f wq toplace r, by

+~ -- ±-) by 1,(++-) and t y I~-+,vectors

rc 0 and 1, 1p &and (p they ar. X*Vlaced Cl w, -, n in

octot. i N C it in replaced on rr-14,c.

§34~ Results of calculatic4a of trajectory cl surface soon-atmosphere

cf thi Earth.

Calculation ijas petforned for tbe tallcui4 initial data:

rjir=rA cp= 38 4 394 ,8 kma, Iq =280 (IS69-1972). r.=6421 ka, i=900,

the sian radius km of 6371 larthf the gZalltaticoal constant
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Kv=398580 Barth kbu/s'9  Ra 1738 km0  K, 4889 kM3/s8.

r,4,=66000 km. The basic varied parameter tbqj vre u., A, 2, and

k,. Are takes into account the folloang special

feature/peculiarities of the uctict cf vehicle In the setting in

questicn (see [3),,, [5 and §2):

1) the parity of all values on u., rlativq to value u=I800 ;

2. *rule of recalculatioz" [5] and javeriamce of chaciacteristics

cf the selenospherical aotion of vehicle, In accordance with whichi'n< -I < Is) U q

durin4 change sgnacosu1  fer it is sejlaced ,on u,+180 °, a, T.

a.d Tq they reverse signsi paraaeters of bypezkola in its plane are

not cihanged.

3) te symmetry of selenosphecical cba:actgristics on ArUI2

relattve to value Av,,=180 ° , in accordance bith vhich during

trans~tion that of route I to rcute C and vice versa ).,j is replaced

cA 180-k, and n and all Faraueters of hyFerbola in its plane

remain coastaqt/iuvorialle.

Veloaity at the end ot active section Vo0 does not depend on

the lqcation of launching rcint on the surfece cf the nooW. Since

VI<Vn, from (t) follows vezy ytak depe4oeice V, Vc and the

azneters of selmospherical notic© o I., u., and i (Fig. 3). Thus.
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kthq pAameters of sle nspherical sqticn i4z deterained in by basic

vle At, and by the ccotdiates of laechi i point ),,, v'. It is

vsxtailly impgrtant that Vce unlike V,, weakly depends also on

A12. As a result, disrcsing of small supFly it the

soaontua/iapalse/pulse cf velocity 300-400 a/z In comparison with min

s3$ V,0 ,t2510 rs, it Is Ecssible, cbangJzj crientation V,,, to

realize start to the Earth from differept Fciqts of the surface of

the ajon along essentially differett trajectcries noon-Earth.

4n the case of vertical climb it sele#csph*re# vectors r~o and

V, are collinear, whence taking into acccuat V, t<e V v obtain:

t ). NO T A - , max t I ,P, V11

sgn ?,I sep " SgflCOS Ul.

Hence .t follows that the trajectcries mccn-.arth with vertical

climb in seleosphexe can kq realizg6 from very narrow area on the

surfate of the moon wet O<X <r, JTalO°,5.

~age 12.

I* order to rate/estimate the maximum *ize$ of area on the surface of

the mqcn, from which is feasible the output to the predetermined

trajectory of flight/passage socn-!arth, let vs examine trajectories
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with tangent to suzface the moon by start at lisiting values p= .

Prom *iveq to Fig., 4 deiendecos 0==(q uq, 1, 162), calculated on

i6)it is apparent -that Vitb i rceasq Vj P it dcreases.

noen V-c 0,)~-~. max P(in - 280, i .:9O):z42.

The locus of start witk P=f represeqts tke intersection of plane

Oith normal vector VP uith the sphere pof radius Ra bhe results

of thd calculation of bousdaty curves are given to Pig. 5 (change

),,i daring transitipn ftcm ccute A to C is takei into account by the

sartkig of axle/axis). frca gecaetric ccqs.derations it is clear that

P. -M4X TA NseI + (iC - 0), ,JIi ,.in -. -- .q-w - (9 - 0).

Ma ~IX &CPT -W10. mii' SCPT +
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Uy: 11). Designations without brackets fpr sgn cos u1 =1. (2).

Vesigaations in brackets for sgn ccs u=Iz.

Taig e G3.

Ircm the poiqts of lunar surfaces v1ich fall inside ovals Fig.

5 th# start to the Earth with givEq cUes In , ni 41j,3 and sgncos

uA is impossible. Vitk incRease V 0  the area ¢f possible launching

Fcints frql the surface of the soo; decreases aid is confined to

Vectol i/o,. ith V, 0<3250 i/s is almia; feasible the start to the

Earth for any (,, when 430<) ,,j < 1370, fqu SAy kn when

n > 73 , n < -- 65 ipt the case sgn cos al.l-s ; , > 66(; T <- 730 in the

case tgn cos u3le Thus. tbe use of trajedtcrits with iuclined lift

in selenosphere significantly expands the area cn lunar surface,

vbencO is feasible outptt to assigmed/ptescxibed trajectory of flight

tc tb6 Earth.

Suriqg the approach of vqhiclg to the farti ftoa the side of the

Npith Pcie and realization cf the traJlctoy of landing/fitting

vebicle with single immersicn into the atucipkete, they can be of

interest of tke value of gecgraphic latitudes cI the points of

landing/fitting Te. Rau~e angle frct tie Ecint cf conditional perigee

tp the Ecint of laioding/fitting vebicle wkich 61th i=900 is equal to

a differeqce in geographic latitudes of the Epiqt of landing/fitting
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and clnditional peigee a#. deend* op th4 vale* of the saximun

Ovorltad of vehicle nz. - %ke casq of thbe ballistic trajectoriez of

descent at values nz 20 defendovce A-fA- (ns) can be obtained

with the aid of data given in [6]. At valtues ns,1O, bat sach,

that Atill it is pcssible tc set/assuae stnO1& 0. , where 1 - the

amgle of the entry into atacspbere, fvim xqlatioship/ratios

& 2 0, 161 and h;-3400., 1j7 we will 4 &bb , ni 17--

Dtiliising dependqoes (p (*. n, 1, §gncos u, 1, ~v~)from C5 ] am d A?(n), it

is possible to obtain the dependence of tkq latitude of tkie point of

landiag/fittizg fe on VO, and n, with ,glvq.v coes 6. J, , 1. The

ezamEle of this dependence is give; to Sig. 6.

I!
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Page 14.

Transition from trajectories the *Iwface of the moon -the

Eart-h~s atmosphere to trajectories orbit pf IS2 (00C3- artificial
.4 earth satellite) - the surface of the moon corresponds to the

1jetat~on of aotion along trajectory. I; this came, V, is replaced
CA '~, and fi-on v-fJ ccs 0 reverxes tie sign. Vitk bhe
ccastant/invariable vector cf t"e 1,qint of lazv.ingfittjnaq r, o i 1Ki
remainsr coestant/J~nvariabl. 1, revorses tke sigar the parameters of
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hyperbcla and the locatioq cf landizg spot cn the surface of the soon

remain coqstant/invariakle. Although the trajectories orbit of ISZ -

the surface of the moon differ in FrIncip1q fes trajectories the

I surface of the moop - Earth's atmo pbereo tke sectors of geocentric

speeds on sphere of influence in bctb caqts, as show calculations,

49t very strongly they differ from each otker [5]. Therefore the

given above results can be rsed for tke qualitative analysis of the

Fsoperties of the selenospherical motiop pf flight/passages orbit of

IS2- surface of tde mcco.

A
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Fig. 6.

Key: 11). ku/s.
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Page 65.

SCIENTIFIC RESULTS OF TEE NAIGBT Of AuTOMi1lC ICNOSPHERIC

LECRTORZIS 'ANTARI".

Le A. Artsimovich G. L. Grcdzcvskiy, Ju. I. Devilov, V. So Zakharov,

R1 F. Kravtsev, R. I. Buzosin, M. Ya. Narcv, P. i. Morozov, V. Ye.

Vjkit#n, A. N. Petunin, V. 1. Utkiv, V; 9 Chulev, Ye. G.

Shvidkcvskiy.

lith the aid of geophysical rcckets va prcduced the

starting/launching to teight/altitudes by ICO-0,CO km of automatic

ioqcsjberic laboratories ",Avr4*" with gas Flastd-ionic engines for

the investigation of the Frospects for contzc1l1d flight in upper

a.jr. The oltained telemetry data atcut the fuqctioning of on-board

systems and scientific instruments of -higl-atitude laboratories made

it Fossible to study the ccndition pf the wcrk cf gas ion-plasma jet

engine in the ionosphere takiqg into accouat meteorological

conditions and to obtair the data cf direct measurements of the

Faranaters of neubral atmosfhere. Is carried out the study of complex

interaction of gas ionic jet and neutralizer (electron emitter) with

the plasma of the ionosrhere. Givep data of scientific processing of

the r4suliis of the experimerts conducted.
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lutomatic ionospheric lakoratcries 4,vr A. Automatic

labcrAtories "A-m&" with ,gas Flasma-ioid ergie are started to

height/altitudes by 100-400 km with the aid cf sounding rockets for

the study of the prospects for controlled flight in upper air. The

kAsic properties of upper air and tke principles of the use of upper

a~r fqr th~e controlled flight cf orbital ifbiolts were described in

works [1]. [2]. Main in this prcblem is the use of air of upper air

for etonoxical engine systess. In this case, the necessary for

air-bseathing orbital vehicles jet velocity intc ten kilometers per

seccad can be realized for a gas wcrking medias/propellant only in

ip;-plasma jet engines [3].

Essential stage in the study cf bbe frcspects for cotrolled

flight in upper air is the direct/straight study of the special

feature/peculiaritles of the corditicas of the sork of gas ion-plasma

jet engine (ERD) in upper ,air, that alsc was carried out in flight of

aotcmatic ionospheric latcratorJes "jkAr".

lort ,he first time testing electroceactive plasma engines under

real space flight ccnditicq was carried out at Soviet automatic

statiqn "Probe" -2 in, 1964, where the electrcreactive plasma engines

were atilized as controls for an orientaticn system. One should note
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alsc the interesting investigations of wosk ia space of ercury and

cesium ion enginesg carried out during the jears 1964-1965 in the

Page 86.

The basic goal of the flight of automatic icnospheric laboratories

*, AN-rN" was the study of interactic# of e;1acst jet of gas

plasma-ionic engiqe with flight vehicle under ccnditions of flight in

the ignosphere.

to Fig. 1, is given the photograph of lakciatory. On rig. 2, is

given the schematic of the labczatory: 4 - gas Ilassa-ionic engine, 5

- ccntCl unit of the operation of engine and seasuring complex, 6 -

cz-boazd power supplies, ky 7 - telqmeter4s S Eqqipaent, 3 - ion

trapsi 8 - electrostatic fluxmeters& 1, 2 - iolization gauges, 9 -

aatenna.

In works [1], [2] they were presented are the results of the

fight of latoratory "Actar'" with gas tg. working on argon. In this

asticle are set fqath the results cf the glight of automatic

loncspberic laboratory "A4rAR" with the gas plasma-ionic engine,

working oq nitrogei. This engine ccqtained gas Flasma source, the

electrostatic acceleratcr cf icic mitxcgeO exhaust jet an.d the
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system of neutralizers - election Euitters. Eesides the

thermcnic-emitting neutralizers which were used during the study of

eagine on argon, Mere utilized effective ;lsma neutralizers.

Zn flight were measured and with the aid cf telemetering

equipment were transferred qn grcurd receiving cffice the basic

electrical parameters of engine, the value cf ,te ambient pressure in

the r~nge of installaticn ef motor, aad aksc tht value of the

electric intesity and icq current frcm tif icjvqsphere on the surface

cf vehicle. These data characterize 1vteracticz of exhaust jet (ion

team) with iozospheric 1lassa and they sake it possible to

rate/estimate the potential #b, which acquires vehicle in the process

cf th# generation of ioric exhaust jet. The Ettudy of the value of the

F©tential cf vehicle has imaortant value, since is determined the

efficiency of the process of neutralizlg iCic exhaust jet.

for determining the petertial which acguires flight vehicle in

the pzccess of the generaticn of icqic exhatst jet, was utilized that

described in [1]. [2] tke method, iIqstituted c; value measurement of

intensity/strength E- q,, of electric field aid density I of ion

current from the ignosptere cn the surface cf vfhicle.
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Page 67.

2Intensity/strengti I of electric field of thie housing of

labor~tory "A~jraqe In fligbt was detertaqed with, the aid of two

elsctiostatic flux~eters, described In [1], [2.j. Deusity I of ion

current from the ionosplere to the surface cf laboratory was measured
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ky tw9 types of tie instruments: with the aid .f the

cp1lector/receptacles of the electrostatic fluxieters which accept

the iqn flcv of all energies, which come in ujcv surface from the

iozjsphere, aqd with the aid of the collectcr/.receptacles of the ion

traps which record ion flcu with the eerglies, exceeding 52 eV. The

sthenatic of the used four-electrode icp ttar Is given to Fig. 3:1 -

screen grid fqr the elimipatiop of the efftct of the positive

lptential of grid 2, 3 - suppressot grid, 4 - ccllector, 5 - cathode

fpollower, 6 - radiotelemetry system.

System of the neutralization of gas *cvic Exhaust jet, plasma

neutralizer. Neutralizer in electrcreactive plasma-ionic engine is

intended for the exceptioq/eliminaticn of tie accuaulatioty of charge

cn th* housing of vehicle and prevertics of the loss of reactive

thrust/rod. the effectiveness of the process of neutralization as a

result of the large extent cf the regien of nevtralization virtually

can ne investigated only in flight experiment, and measurements must

te carried out at diffexert height/altitudes ir order to

rate/Astimate the contributiop of the abarged articles of upper

at mcsfhere.

Basic requirements for neutralizer - life, compactness, small

co4sumption of energy and substance. Lcng cierating time is provided

by the location of neutralizers outside the towmdaries of the beam of

81,7
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the atcelerated ions, ubicb sakes it fpss~kJe tc avoid its erosive

destruction by fast ions. Dcring t~e uqe pf a ibt cathode as

#eutrAlizez, ion aurrent izcn emitter is lisitt to space charge,

uhich leads to the incrqase of the Ecte~ntal of flight vekicle and

reduction the energy efficiency of enginel legative space charge iear

emitter can be compensated for by the small cczsumption of cesium

io~s, obtained as a result cf the surface Icnilation of cesium atoms.

On th4 same emitter it is Ecssible to obtazi the necessary electron

stream low energy during a sufficieqt reapval/distance from ion beam.

Sp wczk plasma neutrali2ers with surface icrization.
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page 68.

Zan the used plasma neutralizer cf enmsEici of electrons and ions

of cesiuso it was provided ty the tumgsten emiitter, heate to

tespexature of 250Q0 K. 'he medium e4ergy pf elctrons, which

determines the value of the potential of bvrdle, depends on the

filan4nt voltage, temperature of esittex aud trcm the flow of neutral

atqms of cesium. is shqed experinetsi for okteining electronic

current 1, is required the icp cctrent of cesium

/ 4 V Mc
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4t rendev/showed mite convenient to aIlJy as work substance not

metallic cesium, but its alloys. I; the used vfrsion of plasma

neutrAlizer, the emitter is made and tungsten -fsion with rhenium.

the schematic of plasma neutralizer is shcwn on Fig. 4. Cesium

chloride was placed in cavity I of .hcusing ;; the pairs of salt

entered tie region of the location of exittr 3 through tire microgap

between pin 4 and the housing. Cesium chloride dissociated on the

iacandescent surface of emitter, then #cucered the partial ionization

cf cesium atoms. %he necessary flow pair vas cttained at the

tempezature of cesium cilcride of 65C-6700C.

Before the setting up to laboratory r/?, IN plasma neutralizers

underwent preliminary testivgs: nextraliZer was establish/installed

perpendicularly to the toundary of the tea cf the accelerated ions

a# a distance of 1-2 cm fro it, the ccxpe.sated ion bean was headed

fir the "floating" collecter/receptacle vhcse Ectential was close to

the p9tential of Lon beam, in this case, wai .pzcvided stable

electrcnic current /.

L



Fig. S.

MeY: 11). t coin).
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EaSe 69.

Tihe defendenc6 of a chasgo in curreat /, on time is skovn on Fig.

54 there is shown change te potential ;f ccllctor fk, qhich took

the sbationary value equal to I5 -- 10  V during the acklevesent of

thi situratioq of electronic current frcm *,utralizer. Testings

showed the reliable work cf neutralizer derigg sultiplying and the

t stability cf its parameters.

measurements of pressure in the region of the motor installation

iqto the flight of automatic latcratcry "ASht')4 with the aid of the

i-nizttioq gauges. The seastrement of xboerral Fressure iq the zone

of installation of the sober 9f automatic icnescheric laboratory

"ambes" ,s realize/acccuplished with the aid cl two ionization

gauges (I and 2, see FiS. 2), wbich were establish/installed in the

end-tyFe part of the laboratory near flaqaa-icnic engine. Measurement

began after the functicn cf the autcoatic dividt/marking off device

and opening i- flight ot tk bulb/flasks pf naaeters (Fig. 6).

To Fig. 7, is ;ivqa tbe circuit diagras cf ionizatio gauge 1

intc telemetric system 4.
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the used ionization gauges tocqther wit4 asplifier eguipment

make 4t pqossible to conduct the measuremeati of pressure in the range

free 20- 4 to 10-0 me Hg. 1# connecticn vltb the fact that on the

cpqration of plasma-ionic engine tbe decroase of pressure from

1---0- m Hg a~d is not exerted a substattial influence below, the

lover value of the range cf pressure seasureavat was of limited by

the value 10-6 m Hg.

To Fig. 8, the reduced pressure in th region of plasma-ionic

eagin# in the stage of the descent of autosatic ionospheric

l 4aborAtory -f/frir 0. There for a ccm~arisoa axe given the values of

Fxesseres at thesq heigbtlaltitudes cn netecrclqgical measurements.

Some gluct~uations of pressure in tte regipq of installation of

plasnA-ioqic motor cn autcmatic latcratory .U.nt.* , apparently, are

c.c nected Nit#. the precessicn cf vehicle i; flight.

Results of the flight of autczatic iorncspb*ric laboratory

W)9ni' , with plasaa-ionic ngine cr altrogvn.

Zn accordance with the flight prcgram, given by the control unit

cf 5 Isee Fig. 2), plassa-icnic engine was irelIainarily included at

thq bdight/altitude approximately 160 km without the feed of the high

jaccelerating) stress u for prelimiail wars-of and degassing. The

ccmlete firing of plassa-icnic engine r. *iticcen with accelerating

L
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vclta4e u-2100-2200 V was ,produced accodr4S tc program at the

M~ight/altitude of 250 km. Ras fixed tkq stakle operation of engine

piicr to the atmospheric eqtr to th~e height/altitudes approximately

,10 km. Maximum abtitude In this flight was 325 km.,

4
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Page 10.

Slasna-ionic engine €p nitrogen j% fliqht worked witIT

aicceldrating voltage of the ionic jet 0u*23OI00-92C0 V how was provided

the rte, of exhaust ionic jet v%120 kn;/s. table gives some results of

the in-flight studies of ] atoratories "4n'-v," kith the plasma-ionic

eagines, Vbich worked cc atgo4 and cv ,pitrce.

?be average values of the guartities q f intensity/strength 21 of

electric field and potbntials 061 cf vehitles in the work of

therx~csic-emittiqg neutralizers in crder ;f values are close. Work

with plasma neutralizer leads to a consideretlQ reduction in strength

is of field to level 2-3 I/ca and the achievenevt of the lov value of

the rgtential 0o2 of housiqg, wbict does ac~t exceed 10 V. The

seasute~d current distrituticn in engine s~stes shows that the

relaticaship/ratio between the ion curzentj ccareasated for by
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electrons frcm neatralixerse and by total icm current is 97o/o; 3o/o

ccupr~se leakage currents tc accelerating electrode and the housi4g

of laboratory.

Consequently, under conditions of fl~jgtt in the ionosphere of

labcrAtory "amber" with Flasma-ionic engine cq ,itrogen was

realize/accomplished the effective peutralizatdicn of ionic exhaust

jet b9th in the sepse cl tke ccepersaticq ic* cirrent by electronic

current from qeutralizers and the compensatics the positive space

chargd of ions by electroqs. With the ach...fed/reached in flight

value of the potential of flight vehicle EEative to the boundary

igoospheric plasma (in tae work of plasma nutralizer) within limits

to 10 V oq the process of gcutralitaticn vs exiend/consumed less than

0,5o/q energy of exhaust jet.
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Key: 11). [am Hg]. (2). Maqcmeter. (3). Standard atmosphere for

meteocclogical measurements. (4). 1 [kin]. (5). parameters. (6).

lagine on argon. (7). EvngIqe on nitrogen: (8). [VJ]. (9). [km/s].

(10). lbermioric-emitting neuttali2ex. (12). [V/cm]. (12). Plasma

I reutrdlizer.

Eage 71.

testings of automatic ionospheric labcxatcries conducted "Ahtz' r

showed efficiency of gas ERD in the icvcsjtere during considerable
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changis in the external Fressure at heigt/altitudes 100-400 km. Is

reached the effecbive neutralizatic4 of n~troge3 ionic exhaust jet at

the jot exhaust velccity to 120 knjs.
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fage 12.

SCIUT40N OF THE PROBLEN Of THE OSCIL.STIOSI. OF lIQUID IN THE CAVITIES

C1 MATA'ION BY THE METJCD OP STBRAIGRT SWLlNr3.

I. V. Kolin, V. K; Sukhcv.

Xs given the sclutio cf the Froblem of the oscillations of

1_guid in the cavities cf rctaticn by the aEthcd of straight lines.

Is given estimution of the acceracy/preoislcn ci method and its

convergence. Is given tte ccmpariscn of thq 2qsvlts of calculatio

aocordJng to the method of Etraight 1ies vitb the results of

calculatiop by variaticral sethod.

the study of the oscillaticns of liquid in cavities is necessary

fpr the analysis of tle statility ¢f the diEturted notion of the

flight vehicles, which have on board the large sasses of liquid

piepellant ,I), [2). For the scluticm of this Frcblem in the case of

tb arbitrary cavities, fartially filled by liquid, widely, are

ukilited variational methcdE [3]- [5], Rate ef convergence and,

I
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tq1e e~ore, the accuracy/precision cf the Scluticn of probLem are

determined by the rational selecticn of tie system of coordinate

functicns, in a series alcnc which is exFpaded the solution. For each

fpra qf cavitg, this task must be solved *sFecially.

!.As a rule, the best results It is possitle to expect from the

system of harmonic functicns, satisfying besides because of

c,cmtldteness to a maximum quantity of bovadary conditions. Therefore

the r4quirement of universality and saximur standardization of the

a~gorthn cf count they are located in knp.r cctradiction with the

reguiteseqt of the maximum account of the irdividual properties of

cavity" 1.

leCNOTE 1. G. N. flikistev, B. I. BabipcvjcL. Dynamics of solids with

the cavities, partially filled by liquid4 I., "Machine-building",

1968, page 182. EM1CCINO7E.

Zn the present work for the scluticq cf the prnblem of the

oscillations of liquid, it is utilized by cre cf the varieties of

fi4tt-difference method - aetbcd cf straight lines. The advantage of

tbis method in comparisco with variatlon is tke direct satisfaction

ct boundary conditions cn free and 4ydxcpk1Jic surfaces. Therefore

tie picosed method is universal, suitalie for ibe arbitrary smooth

cavities of rotation and cavities cf r'otaticn, divided by continuous

partition/baffles.

A m m •mmm m mmm m
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the numerical realization cf the algorathx of finite-difference

method by ITsVN (digital ccmputer] also cppsidarably is simplified,

since the equatioq cf fiequencies is record/sritten in an explicit

foxs. The comparigon of the results c calculation by the method of

straight lines with the reszvts of cabculaticq ky other methods shows

the high accuracy/precisicV of the frcEsed method.

Fage 13.

1. Determinatioq of pcteptials of velca~ties and frequencies of

cscillatiops of liquid.

The task of the natural oscillatiens of liquid in the cavity of

riotattcn is formulated as fcllcus [3):

r2  + r--- - -{-r
2 -- =0 i ; (1.1)

j (, 2 ( _ 0 Ha E; (1.2)

0, (1 .3)

M y: 11). in (2)

wbere c-p(r, q, x)- velocity Fotential cf liquid;
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r, 1, x- the cylindrical coordinates (see figpre);

- volume. occupied with liquid;

- undistsrbed fje* surface of liquid;

S- hydrophilic surface of cavity;

- the natural frequency of oscUlatim of liquid;

J - strength of the field of mass Urces;

- unit vactog cf staudard to ,t)e bldro~hilic surface of

cavity.

Bor the cavities of rotaticn joteztial p caii be searched for

is th4 form

T(r, ,I, x)-cosmj(D(r, x), (1.4)

vhere a takes values &=O, It 2, .... equal toithe number of waves in

circumference during thE oscillatiq.s ,cf liquid.

I - ._ , ... ...
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2he equatioa of Lat1ace (1.)1) for function O(r, x) takes the form

,r -2 aOr(.5

,1X

rig. 1

44
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for-

Iey: 11). whej. (2). on.

wihere j - forming cavitiEs.

A - angle between directicas r and is

or approximate soluticn of task 11..5), (1.6), (1.7) let us use

the n4thcd of straight lines. Let vs exam*e section v by the

vertital planq. passing through axle/axis Cz. '1OA - radius of the

vertim cross section o cavity with liquid. Let us divide R into n+1

ot Ceqsal cutting by length ar=R/ntl. Through cints r,=kr,O lot us

coqduct the vertical direct/straight, parallel axle/axes Ox. These

strai~bt lines intersect generatrix - )at pciats (r,, -x.), The value of

velocity poteztial along the k straight lveE let us designate

'1'=0,t(rt,x),and the angle bqtueen the directioq r and the standard at

gcint (rk, -Xe) through a. In the equaticq ci LaFlace (1.5)

derivdtives for r of the first and seccad crdexs let us replace with

tbi difference relationstip/ratics

I
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024)r -- - 2 O j- '+I~k-) (Ar)-'. (1.9)

Then 1.5) it is ccnverted as Icllovs:

r'(Ar)r2 r k-- - [ 2 +2r.(Ar) -21 k +

4 r,(2 r)' + - *k -r2 F4 ==O, (1.10)

where

Od2

Ccnditioqs on free and hydrophilic s-atiac a are replaced by

cpndilions in the discrete rusber of pcists

0x=O, (1.12)

Key: 11). with. (2). on.

Henceforth we will be restricted to tte examination of cavities

whose floating surface coipcides with the saxists transverse size of

cavity. Generalization to the casesf arbitrary cavity does not

rqpresent work, but it is ccnjugat*/¢oshised %ith cumbersome

calculations. Total number of unkncwns cqa cted n by eguatioxs
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ct type (1.101, are equal a42.

Page 25.

?:cest variables can be excluded, ;p the tasis of follovwiag

4olsi4erations. For the antisymmetric csc$ llaticns of liquid in

sAngly coqnected cavity, which reFresnet the greatest practical

iater~st,
(DO (0 , 0) . (1I. 14)

it point A of the ccntact of floatiag surface with tke wall of

cavity, must simultaneously be made conuitlcas 41.6) and (1.7)vhich

is eqvivalent to the ccrditicn

'If 14 cavity there is a cylintrical Jasert,

Or 0 with

t the replacement of derivative in relationship/ratio
--

(L15), it is possible tc utilize tie bclipulg tiuite-difference

relatlcnship,/ratios:
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0I ')n41 - (F.
--- r + 0(Ar), (1.17)

0 +I 'I) " -- ._L n- R. (I 18:a) 3 3
- = 2fr + 0 (A r2).

FpX cAlculations qith tke increased degree c accuracy, especialiY

dtarin satisfaction of condition (1.16), jt is expedient to utilize

zelat4onslip/ratio (1.16). laking ilto) acdcumt d1.15) and (1.17), we

bave

¢ . 1 --(P [ - j-' Ar Ig a,,+, " (1.19)

Inalogous relationship/ratios can be utilized in the case of

dcubly ccilnected cavities. Eliuinating (0 ad 4D,+, the system of

differential equations (1.10) can be vx,.tter in the folloving ratrix

forn:

M)) + B4) = 0, (1.20)

B=- VV, (1.21)

V d~agonal matrix/die vhcse cellyelenents are equal to r :

A- three-diagonal matrix/die:

I _



PAGE 1~f, d .: 1.2

A- q2 C3d

In IL.

Tiage 16.

Nere

r2 r2

for the doubly con~ected cavities

::: tIII (1.20) s34eiu occwx ctefr

VO -diagnalmatrix/die vbose cell1;elemeats are equal to )I rk.
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Rarticular solutiov (1.23) let us search *er in the form

00 = CeXK, (1.24)

where C - arbitrary constact,

It - unknown value,

KO - ujknown vectoz.

Substituting (1.24) i4 (1.23), we %i.11 obtain:

(A + , E) CKo = o, (1.25)

where B - unit matrix.

Ihe significapt soluticn cf uniform systes (1.25) corresponds to

those 1, which are the rocts cf the characteristic equation

IA0 + E -O. (126)

Xf all the ) >O, thep general scluticn fcr Oo can be

presented in the form

'I

l = c e xp, x) + C _ex p ( -- ), K , (1.27)
l l k
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where Ki=o o Ki.

Xf there is .2< 0 (for s=l, 2, ... I) then the general

splution representiablly as follows:

f ~ C~ Sn ).~ x+'$O XX co <0xJk~, +
I '

+ ncexp PAi x)-+ c_t ecp (- ,,x)J Ko, (1.28)

there ij , Kv=- VK,, (1,29)

Page 77.

Aelationship/ratio (1.;5) is the disdrste analog of the equation

of Fedsel; therefore

2 Ar

.R, ti, !Lj111j, -- C n or

ukere J.t- a Bes function Qf first kiimO the m order. and

t - raot.s of the equatioq

jill 2(l
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The relationsbip/ratie between coetffcients c, and c-, can be

obtained from the satisfaction of dynamic kcundary free-surface

comditions (1.11):

C-1 o)2t1  ' I

.r (0 (1.32)

where z,=c-c- and z? c1 ± C_.. Bcundaiy ccnditions on hydrophilic

srfate (1.12), written iq matrix form thery take the following form:

NZ.-- 0)2j-I MA -I Zo - . (I33)

lere A - diagonal natriz/die with itE cell/elements, equal to

). , and matrix elements N ard N are resledtively equal to:

(NA, ,- I Kk-, ) (2 Ar)-' sin ). x, -+ X, Kk, tg ek cos ),, Xk

k- - , '2, /.

(Ik+ s- K - ,)(2 Ar)-  sh1 KI Xk - I , I(k tg 0k clI ). i xk (1.34)

( i = (1 - . ., n,
Ikk=~l,,2..., n /

Kk I! I -- Kk- ) (2 Ar)-' COS )'6 Xk- , kk ig 0k sin ) Xk

k -1,2,. . n

Ige t8.

Irca the condition fcr Existeice ,of the - ic~ificant solution of
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system (1.33) we obtain the equatic4 of tiE frequencies:

IN-w,'j-,MA-,I=o. (1.36)

The given above algorithm of solution directly can be utilized

c€ly Apr the cavities vbich have e.,,==0. atteruise the matrix

elements A (1.:22) are the functicns cf th6 c=rkcvn parameter and

fcr obtaining the solution is utilized tht Aftkcd of successive

approximations. Far determining the matri. Elements A, we are

'1 as.4igmed by value 4. Solving equation (1,v25). we determinle o0) and

K('?. Utilizing these valves, it is Fossible to £cmprise the equation

cf frequencies (1.36), solving which, we fimd the first approximation

'- Again we determine matrix elements A amu, repeating the processj I•
of calculations consecutively, we c1tain velues ,n K] ) aqd (2)

'jrk)
If sequeqce --- (with k=O, 1, 2) is £cc vExSent,then the limit,

to uh~ch converges this sequence, t1.ere is sclction of problem.

reerical examples of the calculation of tt* cavities of various

forms show that thq given akove methcd qf successive approximations

;pssesses rapid copvergence and requires *cr its realization of

virtuAlly of 2-3 approab/ajprcxiuations.

§ 2. cmparison of method direct/straigbt ard cf variational method.

Variatioal methods at pzesent bidely ire tilized for the
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slutign qf the prqblex of the oscillatioms of liquid in cavities [3]

- [5]j Therefore is of interest the ccnjazsjcn cf the solutions,

obtained by the method cf straigbt lines aqd by variational method.

Eeford pa4sing is direct to compariscn, we will obtain the solution

ct jrqblem by the method vhich subsequently let us call the modified

method of straight lines. Fcr certainty lt us examine the cavity

which has a,, 0. Let us search for soluti € in the form:

+ I ,1 2.1 )
,P(r, x) j,,,XI) (_ ) + c _,XI R--a-) (2.1)

,i where E, there are roots of eguaticn J,,( 1).

Constants c, and ci we find frcm the satisfaction of

ccditions (1.6), (1.7) - dynamic free-surface conditions and the

coldition of Ijonpassage o4 the bydrophilic -urface in the discrete

number of points with tke cccrdinates (r&, -x,), wbich are utilized in

the methcd of straight lines. Taking iqto accowrt (1.30), it is

possible to confirm that the scluticns, obtainEt by the method of

strai~ht lines and by tte acdified methcd cf straight lines, are

clcse to each other with sufficiently large N.

rage 19.

;n variational method the task of the cscillations of fluid

(%1),0 (1.2), (1.3) is fquivalent tc tbe task cf the minimum of the
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UI
U--f (V ):d - f T2 dS. (2.2)

uxzressios for a velocity potential ( Jet us search for izj

thq fqrm

F -,r, x) cos mi, (2.3)

where f(r, x) is assigned in the form (2Q*l)

Itilizing expressicn 12.3), it is possitle to show that the task

of the oscillatioqs of liquid is eguivalent to toe task ot the

m. |imem of the fuqctiorae:

R

U', . (Trd-F Jb(r' 0) r - ) F (r, 0) dr, (2.4)
T 0

A where I - generatrix cavities, and d y - a differential of the arc of

9eneratrix.

Thus, in variational method avd the rcdified method of straight

lines sclution searches fcr in cte and th same form. Boundary

cenditions in the method of straight lines are satisfied in the

discrete number of points on the free aid hydzcrhilic surface. In

vatiationa. method bouncary coaditioms are gatisfied on the average

ith Veight (I)r on the same surfaces. At tte hiSh values of N both

spluticns they must lea4 to one and tke sait results, if we the
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Eolut4cn for D in variaticnal metbhd search fcr in the form(2.1).

§ 3. Results of calculatigq.

#c estimating the accuracy/precisioa oi the method of straight

ltnes3 were carried out the calculaticps of the cavities of the

various foras whose natural fregueocies ase sufficiently agreed to by

variation and experimental set)ods. As such cavities were selected

sjherical, toroidal and cenica] (with tke helf-angle of 310).

Table 1 gives the resalts of calcalating te t eigenvalue X)R of

aatxi;/die A0 (1.25) when .+i 0, Ven for the exception/elimination

cl variable 0,,+, is utilized relaticyshil/ratio 11.17). with n--ooXIR

sest Approachyl-1,841, i.e.. for the root pf equation J;(t,)-O.

lore accurate results cap te cktained, if we for an

egception/elixination 4. t utilize fcryula (1.1f). Ih -his case

aaready with n=1O approximate value ,|R=- 1 ,842.
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table 1.

(ii MCTOA rlpRMXi.

4I n -

I 4 6 ,8 10 12 14 16 18 10
X2R 2,045 1,983 1,950 1.929 1,915 1,901 1,896 1,893 1,842 1.841

IeJ: 11-). ethod of straig.ht lines.

rage 80.

table 2 gives the coujarison of thq .Xeults of calculation by

the method of straight lines and by variatical method of frequency

in spherical cavity with a radius R,. Between these realizations good
h

agieetent is observed . For -" the cplarlson is conducted with

the rdsults of works [6], which arc obtained by approximate solution

of integral equation.

the results, given in T'able 3, 4, 5, characterize the

cpqvexgence of the process cf consecutive alrciimations for a

sFherical cavity xhea W: ==.0,5, for the tcrpical cavity (ratio 112/Rg of

jiside and external radii in maximum cress section is equal to 0.364)

qbn -0,5 _ )and fcr a comical daiit). value__:- according

tc calculation by variaticqal method is equal tc 0.078935 for a

tproidal cavity even 1.30 fcr the ccnical cavitj (half-angle is equal

to 304).
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table 2.

Bapiiaiw- Me OJIpa - MeTO1i -- _ . .

h Co ,J W2 /Ix np161e.A oIMf I .Uz pH6JIH~em fn,
.2T,, hM e

TOA, " R
"N- I6 N I0 = N= 16

1.036 1,036 1.036 0.6 1,262 1,2687 -
0.2 1.072 1.0733 1,073 0,7 1.324 1,3356
0,3 1,113 1.1149 1,115 0.8 1,394 1,3586 -
0,4 1.158 1,1607 1,161 0,9 1.470 1,4460
0,5 1,208 1,2114 -- 1.0 1,56516] 1,5832 -

K (i). Variational method. (2). ethed Pf successive

afflolinations.

Iglle 3. Sphere, Table 4. Torus,
11 l, " =0,5. /1 1-0, -h 05

k ... .Ik -

0 1,18015 1,92899 0 0,08336 1,42402
1 1,21122 1,51783 1 0,078091 1,33659
2 1,21145 1,48899 2 0,078443 1,33699
3 ,21113 1,49118 3 0,078420 1,33619
4 .21143 1,49119 4 0.0784201 1,33619
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Table 5. Cone =3re p.

TR ,

0 0,94303 1,9229

1 3,23763 1,39807

2 1,30582 1,10009

3 1,31987 1,013803

4 1,32269 0,994829

5 1,323256 0,990973

6 1,323364 0,99020

7 1,323386 0,99005

8 1,323394 0,99001

a age 61.

the give4 results show that the method of straight lines

provides sufficient accutacy/precisicP cf tte sclution of the problem

cl th# cscillations of liquid in tie cavities ct rotation.
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Page 82.

BIiRIOG CAPACITY THE TRISEN2 CREEP 01 CA.1ZSON DURING FREE TWISTING.

1. I. Pospelov. JVZ. -idorcva.

Vcrk [1] examines steady creeE of the tbia-valled rods of

saltilly connected cross-section during free twisting.

Zn this vork is give the solutio,4 of the Froblem of bearing

capacity and the transient creer of the ,thin-ualled rods of multiply

cc;vectled cross-section during free twistt§ ty the method of

successive approximatioqs (2), (3]. Complete strain is represented in

the firu of the sum of insta.tanects deforsaticn by nonlinear form

vpltate-sensitive# and crve strair, mcnliear voltage-sensitive and

time. the behavior of material durlig icreep is described by the

theory of floy. Soluticm for the k iteraticr of voltage/stresses and

relative angle of ,tvist is cbtainet in the form pf quadratures. Is

carried cut the numerical ccmputaticn of bearing capacity,
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vcltafe/stresses and relative argle of tvlst of caisson on ETsVM

[digital :appterj *-20.

let us examine the behavicr of the bhin-walled rod of multiply

coqnected cross-section, which is found %uder ,tcnditions of creep,

cnder the action of the alternating/variablE iv time torsional

soment, applied to end/faces. it is directEc aile/axis Oz along the

axis qf rod, axle/axis Ox and Oy it is araeusl by arbitrary form in

cross'sectional flo. Assuming that the cices section of rod is not

deformed in its plane, we will obtain folicul¢ expressioqs for the

pomefments of the displacesqnt vector:

uz---(zy, v=.Ozx, w O (x,y),

vhile for the strain terser comonents:

where a - the linear angle cf twist; z - certain function from x,

tet us comprise exFression for Lho 4rculation of shearing

stsain on certain closed dct/ccntci 1,

Vhjch lies within the CIoss sectiop of rod.

) ~mmlmml~m l ll l
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Utiliting (1) and an exprossion for a qeating strain , n the

* plane, tangential to duct/ccntour 1' at ceztals point

it dy dx

dwhr dx - tke directicn cosines of m¢ zal to a curveg we will

dI'

where 7 - the area, limited by duct/contear 11.

Ve utilize a usual assumption aktat a*SlE<t that comprise of

sleartng stre3b alotig the stapdard of duct/contcur and coqstancy

,acording to the tbickness cf the duct/coatcur that comprise of

sbear4ng stress alqng tangent to duct/ccx~cur. then the stressed and

states of strain of thit-valled rod will t described by values ,

amd 8,. Henceforth let us use to designaticns Oi=-s,,

We assume that the complete strai* 7 is ccamosed of

ixstantaneous that Comptise T-', by ncvIinear vcltage-sensitive, and

czeep strain TP, nonlinear voltage-seasiive and the tine:

mM,± (3)
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The relationship/ratio between the ratt ct creep strain i", the

stres* s and the tiqe t is accepted as fokIcwichg:

=p -J- f V s). (4)

mere differeatiati¢m is conducted on tite cdified time T, which

is thd function of the FbIsical tise t4

Xquation (4) is conveleit to rresent, isclating linear part in

the firs

3
ip' 3 Ds (1 -) (5)

%ehre
=- 1 [(1's)

D J/s ( )

Sor the increase of the velocity of It.t ccnvergence of the

sequence .f c.,proach/apFroximations, oqe shculd select

D -
f (|/3Srna}.

acnmunicacion/connecticn of igstntaancus deformation with

stresA let us accept in the form

-- 2 '1- s) , (7)

where p- shear modulus; v, B, 0 =(B) m 4dcnstants of material.
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Page 84.

Zsolating linear part. equatic; let us present as

smr .-w (V3s)I, (8)

viere

- 11 3p I (9)

= -3s1 _- (10)

I1 3 / 's ~' '

that it corresponds to secant module/nedulma cc the diagram of the

iatentities of stress apd strain for Cos.1 . Cc; ditional value s.

can bt selected dusing solatiqm by metbcd bj staces as maximum value

of th4 stressqs, calculated on the pricedjng prsvious space.

Eirc equations (3), (5), (8) we milI citala the equations, which

describe the behavior of material bith tra;-iert creep and the

pcolinear elasticity:

=L (s) +, T (s),

wh 2ere

s 3
(s) + 75 Ds (2
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[L(s) - linear operator];

S(s) = 1, * (sw) 3- Dsj]. (13)2 1 j d r 2

it ditferentiated equatioq (2) for v and after substituting in it the

velocity of shearing straiq, detersived J.111) u will obtain Bredt's

g6&erAlized formula:

Lf sdl-+ 4psdI 6F. (4
r

let us examine the rcd wbcse cross sectiov is represented in

* lgo 3; SIM,, 4 , a,,,; S-i. n , In-I,,, n.-1.n S.,, Ina &,,; $.. + ,.n+i, 8n.n+ -

resFectively stress, length and tbe thickness of cell/elenents

A.An._, A.iB._. B._IB., B.An of the v cell.

Trom the equations of equilibrium of fcrces in node/units

B,, Al, Bt,..., A,,1, B,, all stresses are ezxressfd as sil, s.., ,..., s,, 55

fcllous:

3 ~ 8102 &32L

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ( s
' k' Sk i IU a3 k 6k 11. k+I - s

-- ( . Skkv S k -_ - ', - -- Sk +. k-1 I
ki lk -- k, k+ I Ok, k+1

where k=14 2, ... , n, screover 8t,+ 1, Q, , goo=-0.

Page 85.
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The equation 9f the aoent balance of internal and external

f~arces will take the form

M - 2 sit8 Ft. (16)

After using Bredt's generalized oreaqla (14) to the duct/contour

of each cell and after connecting equation 116). ye will obtain

sa:,te of equatios with r+1 by unknown f vcticus s:, s,.... s,,, 6:

aj L (s,) + a, L (sj2)-b Fj -to  ;

a2, L (si,) + a2. t (S22) + a23 L (sas) "OF + fl;

a., L (s22) + a , L (s33) + a, 4 L (s44) = 6F3 -f3;
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . , . . . . .

ak, h-I L (sk-1, k-1) "t a,. L (shk) + ak, k ,I L (sk+,. k+) -6Fk + fk; (17)

........................... ............ .............

a., - L (s._, .- -- a.. L (s..) = F0 .+ f,;

M
s %I , F, + s 22 422 F2  . -+ s' F - -- '

where

Ok--I, Arak, k-I 4k-1, k-I (..~

Ar _ kk i k. k4-

akk+ I- &k+,.k+t A k4-. (

~kk -I

f - C 1s ) l 4 (Sk_1. k) I-I. A -- k (sA, k) Ikk - P (Sk, k+I) !A. 4 1

- the relative ajigle cf twist, ccumon fpr all cells.
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si J11 g

! 0  s,1 A, 3:, B, ,-I ,

Iig. 1.

Page 86.

after excluding frtc equations (17) a and after using

rbverse/iqverse to th li)ear operatcr L oferatcr L-1, vhich has the

L-' z= e-l,, D(%-TO (L-' 1z (ti)] .1t, f Z , , D d , (19)

we will obtain
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(a,, F2 -- a2, F) s, I +(a F, - aj F3)S 22 -- ,128 F1 s3
= L--' ( F2 - f F);

a2, Fg s,I + (a22 , - a82 FO) s2 - (a,, F, - a83 F2) S33 --

- 1, 4 s,, =4 -' (f2 s -- fj F2);

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

ik, - 1 Fk+1 Sk- , -1 -+ (O kt Fk+1 - l+ , k Fk) skk +

+ (ak.k+i Fk+, - ak.,. k+i Fk) Sk+ .k+1 - ,k., F Ski 2. +2= (20)
-=L-1 (fk Ft+i-fk+i Fk);

tin-l. n-2 F1 Sn-., n-2 -f ((n1 na-1 F,, a,., j -I ) S.-..-I +t-

+ (a._, Fn -- ,,, F,, -, s.. = L-, (f-.), ,, ---fn F,,-,);

System (20) determines the stressed state in rod at the any

moment of time. Ilitial canditions are detezsied from the solution

cf elasto-plastic problem. The procedure pf calculation by the method

of successive apprqxiaaticqs consists qf 4 €loving. In the 1st

approtch/approximation we set/assule r=w-=0,t04n 0 andf2 =0. System

(2Q) vill be linear. After solving it, lep us find the first

aprimation for AS S(1..., sn, and frcs any equation of system (17)

tie first approximation for 6. Ther cc formulas (13), (18), (19) we

determinep(s)f12L-'(f2Ft+-f&+aF) aad tot th determinatio4 of the

seeond approach/approximaticn we sclve the system of linear equations

(20) vith the converted right sides, etc. Ikis Frocess is continued

tefort the achievement of tie required acdviacy/precision of results.
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for the caisson vbcse cross secticn kas twc azes of symmetry and

cpnsists of four cellsfzca equaticGs (20). lcr the k iteration we will

obtain:
4k2 F M ._ + b

Al (21)

$222"-'

iLbere
1,Fb=b, b 2 ; b,-- -= ,F.,-a, ra1b r,; b2 =,F 2  0(22 I-(12.) Fl;

S f F2  .F2; L 'e1 ,)(- ,bs,, () - TO)

" s1L , Si, ( d)1 + I ,?, 1.

0O' (T) ==0(T) + 21 Sk 2 P ;

21t, F,2 F, Ss" A +

L,- 3 , A - ' d . (22)

Rquations (21)-(22) can be used for ditrmlning the bearing

ca~acjty of caisson aud 14 the absence Qf cree . In this case, one

sbculd assume 0(.3s) ==O.

lxample of naixerical ccuputaticv. lumqeical computation was

ol
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coducted for the caisscr, Irepared frcm tie material D16k-T whose

cvoss section has two ases cf symmetry and consists of four cells, on

fprmulas (21) and (22). In this case, it mas accepted lt=lT--_l22
j ,2 -3M AM.u at I - 22 '61 -2=~ = .3 .A; F, - F, = ,45. 1OW M2;

lol' l - l2 1 =l 150 . .; a,. =' 4 == -28 1,5 .

$as utilized -the pgwez law of icre4lp -- . 3s) r

10.16.10-6 (dami/m =2 ) -1/m1r, =3.1]; tje scditiod time vvT(t) was

assigmed .by table.

t 1 l 2 3 4 5 0 2<550

S 0 8 14 17 9'5 22 30 45 70

Nor describiqg the iqstantanecus difprsaticn of material, the

real diagram 4z7 was apirQxiaated ty the dejeadence

S S T;-, / ,

BP 3 )n--- + -/ ( - s

(j=2133 daN/ma2 , eOJ46 daN/mx2, m=9) 4

The calculation of the stressed and state.cf strain of caisson,

which is fcund under corditicns of transieqt creep, was conducted

bpth for a costaqt and variable im tie external torsional momefit.

Eage a8.
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Dazing calculation entire tiae nterval in .question was divide/marked

qff into the cuts, in eack cf which thay were calculated

Slj(T), sa(T), O(T)vith the initial conditlans, calculated in the

;rqceding/Frevious cut, and during the first stage initial conditions

vere determined from the scluticn of elastc-plastic problem. For an

improvefe4t in the convErgence of appvcacih/aE prcxiaations D and U,.

i.t vat comauted on each cut on the formulas

D' D = A (I 3 sIL " ' , - I - --- I - -

whtere , - the maximum value ef the stxess in caisson,

calculated on the preceding/previous interval of time.

Irom the soluition of elasto-plastic piclea which vas obtained

according to equation, J21), j22) and it is rqeresented iai Fig. 2,

vas d4termined the bearIng capacity cf cailsso M1,p,1 = 1.1O1 daNO'V.W. In

this case, it was set/assumed A=O, i.e., vas eliminated creep,

2- land a change In the sxternal tcrscnal aoaeqt was

descrited by equation A=Xd+Wr, vhere Rw Mat selected in such a way

that entire/all co~structicr vculd be defpzred in elastic range.

sioce s=s(y) it is increasiag function; 9p the bearing capacity of

caissqz conditionally was accepted this valte of the external

tprsiqnal movent by vbicb tie irtersity of strain, determined in the

2 ,this Froblem as , .3in the nost stressed filastat reaches 10/0.
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pig. 2.

Re y: 11). daN/ama. 12). daN.-mm.

lage a9.

fig. 3 aiqd 4. give the picture of the redistribution of stresses

ketvedn the separate cel/1/Eexents cf caisscv aed a change in the

relat~ve angle of-tv1st in the course of tive with the conkstant in

time torsional moment, %hick cceprises (), 7 5 MIpex. and the torque/moment,

bhlch is changed according to the law l~s~~) where NMzO..424*1O7

Daqo.-em, N=0.19107 daN-nu/min.

Dotted curves correspcid to the calculatic;* carried out without
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th4 atcount of the plastic ircperties ,f material, i.e., E=O in

formula (7). The results of calculatio4 sbc ,that upon consideration

cf tho plastic properties of material in .ccnstruction occurs a more

latense izcrease in the relative argle of thist4

* S5, ( 0)) (t)_.() I Li "

0(\,,t) s$, . '5,*t -t

((0 __W

T,73
imin.

Fig. 4.

l~ey: 11). sin.

Page 90.

Big. 5, gives the Ficttra of tke redlatrikution of stresses and

a change in the relative angle pf tulist Is the course of time vith
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the clclically changing exteral tcreicpal ScAent. During thb

dec;ease of external torsional acment, was accefted linear

.4 cgcuuzication/conqectiop bqtween s and V, I.e.., in formula (7) was

accepted B-0.

the obtained results cf numerical coaqutaticn testify to the

high velocity of the coivergepce of successive approximations. So.

the djsagreement between tke stress levels, wbich correspond to the

second and third ajproach/ajproximaticns, ttey are observed in the

third sign.

nm4.m m lm lm mI e• • m
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5 9(t ) h - im

ELL F

___~ 5/t

7 rX 
T(

I y~4t1)

fig. 5

gey: ji.daN/al" 2).sin

-V 2J. YUi. N* Rabqtuov. CreP Of the elemeptV cf constructionsf.

"sclemce"., 1966.

2. A. A. I1'yVushin, X. . osFelov. o4 tile sethod of successive

approimlatiofls in the task cf transienlt creer. Engineeringq journal,1

Vel. IV, iss. 4, 1964.

J. 1. 1. Pospelov. Metbod of success;vE ap~roxiuatioqi5 in the
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task qf transient creep aqd nonlinear olasticity. "scientific notes

cS TsAGI". No2, 1970.

the minuscript entered 26/VI 1969.

ro a m U4mnNn n
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Page 11.

TMORT OF CRITICAL BEHAIOB OF GAS EJECTOR tIB LARGE PRESSURE

UFlIPlENTIALS.

1A N. Gusev.

N ithin the framework of the dynamics at perfect gas, is

isiestigated the critical mcde cf cperatipV of gas ejector with the

c*lindrical mixing chanter vith large pressure differentials. For the

calculation of flow in the 4et, ovezex~anded relative to the static

piossure low-pressure gas, is utilized the thecry of the hypersonic

ccmpressed layer. 7he calculations conducted ooqfirm the

istablished/installed previcusly experimeatall) fact (G. L.

Gzadzqvskiy, Bull. of the A! USSR HfhG, .1O6, Nc 3) which with large

0 essare differentials attainable ccmpressicn ratios in ejectors

eXceed maximum computed values, given by tbecr,ies developed for the

case qf the moderate pressure diffrenatials.

Ihe phenomenon of closing in supersonic gas ejector &as studied

4or toe first time by M. D. Millicsbchikov and G. I. Ryabinkoy [1].

a n r~lmmm num • mmm m m m mmnm .mmmm u
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Ia subsequent repqrts bl G. I. Tagaiova, $. 1. Eezhirov, k. A.

Nikol'skil, V. I. Shustcv, S. N. Vasillyew and 1. T. Kharitonov [2"

(-3] the theory of critical tehavior it undq went essential

4 refin4ment. At the moderate Fressure differentials, the basic

parameterq of gas ejectcr Qttaired by icalculaticn, were located in

gpcd Agreement with the results of experiment. laking into account

the mnxing of the ejectice and ejected floes, ,critical bekavior of

the wqrk of gas ejector was examined iV works [4) - [6]. Below within

the framework of the theogy of the flow ol ferftct gas it is

isvestigated critical opezatiag modes of gas ejector with large

Esessmre differentials.

let us examine gas ejector ith tte cylindrical camera/chamber

to zi;ings worker in czitical behavicr (F$g. 1). Section I

c orresFonds to the mixing chamber islet, sicticl 3 - to aq output

frc %t, .section 2 is the section Cf the clcslng in which in work in

critical behaviors the rate o the ejected gas tecomes equal to the

sited cf sound. It is assomed that at the fpd cf the mixiqg chamber

it is realize/accomplisked the ccallete m izng .cf gases. Let us

introduce following designations. pal - total fressure high-pressure

gas; pal - the total pressure low-pressure gaq, pa" - total pressure
Gx

cf the hixture, which emerges from ejecto; k critical

cceff4cieqt of ejection, equal to the rathe of the mass flow rate G,

of thd ejected gas to the mass flow rate G1 of the ejection gas unier
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the cqpditions of closing. The Seosetric diqeisions of ejector are

determined by radius r' of the jet of .high-pressure gas in sectio 1

ad bj radius r" the mixing chamber. Mach number of high-pressure gas

ie section 1 let us designate through Mgt*

let as pause at the special feature/peculiarities of the

d~schtrge of high-pressure Sas jet with laLge pressure differentials.

S14ce the static pressure high-pressure gas iq section 1 is greater

static pressure low-pressure gas in this saxe section, the expansion

cf gas occurs out of nozzle And is spread in flcw on centered on

nouzle discharge edge rarefaction have. Co;siderable zone of flow in

Jet proves to be overexranded relative to tie static pres~ure

loq-pressure gas. Flow in this regicr uill apprcach flow from certain

equivAlent source whose intensity change4 during transition from one

ray/beam tc azother [7].

Pa, ge 92.

The degree of increase in flow in jet will te .determined by the

system of those limit of cverexpansien zone of flow of th shock

waves The gas, passed through the suspeqde.d shock wave I (see Fig.

1), fqrns the adjacent the iumf compressed layer, which concentrates

in 4t~elf the large part cf high-ptessure gas [7]. Thus, the flow of

gas in the high-pressure jet of gas ejector will be not only
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beterggeneous, but also it will consist, generally speakigg, of

to-qualitatively differeitt flows. It ,is pbvious that this flow

caqnot be described within the frame ork pf hydraulic theories.

At sufficiently high values ao the duct/contour of the
Pot

QOardssed layer it is lossftle to utite L71:

__ _ 2 (df)2 2 r'2p, '~ [+(di

*~M') P ___1

where

.1 -(f-(l', i = rctg(-f df •

lore r, - polar coordinates "ith pOli at point 0 (see Fig. 1),
r

(= -4--a duct/cqntoux cf shock,

- angle of the sloe of jump to Xb direction of the

incident flove

- the angle, formed by the direction of radius-vector r and by

the direction of tangent to the ducticcntpur cf jump,
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- a total gas flcv through tbe xcafiessed layer,

U.- mazinum speed.

N and 9 - a Mch nuaber and the aule )of tbe slope of velocity vector

beior# the shock layer in bigh-Fressurq .gas,

p - variable pressure cn the outer edSe of the coapressed layer,

- specific heat ratic in higb-pressue .gas.
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z1l Is

1k;g. 2.

Page 13.

Issuning the flow cf low-pressure gas cge-dimensionaa, for

Fressure on the outer edge cf ccapzessed laler II (see Fig. 1) we

havv:

P /41 ~ ~uLMl) -'~(2)

N it 4s determined from the flow eguatiotq:

1+1

M( ! + 2 I M2) - -

2+1

AA M1 us f)'- _1  ) 2; 1k r"''i "' -

p
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lere A, - Icb numter Cf lov-peasure gas in cross section 1,

S- specific heat ratio in low-pressure gas.

Substituting (2) i .equation (1), for the duct/contour of
bigh-Fressure jet, finall we will oktai4.:

d'f 2 2 n rl2p;
f dT ~~~~qI

M2M'2 eintt M'2) Y 3

, ~~~~~~~~2 ------ I - U--i,, /,l(

the entering the equatioq values 0, A'and e are the functions of
the pqlar coordinates and parabeter* ,', . lith f >>I for thee,
are valid the asymptotic dependences, given in [7]. These functions

were determined numerically by method of characteristics from the

pxgrta, comprised on the tasis cf the [rpctdort for of calculation

and f;rmulas, presented i4 [8]. The boundar) ccqditions of task take

Lora C,71:
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f1,f (4)

Key: 11). uith.

._. IAler-.

, -- M.1sl 20,1 +(M4 1 sin22Ot-4 (M 11 cos t ,,- 1)(Mi, sin' 0 ,I- 112

2(M,, cos '6 1 - 1) '

= .= (( -)" arcrg 1( 'j-2 / ~ --J - nrtg V M T, -} -
, _ f I- I

M~t ( + -- 0/

Mith the asigned/frescribEd jump/dr, p',o and the geometry of

qjoctqr - the istegratign of equation (3) as conducted at several

va*uel4 I,, thus fan in sectio 2,,ven = sa eck number of

lpv-psessure gas did not reach the s.eed of soutd.

After the deteriinatict of il for the critical coefftcient of

ejqct4on, it is possible to write

al p q (A,)

Addiqg to equiation (5) the kncn equatic4s of the ejection
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-' (XI + z(g)-2-" qQ. )+*P~q(Xt) / '' -- * ( k,) ;

Po ( a )q( ") (I + k,)
, (6,

q (A, ). p'oq ( ) z( l+k.# (I)--

we will obtain the complete system of equaticls, which determines the

Fananters of the ejectcr. working in cri.ticaI tehavior.

tags 14.

Ie latt/latter relatiousbiptratios it is Accepted: X - derived rate.

*- relatioq of the critical speeds-of ejct¢n and ejected gases,

g4h). of l(%) - gas-dynamic functicos, P= 'ocomptession ratio of
Pot

Fig. 2, depicts the dependences j; ps j at different values

k. aid (r"/r')', 2O with 1= 1,M, = 1, o= I asd 0 (unbroken curves).

At smaller values ( ) the calculaticns were not performed,

sznce here are dis~apted a;licability conditios of the theory of

the hypersonic colpressd layer. Fcr a coslariscn on this same figure

aA tht same valueg k. are given tke experiseqtal data, borrowed from

wcrk E6] (dotted curves), and calculated - according to the theory of

critical behavior [E2 (dot-dash curves).

I
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As it fclloVs from Fig. 2g the calculations conducted confirm

established/installed previously experimentally fact [6] that with

large jump/drops in pressire fa' attainable cczlression ratios in

ejectza exceed maximum ccmnuted values acccrdivg to theory [2]. In

this case. maximum comFression ratio of ejector will be realized with

greater than according to tkeqry [], values _.

let us pause at the case *.=o," debernining maximum compression

ratio of ejector with the ass1Sned/pzoscrmktd jump/drop in the

Fressure Po. in tkis case the M ach ,quaber ot low-pressure gas at the

sizint chamber inlet M, = 0, aud critics" kehavior of the work of

ejectqr i4 the setting accepted will be determined from the natural

condition of expansion cf jet ct high-,ipesre gas to the transverse

size/dimensioq of the chamber of nixing r*. In this case the total

Exessare low-pressure gas P will be equhl to the external to

pressuro in space, where escapes jet. At bigh values of tire pressure

gradient P0= the diEscharge cf suck jet* into space with

!Po
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cpstint pressure was vxanired in mork (Io In specific heat ratio in

bigh-pressure gas I a 1#4 fit = I apd I 1 tbqse data (unbroken

curvel together with eiFerimental itriangies) r.borroved from work

[9), represented ia fig. 3 in the fcrn cf dep*e3)ce on a jump/drop

in th, pressure tbq maximum removal,,distance I of suspended

shock wave frqm tke axle/auis of jet oq the assumption that the

thickness of the adjacept the jump ccmhpreszzd layer is negligible.

Here dorrected valtues j'¥ for the sqries pf te sonic ejectors,

working in critical behavior who k,=o (aual1 circles - experiment

[6]. dctted curve tbecry of critical ,Iqksbiqr [2]).
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.4 d

so loo ,o

1,9. 2.

Page 25.

Cc laxilom sbous that with an increase 14 tke jump/drop iaq the
Ftsszez 0 the oxperimental values r" Mill cve away fom

r

thoordtical dependence [2]j ap~zoacbimg valses -p by that 4eterai-ed

in the maximum reaoval/distance of sus~eRd44 shck wave from the

axle/Axis of jet %ith its flow intc space vith constant pressure.

Ihea k,=0 mystqu (6) for the ca1c*Iaticv of compression ratio

cf ejOctor is converted to the form

2 I 7I

qQ( A,)

zQ P)oq ( Il

I I I I lII II I I i i I I Il N I
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in the case of the sonic ejector in' 1) when =1.4 results

Of the Calculatioft of maximum conlression iatic of ejector depending

co 1 h92 k, 0 are given tc Fig. 2. Irce the comparison of

tUdings Vitk tke giperisqqtal [6] it folkewsbat tk* dopeade*
-, -) vkea k,= o 4as a saxtnum at fiqite vimlua p-9 mad -o'

approtchL4g a Coastamt value.

let us deternine tbe limiting values cl conpression Catio of

ejqctqz., vhen k.=0 in tbe case of infinite jump/drops ia the

Prosser* Po. for entering the eguaticns ejtctic; (7) of value

r- ,d~terained here for the maijim reaoval/distance of suspened

shock wave from t4e axlE/axis of jqt daring its discharge in space

vjtb tcnstant preqsure. fDca ycrk [7] it ficlo.e:

*1 Rl
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r- I Po

aud the equations of ejecticn (7) taklz~g tnto account (8) are

cg.vextsd to the form, bbicb does riot depa#J cm -)0

P0

I (9)

'q M)

2
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A011

1 -

Pig. 3.

Page 16.

In the case 1 = 1.4 aqd p = 0 at the valwes of number M{1= and 3,

tor which those enteripq 1,q (9) values t(-(, p, M) sore determined in

vwrk [7]. the limiting values of ccumGeSjci tatio of ejector when

k*=O were given in the table:

M I PO

I 0.37 3,76

3 0,033 10,

Ocaparison shows ttat uhen po>i tke trassition from the sonic

ejectgr to sqpersonic leads to an esseqtial increase in compression

ratio of ejector.
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Zn conclusion the author thanks to , 1.. Ilimov for aid in

covdutting of the necessary calculatioqse
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Page 27.

1;UUTZC THBORY OF BOUNDIBY LAYES B179E15 PLASMA AND A MAGNETIC FIELD.

N. G. Korshakov,

On the basis of kinetic equations aqd the tqmatioas of Maxvell,

they are derive/concluded ard are solved by ItSe [WiBM - digital

coaputer] of the equaticn cf the bcuzdary layer betwon tke plasma

aud the magnetic field during the Xaxu . aE Luaction of particle

diqtribution in the undisturbed plasma. Is cbtained the distribution

cf the basic values, which characterize trarsition layer in its

eatir4 vidth.

Basic results in bcundary-layer theory between the plasma and

the magnetic field were obtained by the authors, imposing following

1*mitdtions for the forsulation of the problem: the simplified form

cf th* fuqction of particle distritution j4 the flow, encountering

foc magnetic field [1] - (3], the absence ci electric fields and

polarization of plasma [4] - [5) or co4stractic; of the functions of

distribution across the boundary layer4 givJig possibility to obtain

simple analytical foraulas for the values, chanacterizing the

structure of layer [6].
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TOlt

The first attempt to rEmove/take scme cf these limitations was

uader~aken by Yu. S. Sigovj who solved in C5]J 1[7] - [9] the problem

of reflection by the magnetic wall qf the Flasna ion flow and

elqctrcns. Striving to Set rid of the infl4ite values of (ensity and

cartent at the turning poiqt of particles.# that appear in the case of

nopQenergetic flow, it replaced them with step functions. By the

filloving space in the treod of development of koundary-lyer theory

betweda the plasma and the tagnetic field is tbi examination of

"natural" Raxwellian functicn cf particle distribution in the

umdisturbed plasma and appearing betmeen them and the magnetic field

of interlayer.' In article vill be *clved the task of the structure of

toc-dimensional boundary layer during the Maxellian function of

particle distribution in the undisturbed plasma.

Zn work [4] was derived integrcdifferqntial equation for a

vektom potential (case cnly of magnetic bovpdar) layer) and is

obtained the distributicn of magnetic ,field. As it will be evident,

this case is in a sense maximum for a ccmmcn/qeqeral/totaL task.

7herefore in article is first obtained a simpler differential
possib;Je)

egoat4on for vector potential, which .makes it -- o obtain the

distribution of thie remaining characteristic values of layer.
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SimplificatiQ4 in the eguatio'D in Cotleiscu with thwt given in

wipsk .4] is achieved because of use as the initial position for the

d~tivAtion not of the eguaticn of the ka1ance of pressures in

bpundary layer, but the equation of Hasuell, cz as a resuLt of the

fact that the ranges of integratiov in pkase *Face are examined in

the alternating/variable Earticle seed, ad vqt energy and

gegertlized momentum. In the formulatlon pf tbe problem of any

siapljfyiqg assumptions in ccmjariscn witk thcse accepted in work [4]

page 28.

AIGNI2IC BOUNDARY LAYER.

the adopted system of cooidinates is giver to Fig. 1.. The

formulation of the problem is well knoyv tics []. The rarefied

Flasst (to the left of interlayer) is giver intc contact with

uagpetic field. Due to thi absence of the ccllAsions through some

tine tnterval all proceeses in interlayer can -t* considered as being

steady. Task is opa-diessicual, i.e., all values depend only on one

c,ocrd~nate x. Plasma when 1-- i doecsiled ky the Maxwellian

distribution function f9c icas and electrons. Ifere are no seized

jarticles within layer.
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Is examples it is possible to give twc cases of the realization

o4 the picture indicated: either aEgative and ;csitive particles have

am equal massi ideptical Latmorov radii; tblerecre there is no

se~arition of charges and electric field doEs nct appear or electrons

lpssess such values of the jaraxetfrs and axe distributed so that the

se.aratioi of charges can be disregarded. Ike pessibility of the

realigation of this case will be eiasined kelov.

The structure of layer is described by equation with

self-consisteot field fcr functioning ;article distribution and the

equat~cn of Maxwell:

Of e -.- Of(I

~Ox Me I

A = 4
A C j "  (2)

Here u- composing particle speed alcirg axle/axis x. i- (vAl.

Density and current are expressed ty tte afpropriate

tongut/momints from the ditributic4 fu wtcp:

i j(r )dV'n f(t 3

7S
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the distribution functon of Ilo n s f to oth

S M [ M (U1+V")~

jaubsiqunatryd by the ndex "o ace ss td tte values of variables

That composing particle speed aloqg tlhe axis z can be without

the 14mitatioq of generality placed egual tC UZeo. Equation (1) has

three integrals aqd solution (1) will be racdcn function from these

iategzals.

let us introduce the dimensionless vaia s

:~~ ~ ~~ 10/f1 \ 4 ': 2

. A0 ,, . ,no- 2 7'
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aed ldt "s replace of variakles in expesmicnas (3) for denrsity and(U. V) ) (10,o ,).I

cuarent'-- jzn the arbitrary functiom of distribution f(u, v)

passes intc known j11, v1), that depeqd on ¢onstasts of mot~iom of

partidle. Integration lisits is extression 13) a >/ 0 uO O will pass

-2v,,. u(
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Page 19.

The region of integration is shown in Fig. 1.
Ppint x of boundary layer, reach tte part4cles vith phase

cpord~nates, which are located cut af the liuiti of the shaded range,
Uiait*d by parabola. Caloelatiog tqrquc/qAmepts from (3) and

introducing fUactiqa ,--exp(- .- )D,(x) [ I], se uill obtain equation

fo a vektor potential 4Pig. 2):

a" ,,=- (41/ -()
2

wkere D,(x)- fi actiqx of parabolic icylinder.

Respectively

n - /
0 (i- )

Li(5
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Squatior, (4) has the integral:

4s+n+ 2 y/Z_ a I.

Bunct±iU Z (x) doeS not have zeros kith real x; therefore
-T

vektor potential Lacroases nopotunically anc parabola in Rig. I does

not have sttio-.s of backwurd octicn.

Boundary conditions take tLe fern a(-o)=O (this always can

be obtained from the condition of gauge ,ivariemc*) and a'(4co)= I

(it is cbtained from the ccndition of equality Iressuros plasma aqd

magnetic oi. both sides Cf kcundary).

, S-oI
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Atilizing an asymptotic representation ot function z 1 (x) at
-T

tke lqw values of the argumant, we Vil ,baim uhen X -

Expression for a vektor pqtential =6 from (-ich evidnt576r(fOIvhf:: el)n

that boundary condition is satisfied vitk tival xo, i.e. wkere exists

the imtecface between the plassa and the macnetic field. kccepting

ro=0, we will obtain the following asymptctic formulas:

! 1 I

a- (aX. j- 241(a 3 i-I-X 2'- ~(L4 ("_=1- )" _' 'C (-i-)

let us note t4at the given in work [4) asyxptotic dependence of

magnetic field on coordinate is inaccurate due to the stealing in in

calculations error.

4n the pqint of secticr, all tasi values and their first-order

derIvatives are coptinucus.

Lguation (4) with conditions a(O)=0, a'(±w) I was integrated

by ETsVM. Results are giveq to Fig. 3. It is easy to establish that

I.m •| mm m



R"=x,, in the case in question and the N~dth ,of boundary layer is

S-rlQ Saruorov ionic radii.

let us now sole on te more cosmca/genetal/total task.:

EOLIR.1ZIV BOUNDARY LYJ.

Coordinate sstem# accopted fog this task, given to Plig. 4. Let

us again introduce the condition of the rarefaction of the plasma

(mean free paths of particles ccnsiderabLy exceed their larmorov

radiij. TIis allos for the time intervals sreater than the set-up

time qf all values, which characterize the strnucture of inqterlayer,

hut less than the characteristic time cf the ccllisions of particles,

to consider task as stationary. Task one-dimensional, i.e., a change

in all values occurs only along the axis x.

$hen - there is two-component, ncnpclarized plasma with

the Alxwelliap distribution function of ipza and electrons and

characterized by the valuqs of the pavaqete e - (vhere a

mass qf electron, and i- a mass of iol) and k -T, i.e. by the

relatton of e'ectrosic and ionic tqmperatures. 4here are z o seized

particles in transitiop layer. All Farticles, entering the boundary

layerl emerge it. Tdsk let us examine in ncreilativistic 4etting.
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Let us write the equations of :Bcltzaaur mithout accoant the

collision of particles and equatic¢s ot .MazbeU for ions and

electicns, that describe a change of the basic Farameters of plasna

ia tht transition layer:

OfX .~ -v ] ;u",j- + --- (J +T-[ll1 -~ ~o; (6i)

, (x) = --4xe (n, - n,);

AA (x) = --- U t r;(7)

Rgoattons 46) have all of six integrals* biach express the laws of

cmservation of energy and Seneralized momectum for the systen of

particles- the field:

U, I 2 t WS -I- m,. ele

- ,e Ci'; (8)

ln, 3 e 2

tv .. .



Subsegueatly witbgut tke liuitation pt 9esesalit, let as assume

that 4 =0. Parthermogeg if we rejuite j4 9rder to s, ea-)owhen x---co,

then c, and c, will represent the kinetic energy and the y-th

component of the velocity of the particle, respect-vely.

The solution of equations (6) will be a random function of

integrals (8). Let us substitute them in the moments for density

and current:

j'dj e f eifj(x, ) dv;

HliS f'(X, ;)v ij

Integration in (9) takes place with respect to all particles

reaching point x of the boundary layer.

The systems of equations (7) is of the fourth order and

four boundary conditions are necessary for it. Two of them7.V with

x-ct An the thix4 copditiop we take: '-)0 whea r--+ Tb.

fourti boundary copdtic. qill be tbe r"viseneot of tt, so that

the magnetic field vhen x--,ro would have a value, ensuring the

equilibrium of bouvdary layer as a whole A.jualitY pressure in the

, lasat when x-,-o and of magnetic field ees x-+oo):

i A,2 (± .)

lt us introduce the disensiopless variables:

e4) eA - x

•I a - LI- -
- a-- ' e CCI e  x 0

X0 U = C C

ee re /e characteristic thermai. electzo~ic rate.

m- an electron deqsity or ions u64 t-*-.'
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T.0u (00) it -is retritten in the ifgra

+-t- - - + l A . 0'

the conditions of intaegrAtion ip 49) -take the form (for erample,f4: 
o' 

eectrong) 
or, utijizjqq the atE ropriat

e integrals,M1 , 0, uo - 24 + 42+ 2avo

l[ere and subsequently let us dropsoait marks about
dijaenionless variables).
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let us pass un forsulas (9) f¢a ithe plane of variables (uo v)

tp (ug, v0). Ra&ge of integration is the exiketior of parabola (Fig.

5a). lithin the phase space, next ty parakola, ,ere located all those

Farticles which turned conversely tevards -lala, ahaving reached

point x of boundary layer. With motion to tke side positive x the

parabola is opened, and its apex/vertex moves down along the axis of

crdinites (of uhat it is peqsible to he cg nqiqcd after

c¢oqcrete/specificAactual calculatics :by ESsVM). Analogous position

eXistA for the ions (see fig. 5b).

After expressing the tcrque/acnents of distribution function and

after leading then to dizediicmles forn,1 we wjJl obtain the system

at tht fourth order for the vector and magnetic potential1s;

3
--" - j/ {Z 1 (-j. 4~ i( ,(11)

2 4

ne -- i,  (12)

where
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_L 4 Z, ()

,= exp (20)----f - I da; (13)
0x- F= Z4(

0a I a z (I)

22

let us draw scie conclusions frcm t1~ese equations. Punction Z I(X)

is strict positive c.n an eotire range cl change real variable x;

therefore vektor potential and magnetic field Izcrease strictly

upqotqnically.

El.
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a)

:1). lor electrons. (2). For icnd.

Fa1e 303.

Potential 0 is 4qited; therefore vhqz .-4+co a, + and,

thre~ore, the curvents of electoaps aed Icips va1niab. When x--.-on o

and therefore on tbh basis of liuitedness z _(x) ion and

e*ctsonic current when X--) vasishe.;

C2An equation (12) the -,3raloteo r -- or - 4E 10 13 (0

ia electron volts) is sufficiently low. ?t~A*tore oquatioql (12) -

eguation with the low parameter at hJigler derivative at the energies,

distant from the r.elativistic.

one of conditions bas form n;(+)-iooo)-O. By the unique value
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of th4 potential ® that satisfti#g this xcdition, en the basis

( 18)-(14), as skoved experiment in machines, it is ¢1)=0.

Sne of the special feature/peculiagities of equationa (11)-(12)

is the fact that into the argument ef te functions, which( stand in

the right side of the equations, epters the relation j=--. hen

-co aqd a- o, -o and this sense beccess not defined. Let us

calculate it ?hen - accosding to l*..cFitalls rule

"=Im-a-- 11M- , 7 = - -, lm

and I4t us substitute vitin last/latter AiRit tbe right sides of

equattcns (11)-(12). Ve vill ottain transceadttal equation for y:

1

[Zi- -J2 ~ (1~i~po (16)

2-t~ 3/5

The roots of equation 16j can te dteLhn1).d by HTsV3. As became
clear& equation (16) has threq roots I 1 ubsequtly):

2.

3. - 0,54.
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All three roots very veakly depend oa the Farameter ).

the asymptotic solgtious of equations (11)-(12) whka

take the farm

a k, (x Xo)4; (17)
,t - /k (x

it is evident that t4 bqundary conditions are realized with

f#qal .r Let us accept x-=0.

4ntegration ip the aachiae of equatios itl)-(12) with the

cpaditious at left end/lead, which are obtained, if we take roots of

1 or 2, it showed that the sclutic~s dc not satisfy right boundary

cpzqditions, the ionic density or electros increases exponientially.

In this case let as exaaiqe the third too*:

a = 0,1625 • - 2x'; '0- = 0,877 10 3 x';
a' = 0,65. 10-' ; ' = 0,35 , O-2x*;.

1w • i w w m
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In one case of equation (11)-(12) are scivEd simply: this the

case moen A-.. -n this case, Larmorov radii of particlos are

eqeals the sqparatlons cf particles dc no;t appear, jgzILj,, and the

Ejctuxe of the behavior of values sith an accuzacy dova to the terms

of order p coincides with that depicted oe Pi(i. 3.

The practice of count ty ETsVM cf systes (11)-(12) siroved that

the cqunt was unstable, solution with ,conditios at left end/lnad,

characterized by the third zot, is ra~iday shct down to the

sclut4cns, characterized by the first ,or seccd root; therefore

equations (11)-(12) were reFlaced ty systs (1.1)-(14, where

n, = "i. (1 2)'.

Page 304.

it is possible to note that tbe ipsatility of the count of

system 411)-(12) appears when is already valid replacement (12'), in

SI

('
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therefore as boundary conditions for (12') it is possible to take

either Isolution (ll)-(12) at the point when it st -ill not is stable,

or asymptotic solution (ll)-(12) at. the point where the

substitution of (12') is already valid, which was done. The

conditions for (11)-(12') they were undertaken in the form

n(O)=0, 0(0)=O. Remaining conditions (1l)-(12), as it was

explained from calowlavions, they are satisfied.

As it follows from the overall tbeory cf differential equations,

this Approach/appr9ximaticm is coriect ca at extire range of

interlayer, with the exceptiop/elinination cf ,narrow sublayer near

toundAry. In our case this sublayer is realized near x= 0,1 where act

asymptotic la~s.

Xn the case sken A L 1. eauetionE can be approximately

reFlaced with fol.qwlng (out of the raqge ci 4arrow sublayer near x -

"a I-

-I a
1" 22

9

, 2, 2 A _ - 2: af g

The low parameter cf expansiop is acpually the smallness of

electLic forces i4 compariscn with nagqetic i interlayer (with the

e ception/elihination of left end/lead . lbtE *ben Larmorov radii of

• mm N p I 
N

l I In m. . .
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particles converge, the picture of value dhangv approaches a similar

pattern in the case of sagnetic bcandary laler. Density chkange is

descr4ted by the appropriate fcrmula.

As an example of general soluticn, let us examine the case X = I

tsptecmal plasma, Fig. 6). Width of-koadary layer approximately

,41Rj, vkere R1. rj- iqnic and slectroeic Laraorov radius

respedtively. agnetic fiqld rapidly 1qrafaes kecause of electroqic

current, then slowly it emneges at its waive km f - because of ionic.

Ins are run up/turned first in essencq by the vegative electric

fjqld (to the point of its saximum turns tbE halt of particles),

then, after losing its energy, by sagnetic field. Appears the dual

charged layer. Electrons, after oktaining tigh tnergy in the range of

vegat~ve electric field. jeakly "feel" intc further magnetic field;

therefcre their current i4 the rangq of ppsitive electric field is

lop in comparison with ic;ic. With an increase in the parameter k,

Larmozov radii of ions and electroqs cenvexce and the value of the

electsic field, which attempts to traw together the turning points of

icos and electrons, it d creases. It ig ppssible to note that range

uth the sharp gradient of electric field and snall width (order of

Cetye screeniqg distance), examined, for exastle, in [9], it does not

apl.ear.
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MIXING OF THE GAS JETS C DIIPBENT D.IISVI¥

V. M. Slavnov.

Conducted experimental investigaticq ct th-e mixing of the gas

jets qi different density. Was investigated the mixing of two

ccaxiAl, axisymmetric subsomic jets, ensuijng frcm the becoming narrow

4oz21es with large compressio. As the working gas of internal jet,

were atilized argon and vittogen, and exterral jet was created by

ajrflqw. It is shown, that the criterion pf mixing under bhese

coqditions was the ratic of the velocities cf the mixed flows.

The turbulent 4ixipg Of gas flows %ith different density was

investigated in a series cf works [1] - [5). Ibe foundation studies

cf the mixing of flows at high rates were carriid out by A. Ferri. To

then it was advanced ant is experimentally tested important

byFctfiesis about the fact that under conditicas of developed

turbulence the criterion of the mixing of te ,ccntacted gas flows

hith different density is the relaticn of tte products of density and

the rite in these flows. The develcped by A. Yezrii theory was well

c~pfirmed by the experiaeqtal studl of tht mixing of a subsonic jet

cf hydrogen, escape/ensuing into cccurient air flow [4], [5]. The
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scbematic of the utilized ,in these expex;ipftq experimental

installation is given tc Fig. 1. The lcng cylindrical tube, which

sples gas of central jet, was tke sourc of sufficiently thick

bcndAty layer in the beginEi~g of the zone of the mixing of flows

uvtb different density.

Vas of interest tte study cf the pzocfEs cf the mixiqg of the

gas jets of different density with the reduced thickness of initial

toundiry layer in pozzli edge. It %as jossikle to expect that the

csitezion. determining tbv mixing ct flcw, ip this case will be the

ratio of the velocities of the mixed flows and that with equality

rates (with small initial ttrbulence) the tcrbulent mixing will

virtually no. The target/luzpose of this work wvas the experimental

investigation of tte gas jets cf differeqt density, escaping behind

V.2zles with the high dcgrEe qf ccsires-,icr.

The schematic of tie utilized experimertal installation is given

tp Fi4. 2.

1- 1 I L

r...
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The coaxial mixed gas jets of different density were created by the

system of two coaxial becoming narrow nozzles with the large

compression of nozzles - area of the output section was less than

the initial nozzle section by 16 times. In addition in input

channels were establish/installed those

level the flow of grid. Testings were conducted during the discharge

ct jets in the atmosphere. 7o internal not2zle was fed compressed

mitrogen or argon, while to ewternal nozzle - the compressed air with

teu[exatures of stagnaticn 1o - 2E80 K. The total pressure applied

ccPresse4 air i,. and gas cf inteital Jet P- was measured with the

aid of the nozzles of tle total pressure, i establisk/installed in the

channdl: in front qf mottles. Fig. 3, gives the value of gas density

t c notzle *dgq p/Ph (va referred tc air density under starndard

corqditions i", dependinS on the given rate A.

The parameters of the sixEd jets were neasured with the aid of

the cqub/rack of the nc2zles of the total Exessare, which it was

establish/installed on cifferent distance fzcm nozzle edge (Fig. 4).

L
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Page 108.

To Fig. 5 given typical distributioA pI tbe total pressure P,

iLR thA sectio, distaat to five hoses from the section/sh.ar of

isternal 4qzzle -- 5 duing the dIschaxge of nitrogen to air flow

(it is referred to atmospheric pressure P/). The measurement of the

parameters of the shift of flows with dif~qrent density was conducted

a* distances by 15 and 0 hcres frcs the sectic4/shear of the

ictertal nczzle where was nedsured com~lete axl load ,.. and was

calculated its relation tc the total pressure gas of internal Jet

/,,,.'At the low speeds of external flow "' the relation o-L as a
i"

result of the turbulent mixing cf jets was less than unity, with an

iqcrease in the velocity of external flow, the zone of mixing, was

attenuated and relation grc/rpsek The results of the
Pa

seasuzements conducted are represented in Fig. 6 and 7.

Big. 6, gives the deperdence of relaticn JP41 on the ratio ofPa

the velocities of the mixed jets " hile In Fig. 7 - dependence

co relation Pa U4 The data Pig. 6 and.? skow that under conditions

cf the experiment conducted the critericq of the mixing of the gas

jets qf different density is the ratio of tte velocities of the mixed

flowsU" and not the relaticn cf the Frodicts cf density and rate
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P. Us
P This, apparently, is ccnnected mith the reduced tarbulence

16vel ad small initial bouovdary layer thickress in nozzle edge.
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fig. 2.

t fig. J.
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Separatio4 of binary gas hixture it a free ;et, which escapes into a

'1 ~ vocuum.

.I. S. Borovkov, V. M. Sankcvich.

Ucrk deicts the results of the expeqrIental study of the

separation of binary gas siiture or the aglg/axis of free jet and is

carried out the cosparifon cf these results wItb F. Sherman's theory.

1. To number previcusly carriEd out ciks cn experimental

analysis of separation cf :binary gas iAtvre, which escapes into

vacuum, are related works cf Deckerls grouE (1), [2] and Waterman and

Stern [3], (4]. where it is shcwn, that nucleEs of free jet proves to

he substaqtially enriched heavy component In cciparison with initial

x ztuEe. According to Becker the separatipa it free jet is determined

by kazodiffusion, while acccrding to Watesman ard Stern, - by a

difference in the thermal velocities of the beavy and light/lung

molecules of blending ace~tE.

The results of works [1) - [14] are placed in the doubt of work

[5], According to which the separaticn cf sixtuxe is that seeming and
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iE cbserved only in such a case, wlen-efore tke entrance into

n Czzld, that selects mixture for atalysis4 is tiock vave.

The quantitative analysis of t e ptocfss ,of separation in free

jet is carried out in Stersans work (6].: Is hete proposed the

hydrodynamic theory of 4iffusin s*Faratiop and are calculated static

aplar concentrations ant t.e partial flcws cf heavy component on the

azle/Axis of binary almost inviscid jet.

The results, obtained by Sherman, it mill ;ot agree with the

results of works [1]- [4] and [5].

Thusi after the appearance of voxk [6] arose the need for the

new mqre thorough and acre correct ezferisettal analysis af the

separAtiol of binary aijture. 7he attesEt tc cc;duct this

investigaticn is made it the present veLk4

It should be noted that the need fcr ccoducting of the I
investigation indicated is determiredinct cily ty scientific, but

I;
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with tarbon trap 7 - it is tot above 5.iO- mm 11g. The measurement of

Fartitl copcentrations in the caaera/chamber of analysis 4 was

r ondudted by mass specticneter-cmegatrcn RMC-4S 9, by the being

analylex of iustrument Tjj'tx5-i (8].

Page i10.

the special coordinate spacer apparatus of 10 described devices

makes it possible tc derivq/conclude nozzle 1 from the jet being

investigated and to prqduce the rellacement of It by nozzle with 1A,

designed by pressurized/sealed convccttin tc scqic nozzle 11,

moreover for both these process/opiraticn ccordinate spacer apparatus

makes it possible to satisfy ir the Frccess of sxperiment., This makes

it Fossile to consider the effect of restdual gas in the

camert/chamber after nozzle c4 the measured partial flows of blending

agents, to check the absence of the shock wave lefore nozzle 1, and

also it is constaRt to determine tke iqitiaI composition of mixture,

i.e., ccmpcsition in thQ preconhustion chaater in front of the

rozzle.

With the aid of the described above deyice can be defined both

cocuosition of the jet, which falls into nozzle I and the separation

ratio S:

S / ) N,) N V /N'

I.' -n
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In this rela-:ionship/ratic, oktaiied rico the condition of the

Frosezvation/retettion/maiitaining of the #umkor of molecules in

camera/chambers 2 and 4# '1' and q-- Fastial flows of the heavy and

]Igbt/lung of conpgnepts at t44 point beag investigated, No and no -

I jartial conceiltrations cf these coufonents in initial mixture, N and

m, N* and n*, N and n - cqcentration of the heavy and light/lung of

ccmonents in the camera/chamber of analysis 4 respectively in the

posit4cn of nozzle I at the point being imestigated and out of jet

aid wIth the connection of attachment IA to sonic nozzle.

The accuracy/precisicp of this determiraticn of separation ratio

can be led to 5-7o/o.

3. Experimental investigation of sepazaticv vas carried out on

a le/axis of free jet fcr mixtures argon - kelium and nitrogen -

helium at constant temperature To in precohlustion chamber

(295-3000 K), at different iritial ccspositicns N0/oa(0.1-1),

lr# ssures in precombustir chasuer po (1-100 an Hg), diameters Do of

critidal section of sonic 4o2zle (0.63-7 m) and vith different
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distances of x from nozzle edge (X/Do .. 2-20).

The conductet investigaticn sbcwed tikat the separation on the

axle/axis of jet is described well by Sherman's theory, it:

Re number- which figures as in ,tbi th.cry, is determined not

by the geometric Da or effective b4,, and itie diameter D, of the

scqic part of the flow in nczzle threat:

p ,~~ a. D___1Re = Po ;

B Ue number exceeds certain valuej calIld telov critical

Reynclds number 61,1,

The ccnducted investigaticn stowed besides the fact that

diameter D can be. detexhired in the first apprcxiMation, from the

relat cnship/ratio

IT -13 ; 9 2 -0,25) 0.5.

IA
H~iiimil ll ~
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,jg. 1.

This relationship/ratic, as can easily be seen that it occurs,

it flqw in nozzle throat car be divideda intc boundary layer and

inviscid nucleus, slip cn 4czzle 114ers is absent, Miach number in

flow core in critical, section is equal to ce and the dependence

sass rate of discharge in tke boundary layer Of this flow on a radius

is linear.

4. For illustration of forrulated above derivations Fig. 2-4,

gives results of analysis of separatiog of qixture argon - helium

iith ;nitial composition No/no = 0.2, that esca~es behind nozzle by

etaleter Do = 7 me.

fig. 2, gives the coupariscn cf the ezxerivental and obtained in
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accordance with Shermants wcrk thecretical deie;dences of the

separation ratio S on the relative distaste 1/.9 of different

ciaracteristic diameters S: Do (Fig. 2a)1i D,, $fig. 2b) and D, (Fig.

24c).

Diameter I),, is hex determined exferiseDtally according to the

J coqsumption of the mixture through the nozzle at differenti pressures

in jreccmbustion chamber. Diameter Dt is dalculated on the given

{ above relaticnship/ratic between tbe diameter L& and D4 ,.

It is interesting to mcte thit the relatioship - for all

aqalydes by us of nozzles and mixtures was deteamined exclusively by

uRSe Re_ " and It was described well by the formula

D,

SDo C' o"

Bron givqn Fig. 2, it follows that duri~g the determination of

rusnel Re>Rep from diaseters Do aipd Dq, the average difference

bteen the experimental and theoretical dqjendences S~x/0) comprises

ker those examine/considered a mixture a~d a #C2zle with respect 20

and 18o/o and noticeably eeds that error Ja troximately 6o/o),

£rce shich coefficient s was determived exreriv~ntallyo During the

determination of iquaber Re>Rexp frca the diaeer of the sonic part

cl thd flow iq nozsle throat the experiental a! d theoretical

do~edences S~x/D,) virtually coincide with each other.
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'0 ~ 'Q C / i , C 2

14ge 112.

Jig. .3, gives the ccuparison cf the desczikod above experimental

aad theoretical results fcz diameter D, in the fcllowing designations

c$ uork [6):

b- partial flow cf argcn at the poirt teing investigated on

the a;1e/axis of Jet;

- constant the linear deFeudence of the coefficient of

viscosity cn temperature h=C-c-, shlch aust give the correct

vaiues of the coefficients cf the viscoaity cf the gases in question

10 transonic zone of flcV;

SMlO nI vU
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where

f-o the initial aclar concentraticq ct azgon,

Smo-- number of Scbmidt it initial aixture,

al and m, - mqleculaz masses cf argon and telium,

go f0a1 + (1-fo) z, - neutral clecular weight of initial

ixturet

=----relation of teat capacities fcr argon and h.'elium,

q- thermal-diffusia sense in inittal mixture.

rig. 4, gives the depqpdence 4f ooefficieit S on number Re - pao1) _

the jdt i4 questiop for -;=s, i.e. faic .b* cale. whon coefficiest S

iv th~s jet is in effect maximua.

As it follows from Fig. 4. critical na..ber i ,,, for overall

1'
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efficency of S here of thb mixture in guesticm is equal

apFzo~imately to 70.

Analogous results were obtained fcr ptker initial coapositioqs

cf mixture argon helium, cther sonic nozzles, ard also during the

aaalysis of mixture nitrogen - helium.

The value of 4umbef RL.,... in paxticular, icr the maxiave

separation ratio of mizture remained constant and equal in our

exleriments approximately 7M.

S. Need for determination of Be nutber, wlich figures as for

Shermin's theory with use of diameter cf stnic Fart of flow in nozzle

throat, i.e., taking into account tcundary layer, is connected,

akfarntly, with the fact tIat precisely in this part of flow with

its e~pansion in vacuum alrear those longitudinal and radial

gradients, which produce separatiop of milture.

I.

nf m u m n m or umnm m m m ~
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Xn connection with this it is interestiqg to note that, in
evidexce of the authors of works [ 9]s e1perizectal and obt, ained by
Rethod cf characteristics ir work [ 101 the calculated dependences m

(,X/f))@ which they play ispcrtant rcle in Shersa.,s theory, will agree

i | J ii i| i
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well between themselves with .the lciq nuxbers Se0 only in such a case,

uhqn *a characteristic is utilized dianqter, octiceably smaller than

dtaleter D,4,. CiA the work ['6] dependence X ExYDG) is determined

exper menally with sufficiently large ousters Sea = 2400-7300].

Buriqg the discussoq of anctber derjvatic of present article -

derivAtioq atout the existerce of number Pe.p- it is necessary to

bear 4j mind, that Sheruaqxs theory is coast-icted on basis of

equations for a nonvisccus Sas, wrcng with the small Re numbers.

Thus, the process of the seFaraticn pf the binary gas mixture,

which escapes into vacuum, it is rialized im actuality and the laws

governing this process Iben Re>Re.p are d scrited by Sherman's

theory. As concer,.s the values of separWicn ratios, obtained in

wcrks [1) - [4] and [5), which, obviouslyo ip tle first of them these

values are strongly overstated as a result cf the inadequacy of the

systems of analysis, ant in the latter are understated as a result of

the stall sensitivity of metering equifmeot.

From Sherman's theory whose validity is here confirmed

exper4mentally, aqd alsc irce the tact cf tie existence of the

critical. Re number, after achievement of wlich the separation ratio

tegins to decrease together with Re. can be made two derivations:
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effect of separation in practice cannot ke used during

obtaining of the superscnic rarefied flows in the underexpanded

V92Z14S;

- effect of separation can not be taker icto attention during

cbtaining of the superscnic rarefied airflcu.

In conclusio4 it is necessary to qote that during the execution

ct this work appeared wcrk [11], where are alrc given the results of

determining the partial flcws cf argon aqd helli. on the axle/axis of

fxee let. Prom indicated work it dces qot fcllc¢, which diameter as

characteristic must be selected for determining the Re number in

Sherman's theory, however, its results will agree vell with the

results, obtained in the present wcrk. Pig. 5 gives the comparison

cf the results of work [11] and of this work Vith D = Do, which

relate to the maximum separation ratios of sixture argon - helium,

that escapes behind sonic 4C2zle.
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